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An XML-Based Tool for Building and
Using Conceptual Maps in Education and

Training Environments

Juan-Diego Zapata-Rivera, Jim E. Greer, John Cooke
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University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada
Diego.Zapata@usask.ca

Conceptual maps have been used in many areas as a means of capturing and
representing knowledge. Several authors have explored the use of visual tools to
enhance the learning process. Thinking maps as well as frame games use visual
patterns of relationships (learners thinking processes) to structure knowledge.
Based on their graphical structure it is possible to recognize the thinking
process(es) employed in the map. Several software applications have been
created to support different kinds of maps, but they use proprietary files to
represent their maps. It makes sharing of knowledge difficult and jeopardizes the
widespread use of maps. This paper proposes XML (Extensible Markup
Language) as the language to describe maps. A knowledge construction and
navigation tool (KVT- Knowledge Visualization Tool) has been implemented
using XML to represent the kinds of maps supported by thinking maps and/or
frame games. This paper describes the uses of KVT in education and training
environments.

Keywords: Knowledge Construction and Navigation Systems, Conceptual
Maps, Thinking maps, Frame Games, XML, and Learner Models.

1 Introduction

Conceptual maps have been widely used in many disciplines for different purposes. Concept maps have been
used in education and training as a means of capturing and representing knowledge. Concept maps are just
one of a variety of visual tools employed in schools and corporations. Several authors [2,4,5,6,7,9,10, and 14]
have explored the use of conceptual maps to enhance the learning process.

Several authors [1,3,7, and 14] have used map adaptation techniques in hypermedia systems to offer a
pertinent group of links to a particular user in a particular situation. Existing map-based navigation systems
use different adaptation techniques to change the structure of the map according to the users' goals or
preferences.

In this paper, we present KTV (Knowledge Visualization Tool), a knowledge construction and navigation
tool that allows students and teachers to create XML-based maps in which they can add different kinds of
links to the nodes on the map and navigate throughout the content using their own map. In addition, learners
can introduce their own links or use links suggested by the teacher and/or other learners. Students and
teachers can remove any unwanted link and define the sequence in which the links will appear. XML-maps
are viewed as an important step in the creation of an open representation of maps that facilitates sharing of
knowledge and assessment of students' knowledge by comparing their maps.

2 Visual Concept-Mapping Tools

A Visual concept-mapping tools (maps) have been used for constructing knowledge and capturing
information about people's thinking processes. Because of the many types of maps available, people may



get confused about what kind of map to choose for a specific problem. Hyerle [4] classifies maps in three
categories:

Informal representations, such as brainstorming webs, web maps, and mind maps, which are used
mainly to support association and creative processes.
Task specific maps or organizers, such as life cycle, text structures, and decision trees, which are
used in specific content areas or tasks.
Thinking process maps, such as concept maps, system thinking maps, and thinking maps, which are
used to represent not only content relationships on a specific area, but also the thinking process or kind
of reasoning behind the map.

Web maps, mind maps, and brainstorming maps have been used to support creative processes. Their
informal structure is useful in areas, such as: brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving,
taking notes, public speaking and planning. Figure 1 shows an example of a mind map created using Mind
Manager® MindJET, LLC [8].

Analysis Techniques
Word Frequency Analysis

ROort Produciion

Planning .& Organization

Concept Development
Data indexing

Concept building
Cross referencing

Mind M
Report Construction Content '& linking comment'

O development

Organization

Figure 1. Example of a mind map [8].

Task-specific maps or organizers are designed to structure knowledge on a specific area. Figure 2 shows an
example of a simple task-specific map (a classification tree) used in a biology class.

Animals

Aouatic Terrestrial Aerial

C Salmon Elephant Goose

Figure 2. An example of a task-specific map or organizer (classification tree) used in a biology class.

Thinking process maps include concept maps, system maps and thinking maps. Thinking maps [4] are
similar to frame games [6]. They use various kinds of visual patterns to represent information relationships
and mental processes such as: sequencing, identifying attributes, cause-effect reasoning, analogical
reasoning, part/whole reasoning, and classifying information.

Using concept maps [5,6,9, and 10] with different types of links, it is possible to represent more or less the
same mental processes that thinking maps represent. The main disadvantage of concept maps over thinking
maps is that their graphical structure does not necessarily reflect the thinking process. Figure 3 shows a
simple example of a concept map.

Figure 3. An excerpt of a concept map [10].



Thinking maps andframe games integrate knowledge views and make explicit fundamental human cognitive
processes. According to Hyerle [1], by using thinking maps, it is possible to create any map that can be
created using brainstorming webs and task organizers without being as informal as brainstorming webs and
less content dependent than task organizers. Not only do thinking maps support structuring of content but
also thinking processes, meta-cognitive abilities and reflection. Figure 4 shows some of the visual patterns
supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

Thinking map Frame game Reasoning

Metaphorical
i i :: = :

Bridge map

:

Analogy pattern

Systems
dynamics

Cause-Effect patternMulti-Flow map

Inductive and
deductive

_(-(
Brace map Part/Whole pattern

Figure 4. Some of the maps (visual patterns) supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

3 Proprietary Map File Formats vs. XML -Maps

Most of the available commercial products (i.e. [8,11, and 13]) support mind maps or variations of them for
multiple purposes (i.e. brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving, taking notes, public
speaking, etc.). These products provide links to external applications, to other maps, and to content on the
web. Although, ThinkingMaps® [12] is a software tool for the creation of thinking maps in education and
training environments, it does not provide links to external applications, to other maps, or to the web. All
these products use proprietary map file formats to represent their maps. It makes difficult sharing of
knowledge and jeopardizes the general use of maps.

Using XML as the language to represent maps it is possible to eliminate proprietary files. The creation of a
DTD file (Document Type Definition) to validate XML-maps should consider the main characteristics of the
maps, such as: linking nodes to external applications, to content on the web, and to other maps. The DTD
file proposed in this paper (`XMLmaps.dtd') covers all of the eight kinds of maps supported by thinking
maps [4] and the ten kinds of maps (visual patterns) supported by frame games [6]. We have chosen to work
with thinking maps and/or frame games because of their property of providing different visual patterns to
represent different thinking processes. Figure 5 shows a fragment of the DTD file created to validate XML-
maps.

Some of the benefits of using XML as the language to represent thinking maps and/or frame games are:
XML provides an open format to maintain and share maps as opposed to proprietary file formats.
By using a common vocabulary in conjunction to XML-maps, it is possible to compare maps. That is,
maps can be compared to find similarities and differences in the type of structure employed (thinking
process(es) used by the learner to analyze the topic), relation among nodes and types of links and
documents attached to each node.
Any XML query language such as XML-QL or XQL can be used to create queries to compare maps.
By comparing maps it is possible to assess learners' knowledge and determine possible
misconceptions, or gaps on a specific concept or group of them. By analyzing the type of map used to
represent the knowledge it is possible to identify possible problems of the learner with a specific kind
of reasoning.
XML permits collaborative viewing of maps. See section 4.3 (KVT- Navigation System).
By maintaining the student's knowledge information (XML-maps) in the learner model, new
interesting opportunities for assessment, collaboration, adaptation, and inspection can be explored.



Opening visual knowledge representations is an important step towards the goal of capturing, sharing,
and using knowledge across disciplines.

Figure 6 shows a fragment of an XML-map used to study Anatomy. This map has been validated using the
grammar rules encoded in `XMLmaps.dtd'. Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of the same XML-
map. This map can be classified as a 'brace map' following the notation of thinking maps or as a 'parts-
whole' pattern using the frame games representation. In both cases, they represent part-whole relationships
among concepts and inductive/deductive kinds of reasoning.

# Author: Juan Diego Zapata Rivera
# Version: XMLmaps.dtd 1.0
<!__************************ ********* ****** ******* *** ***** ****** ******

ELEMENT: XMLmap
COMMENT: thinking maps structures and frame games->
<!ELEMENT XMLmap (CircleMap* I BubbleMap* I DBubbleMap*
BridgeMap* IFlowMap* I BraceMap* I TreeMap* IMultiFlowMap* )
<!ATTLIST XMLmap
.<__****************************** ***** ******************************

ELEMENT: BraceMap
COMMENT: Brace map. whole/ part. Inductive and Deductive Thinking->
<!ELEMENT BraceMap (BraceNode+,Link*)
<!ATTLIST BraceMap
Mapld CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
Description CDATA #REQUIRED

******** *************************** ******** **** ********** *********

ELEMENT: Link
COMMENT: Link description-->
<!ELEMENT Link (FromNode ToNode,LinkMedia)
<!ATTLIST Link
Linkld CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED >

Figure 5. Fragment of DTD for XML-maps

<?xml version="1.0" encodirg="UTF-8"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type= "text/xsl" href="XMLmaps.xs1"?>
<!DOCTYPE XMLmap SYSTEM " XMLmaps.dtd'>
<XMLmap>

<BraceMap Type="'BraceMap"' Description='"Example of an XML-map"' Name='"The human body"'
MapId='"Map001">

<BraceNode Nodeld="02" Type="'BraceMap"' Name='"head"' XMLthinkingMapLinlc='5
<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"head"' Text= Application="'"' URL='"1"' Sound =' " "h
<Chlidren>05</Chlidren>
<Chlidren>06</Chlidren>
<Parents>01</Parents>

</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink= Name='"ears- Type='"BraceMap"' Nodeld="05">

<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"ears"' Text= Application= URL='"www.body.xml'"
Sound= />

<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink='' Name='"eyes"' Type='"BraceMap"' NodeId="06">

< LinkMedia XMLConcept='"face"' Text='"'" Application= URL="'www.body.xml"'
Sound="""/>

<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink= Name='"torso"' Type="'BraceMap"' NodeId="03">

< LinkMedia XMLConcept="trunkm Text= Application="'"' URL="1"' Sound =' " "h
c-P3rents-01 e/Parents--

Figure 6. Fragment of an XML-map about 'Anatomy'.



The
Human
Body

ears

eyes

Figure 7. Graphical representation of an XML-map about 'Anatomy'.

4 KVT (Knowledge Visualization Tool)

KVT is a map construction and navigation system that allows the creation of XML-based thinking maps or
frame games. KVT also provides the possibility to link different kinds of resources to specific nodes. In this
way, KVT supports personalized navigation throughout the class content. Students can create their own
knowledge structure using a set of predefined concepts (common vocabulary given by the teacher) and use
their own map to access class resources. These resources are suggested by the teacher (initial links) or by
his/her classmates during the creation of their maps (collaborative browsing using XML-based maps).

The class content is not limited to a specific group of pages, videos, sounds, etc. On the contrary, any student
or teacher in the class can navigate through the map via the WWW, can add links, and can add new
resources. Every participant has access to all of the resources that are associated with the nodes in his/her
map. The list of resources attached to a node can be ordered arbitrarily by the learner.

4.1 KVT's Architecture

KVT (see figure 8) is composed of the following modules:
Map Construction Tool. KVT supports the ten kinds of maps identified in the context of frame games
[6] and the eight types of thinking maps proposed by Hyerle [4,12]. Students select concepts from a
predefined list and create their own structure. Having a predefined list of concepts (common
vocabulary) makes it easier to share, compare, analyze and evaluate maps. Students can link different
resources (course materials, web pages, documents stored on different applications, etc) to their map.
They can even include other maps in a recursive manner. Students' maps are stored in the learner
model for further modification, analysis and evaluation.
The Browser. This is the main interface to visualize one's map and its associated class content.
Students can navigate throughout the content by clicking on any node of the map and selecting one of
the links/documents that are available for this node. Furthermore, students can navigate freely and add
links and documents to any of the nodes in the map. Students can navigate using links suggested by
other students/teachers in a hyperspace created collaboratively for a particular topic and encoded on
the map.
The Learner Model. The Learner module maintains basic learner information as well as their XML-
maps (XML files including map structure, links, and order preferences). Students can add, order,
modify, or remove links and nodes. Students and teachers contribute to populate each node with
different sort of resources, but it is up to each person to remove unwanted resources and define the
sequence in which he/she prefers to see the resources.
Course Materials. Class resources are classified into three main categories: web content, XML
content, and general documents (text, sound, images, videos, etc.). They comprise an open range of
materials that are organized first by the teacher. Using KVT, students and teachers can create different
representations of the knowledge, and as a result of their contributions a highly refined subset of
useful documents will be attached to each of the nodes. KVT supports the cooperative creation of
information spaces to be used in educational contexts.
Learners and Teachers Share Maps. Learners and teachers can use KVT in a number of ways. For
example, Teachers and learners can visualize maps using different levels of granularity. Learners can
use an existing map as a guide to study the content, or use this system as a learning tool to facilitate
remembering, create maps collaboratively, share their maps, and engage in interesting discussions



about a particular topic. Teachers can create maps to serve as 'guided tours', which can be used by
students to navigate throughout the content. Teachers can use XML-maps to assess the student's
knowledge. This can be done by comparing different maps (visually or through queries) to determine
problems in the learning process for a particular student or groups of them. Finally, teachers can use
this system as an adequate environment to promote reflection among students on a specific topic (map
structure and content).

Leamers/Teachers

KVT Map Construction Tool.
A common vocabulary of concepts.
Linking class resources to XML maps.
Navigation using your own map following
suggested links or your own.
Assessment (comparing maps).
Collaborative construction of maps.

Browser

Course Materials

Documents (text,
sound, images,
videos, etc.)

Web
Content

XML
Content

Learner Model
XML maps (structure and links)
'Learner information

Figure 8. KVT- System Architecture.

4.2 KVT- Linking Documents to Nodes

Using KVT it is possible to add different kinds of documents to the nodes of the map. Figure 9 depicts the
user interface provided by KVT to add, modify and remove documents. This interface allows
students/teacher to attach a web page, XML document, video, sound, or image to any node on the map. KVT
also provides the option to test any of the documents, edit the description and document fields and remove
any unwanted link from the map. By clicking the headers on the grid it is possible to change the order in
which the links will be presented to the student when navigating using the map. Order preferences are stored
in the learner model for further use.

New links/documents for a particular node are automatically shared with all of the maps that contain such a
node. This can affect maps of several students/teachers in the system. However, individual sequencing or
removal of resources affects only the student's own map. Maps are stored as XML files in the learner model.
The example on figure 9 shows a Brace-map that is used to organize information related to Anatomy. The
grid of current documents shows the currently available links for the concept 'ears'. It is possible to
visualize who included each link (user type/user), the document type location and description.

4.3 KVT- Navigation System

Figure 10 shows how students and teachers can navigate on the web using their own maps and their own
links or the ones suggested by others. Just by clicking the concept, a list of current links/documents appears
to be selected. If the student has not chosen any particular sequence of resource presentation, this list is
initially ordered by type of user (teacher/student). In this environment, it is also possible to navigate freely
on the web by entering a URL or just following the links on the current page. When an interesting page is
found, it can be attached to any concept on the map by selecting the target concept and pressing the button
`Add Link' located at the bottom of the window.

The example in Figure 10 shows how the student uses the map to navigate by the links related to the concept
`ears'. The current web page corresponds to the first link suggested by the teacher 'Anatomical Tour of the
Ear'.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work



XML offers an excellent language to represent maps. Using XML maps, it is possible to support knowledge
sharing without the problems of having proprietary files. By using a common vocabulary for the content
and XML maps, it is possible to compare map structures.

XML-maps (thinking maps, frame games) are very useful in education and training environments because
they support content structure and make explicit fundamental human cognitive processes.

KVT offers an attractive tool for the creation of maps and supports collaborative navigation throughout the
content. By using XML-maps, KVT provides a better support to education or training setups that uses maps
to create, share and assess knowledge. By including XML-maps into the learner model, new possibilities for
visualization and inspection of XML-maps can be exploited in order to improve the learning process.
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1 Introduction

f

Royal Roads University (RRU) in British Columbia, Canada is a five year old University situated on a 540
acre historic site featuring beautiful grounds and a nineteenth century castle. For 40 years the facility was
used as a campus for Military officers, and became a public University when the Department of National
Defense closed the facility and leased the space to the Province of British Columbia.

Although beautiful and steeped in history, The physical facilities limit the on-campus population to only 325
students at any one time. This forced the University to explore alternate delivery methodologies from the
very beginning, and has resulted in an innovative and highly effective model that targets mid-career learners.

The University focuses primarily on Masters level programs which are offered at a distance to learners who
are still in the workforce and continuing at their jobs. These students come together for a series of brief
residencies and complete the remainder of their degree through Web-based distributed learning.

With busy mid-career learners, several issues had to be addressed. In addition to accommodating the usual
issues of time and place, the University wanted to adopt a Learner-centred approach that would adjust for
such variables as prior learning level; Learning Styles and use of granular knowledge objects. At the same
time, designers were cognizant of the significant body of research evidence that points to learning
communities and collaborative discourse as critically important components of any online courseware.

The resulting courseware seemed to effectively combine the best of the highly learner-centred techniques
used in private sector training with the collaborative techniques that have proven effective in most successful
post-secondary online courses.



Using commonly available web development tools the team at Royal Roads University created courses that
are database-driven, and use dynamic templates to easily populate and modify course content. They devised
a 'number of online assessment and feedback tools, as well as innovative "jig-saw puzzle" style group
assignments to stimulate collaboration. They developed a navigation system to allow learners a choice of
delivery styles to suit personal learning style preferences, and a self-assessment mechanism to help learners
move through online material on a need-to-know basis.

Additionally, the system provides easy management tools for the instructors to control and modify content,
as well as monitor the students' progress, without needing any knowledge of web page creation or HTML.

The development team at Royal Roads University is part of the Centre for Economic Development &
Applied Research, (CEDAR). They are continuing to explore and evolve the understanding of what works
and what doesn' t in online learning. At RRU, the team is fortunate to have a "live" laboratory of more than
900 active online students, and a University-wide commitment to Web-based delivery.

In this presentation, we will demonstrate actual delivered courses, present our findings, and demonstrate our
course design. We will show how the use of templates and database driven content allows course designers
to adjust for variables of learning style, prior knowledge, and level of effort, in addition to time and place.

CEDAR' s methodology is applicable to all forms of electronic distributed learning (EDL) regardless of the
delivery mechanism distance education or classroom delivery, over the Internet or via CD-ROM,
instructor-led or instructor-free. Learner-centred EDL courses can be easily designed using commercially
available software tools. These tools allow simultaneously for both knowledge-building, collaborative
learning and for individual, self-paced learning in the same course. This flexibility provides the opportunity
for just in time and just enough information that is demanded by busy professionals seeking a learner-
centered environment. These learners have a lifetime of experiences and want a course that is tailored to
their needs and takes advantage of their prior knowledge.

Our methodology allows learners to navigate through the content according to learning style. Pre -testing on
learning outcomes allows for prior learning assessment, adaptive self-assessment quizzes provide feedback,
and technical assistance is built into the course. On-line communities are created through group jigsaw
assignments and forum discussions. This allows learners from diverse backgrounds to participate in an on-
line environment that is geared to their individual needs.

Some of our unique features include:
1. Learner-centred approach allows learners to navigate throuth the material based on their preferred

learning style. This is in contrast to most EDL courses which follow a sequential text -book like
approach,

2. Learners can pre-test for prior knowldege. This saves them time as they study only those parts of a
course that they do not already know,

3. Self-assessment quizzes allow learners to nnnitor their progress throughout the course and review as
needed,

4. The outcomes-based design of the database allows for the use of shareable courseware objects for
different learning needs in different courses.

2 Design and Development of the E-Commerce Course

The development process began with the course designer showing the instructor previously completed
courses. By seeing exemplars the instructor was presented with different teaching options that the
technology facilitates and allowed the instructor imaginative application of the construction process.
(integrating real world/live data, interactive diagrams, and animated examples).

The design and development of the e-commerce course was a three-way communication between the content
expert, an instructional designer (who is a specialist in learning styles) and the technical designer. The
instructor was actively involved in the course development and provided the learning outcomes for the
course. The instructional designers established the appropriate navigation for the different Learning Styles
and those navigation methodologies were then tagged into the database templates.

The Web based Discussion Forums were setup and the instructor was given early access. The course
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underwent a period of testing before the students were given access and any noticeable glitches were
corrected at that time.

3 Student Engagement

Instructional materials are delivered to distance-learners via the Internet or to classroom-based learners via
CD-ROM. The primary thrust behind the methodology was to produce courseware that is truly learner-
centred rather than content-driven or instructor-centred. The course material is navigated in a variety of
database-driven, learner-selected methods, depending upon individual preferences. Students also have access
to a 24-hour online support available for any technical problems that they may experience. PDF files or
screen prints are available for offline browsing of the course content.

Each course module has a number of self-assessment questions, which allows the learner to measure
themselves against the desired learning outcomes for that granule. A learner may choose to try this
assessment before working through any of the material, or afterwards for self-formative evaluation of the
module content. At the end of the assessment, the learner is informed which areas of the module require
study. Learners returning later to the self-assessment questions are asked questions only on those areas
incorrectly answered the first time.

The web application allows the learner to optionally take a learning style test that provides information
about their preferred learning style. After completing the test, the individual is provided with information
about their preferred style and each unit can be approached according to that style. Users can switch freely
between styles at any point.

To enhance critical thinking and process skills, and the development of community, the courses have
included:
(a) residency,
(b) group jigsaw assignment,
(c) case-based reasoning,
(d) electronic forums, newsgroups and live chat
(e) peer to peer and self evaluation
(f) real-world, just in time articles for on-line discussion,
(g) instructor acting as a guide on the side and not as a sage on the stage.
(h) Integration of real-world projects.

These opportunities provide for (a) immediate transferability to the workplace, and (b) building a knowledge
network that extends long beyond the end of the degree program.

rvp
----I I4 Lessons Learned

The results of the project were gathered from learners through formative feedback, summative evaluation,
and focus group discussions.

In general, it was found that learners reacted positively to
(a) the different navigation styles for the four learning styles,
(b) the look and feel of the user interface
(c) the on-line technical helps,
(d) the internal consistency of links,
(e) the ability to pre-test prior knowledge,
(0 the on-line immediate feedback given in the self-assessment quizzes
(g) collaborating with their peers at a distance, and jigsaw style assignments.
(h) the flexibility of doing the course at a convenient time and place.

Some learners relied heavily on offline reading of the printed material, particularly those with poor
connectivity or minimal familiarity with computers.

Some complained that the course required them to do too much on the computer, and they would have
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preferred more offline work.

Very technically literate students suggested more use of multimedia in the content. In the finance course,
several exercises required the student to use a separate spreadsheet, and it was felt that this functionality
should have been incorporated into the online exercise. This can be easily done with the technology that was
used.

Some saw the self-assessments as more threatening, (they carried no marks) while most saw them as a tool.

Some suggested allowing the student to mark up the content online, such as with the use of
electronic "sticky notes". This suggestion will be implemented in the next course.

Three main lessons that we have learned from this project are:
1. It is possible to produce EDL courseware that is learner-centred and not content-driven or instructor-

driven. This results in more satisfied learners who feel that their time, prior knowledge, and learning
preferences have been considered,

2. Using off-the-shelf tools save on production time and costs and ensure that tried-and-tested software is
utilized,

3. Courses that are database-driven provide opportunities for re-using data elements in different courses.
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Adaptive testing has, in recent years, been used as a student modelling technique
in intelligent tutoring systems. One of the main issues has been to optimise the
progression of problems posed as the student performs the adaptive test.
Previous research has concentrated on finding a structure in a fixed collection of
problems. This paper describes an algorithm for problem progression in adaptive
testing. After describing current approaches to the progression problem, the
paper discusses the role of expert emulation. It then describes a knowledge
elicitation exercise, which resulted in a solution to the progression problem.
Part of the knowledge elicitation process was supported by software based on
constraint logic programming, clp(FD), and the paper concludes with an
assessment of the prospects of developing an extended knowledge elicitation
support system.
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1 Introduction

The major advantages of adaptive testing over fixed item testing are that a student's knowledge is explored
thoroughly and efficiently, and with a minimum of redundancy. By asking an appropriate number of
problems at appropriate levels of difficulty, adaptive testing neither bores by unnecessary repetition nor
intimidates by posing a series of inappropriately difficult problems [1]. This makes adaptive testing
attractive for student modelling in intelligent tutoring systems [2],[3].

This research was conducted in the context of providing remedial help in mathematics to a transient
population of prisoners in a local prison. Here the students are studying courses such as City and Guilds
(Key Skills), City and Guilds (Number Power) and for GCSE level examinations. Working with prisoners
can face tutors with problems not normally encountered in more conventional settings. Unlike school
students, the prisoners not only lack uniform prior knowledge in mathematics, but tend also to join or leave
the prison at individual times. This makes the job of the human tutor difficult because of the need to assess
the knowledge level of each prisoner before assigning them the appropriate level of one or more of the above
courses and examination. Currently, fixed item testing is used as an assessment tool. This approach has a
major disadvantage. Many prisoners are ' math anxious' and the use of fixed item testing may undermine
their confidence and motivation in the subject. Adaptive testing avoids this danger by presenting problems
at an appropriate level of difficulty.

One of the main issues in adaptive testing is the determination of an efficient progression from one problem
to another. Previous proposals have included hard-wiring prerequisite relationships between knowledge
items [3], and preparing an indexing framework for problems [4]. Section 2 of this paper reviews the major
lines of research; and the paper then describes an approach to the progression problem based on the
knowledge acquisition techniques used for expert systems. In doing so, it continues in the vein of Khuwaja
& Patel' s work [5]. The paper presents a rationale for this approach, describes briefly a semi -automated
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method of eliciting syllabus content and characteristics, and then presents a progression technique elicited by
standard techniques with an expert. It concludes with a discussion of the feasibility of automation in this
area.

2 The Progression Problem

In a problem-solving environment, problem progression is concerned with the strategy in which the next
problem is selected. In adaptive testing, this is usually based on the student' s response to the current
problem, as the process of selecting the next appropriate problem is crucial to the efficiency and precision of
the whole student modelling process. Also, presenting the right question at the right time maintains the
motivation of the student.

The structure of the domain, that is the way in which problems are related to one another, determines
problem progression in adaptive testing; and the two significant and distinctive approaches to determining
such structures are discussed in this section.

2.1 Item Response Theory

For adaptive testing systems which adopt the Item Response Theory or IRT [6], such as SIETTE [7] and
CBAT-2 [8], the domain is made up of test items which are kept in an item pool. The construction of an item
pool usually involves major empirical studies for content-balancing, to ensure no content area is over-tested
or under-tested, and for item calibration. Each test item is associated with one or more of the following
parameters the difficulty level, the discriminatory power and the guessing factor. The difficulty level
measures the difficulty level of a test item, the discrimination power describes how well the test item
discriminates students of different proficiency, while the guessing factor is the probability that a student can
answer the test item correctly by guessing.

Problem progression takes place like this. The adaptive test starts with an initial estimation of the student's
proficiency, e. A best item or problem is selected. This is one which provides the most information about
the student, and is calculated from the item' s three parameters and current proficiency, 6. An ideal item
should have a difficulty level close to e, a high discriminatory power and a low guessing factor. A new
proficiency, 6' , and its confidence level are calculated based on whether the student has answered the
problem correctly or not, the old 6, and the item parameters. The test continues until a stopping criterion is
met, for example, when the confidence level of 6' has reached a desired level.

2.2 Knowledge Space Theory

There are adaptive testing systems built on the theory of knowledge spaces[9]. Examples include a web-
based, domain-independent system called RATH [10], a web-based system for the domain of mathematics
called ALEKS [11], and a general purpose system for testing and training called ADASTRA [12].

Like the IRT -based systems, the domain is made up of test items of an academic discipline, each of which
can be a problem or an equivalence class of problems that the student has to answer. The student' s
knowledge state is defined as the set of items in the domain that the student is capable of solving. For
example, if a student has the knowledge state (a,b,dj, this means that he can solve items a, b and d. Not all
possible subsets of the domain are feasible knowledge states. Consider the example shown in [13]. In a
domain of mathematics, if a student can solve a percentage problem, (item d say), then it can be inferred that
the student can perform single-digit multiplication, (item a say), and thus any state that contains item d
would also contain item a. The collection of all feasible knowledge states is called the knowledge structure.
The knowledge structure must also contain the null state 0, which corresponds to the student who cannot
solve any item, and the domain, which corresponds to the student who can solve or master all items. When
two subset of items are knowledge states in a knowledge structure, then their union is also a state. This
means that the collection of states is closed under union. When a knowledge structure satisfy this condition,
it is known as a knowledge space.

In practice, items for a domain are derived from instructional materials and systematic knowledge elicitation
with teachers. This is also the case with establishing knowledge states where query procedures
systematically elicit from human experts the prerequisite relationships between items [3], [14].



Once the domain is represented as a knowledge space, the adaptive testing strategy is then to locate as
efficiently and as accurately as possible, a student' s knowledge state. Problem progression becomes
straightforward. For example, if a student has answered an item correctly (incorrectly), it can be inferred
that he can (cannot) answer a prerequisite item and will thus not be asked to solve the latter.

2.3 Other Approaches

The domain can be represented as a granularity hierarchy [15] where items which represent a topic, subtopic
or skill, are described at various grain sizes and connected together into a granularity hierarchy which allows
focus shifts along either aggregation or abstraction dimensions. In this way, the ability to recognise student
behaviour at varying grain sizes is important both for pedagogical and diagnostic reasons.

Other examples include an indexing framework for the adaptive arrangement of problems in the domain of
mechanics [4], a problem-simplification approach [16], an optimisation expert system where both the
knowledge structures of the student and the teacher are represented by structural graph, and problem
progression is controlled by the relationship between the student' s knowledge structure and that of the
teacher' s [17]. Evidence of a strong use of a student model in controlling problem progression can also be
found in a system called TraumaCASE [18] which automatically generated clinical exercises of varying
difficulty, and in the work of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19] who recorded information about a student using two
factors acquisition and retention. Acquisition records how well students learn new topics while retention
measures how well a student remembers the material over time.

3 Knowledge Elicitation

The concern of the researchers discussed above is to exploit a structure of a syllabus to improve the
efficiency of tests. The structure may either be revealed through elicitation, as was done by Dowling and her
co-workers, or may be derived from a statistical analysis of student behaviour, (IRT), or it may be seen as
being derived from the nature of the problem domain. Though there may be, from some given point of view,
an optimal way of structuring a syllabus, the view adopted in this research is that it is a subjective matter to
be determined by an expert teacher. Such a teacher might make use of informal statistical information,
subject domain information as well as pedagogic information in determining a suitable structure. Studies of
intelligent tutoring systems have shown that, as one would expect, it is difficult to transfer systems from one
setting to another, because there is considerable cultural variation in both teaching and learning [20]. This
provides the prime motive for investigating techniques based on expert emulation for the production of tests
for local consumption.

Moreover, this is a natural extension of the intelligent tutoring systems endeavour, and it has an additional
advantage. A lack of homogeneity amongst a student body can weaken the effectiveness of techniques
based on population statistics; and the target body of students with which this paper has been concerned is,
educationally, not very homogeneous.

4 Eliciting the Syllabus

There are several problems to be confronted when adopting an expert emulation approach to designing an
adaptive test. They include the problems of finding suitable experts [21], selecting appropriate forms of
knowledge representation and choosing appropriate methods of knowledge acquisition.

The approach to knowledge acquisition in the research described here is to separate the task of designing an
adaptive test into the following sub-tasks:

describing classes of problems,
describing the skills used to solve problems,
describing responses to problems,
problem generation,
problem progression based on student responses.
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For the particular domain tackled, namely the arithmetic of elementary fraction addition, software has been
developed to support the first four of these subtasks using Constraint Logic Programming, clp(FD),
embedded in Prolog, [22]. This work has been described in a recent conference paper [23], and is briefly
summarised here.

Clp(FD) is actively used by the knowledge engineer conducting knowledge acquisition interviews. The
teacher, who is the target of the emulation, is not expected to write constraints, but is more than likely to take
an interest in them. During discussions, which involve the production of example problems, the knowledge
engineer enters the necessary constraints, or modifies existing constraints, to describe the particular class of
problem under discussion. The set of constraints is then solved interactively to produce example problems.
These form the basis of a discussion, and may lead to further rounds of discussion and modification.

The description of a class of problems is treated as a set of constraints. This consists of a set of variables, a
statement of the domains of the variables, and a statement of the relational constraints that hold between the
variables. For example, during an interview, the human tutor wanted to represent a class of problems, which
involved the addition of two proper fractions with a common denominator of the form,

Nl/D1 + N2/D2 = N/D

and he wanted to use single-digit integers.

This can be represented in clp(FD) as a code fragment:

domain([N1,D1,N2,D2],1,9),
N1 #< D1,

N2 #< D2,

D1 #= D2.

% Single digit integers
t First operand proper fraction
% Second operand - proper fraction
% A common denominator

The following is an example of the use of clp(FD) to describe skills. The cancel fraction skill can be
represented in clp(FD) as:

% Simplify the fraction N/D into its lowest form to give X/Y
% Example: 63/81 gives 7/9
cancel(N,D,X,Y)

domain( [N,D,X,Y,F], 1,99),
F*X #= N,
F*Y #= D,
maximize (labeling ( [] , [F, X, Y] ) , F) .

Here, variable F is the common factor to be cancelled. This is specified by the two relational constraints.
The maximize predicate in the final line ensures that the largest value of F will be found.

5 Eliciting the Progression

The knowledge elicitation exercise involved approximately 20 hours of interviews spread over a period of
three months. Conventional knowledge elicitation techniques, such as structured interviewing, task analysis
and construct theory [24], were used.

Early interviews revealed the significance to the expert of the skills that students needed to exercise in order
to solve particular problems. The following were identified:

a. Add equivalent fractions
b. Cancel fraction
c. Make proper
d. Find the lowest common multiple
e. Find equivalent fractions

The number of discrete skills required to solve a problem was considered as a measure of the difficulty of
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the problem; and this measure was used to classify problems, and in so doing reveal a structure of the
domain. This coincides with the findings of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19]. However, it is useful to note that
this is only one of the many factors in measuring problem difficulty used by Lee [25], who identified,
amongst others, the student' s degree of familiarity with a particular type of problem.

In eliciting progression information, it is necessary to avoid the problem of combinatorial explosion. Ahead
on approach requires the expert to provide a tree structure of sequences of problems indicating the
appropriate next problem depending on the outcome of all previously asked problems. Such an approach is
unattractive to both expert and knowledge engineer. Instead, an approach adopted was to attempt to uncover
the underlying algorithmic strategy of the expert.

In general terms, the strategy of the expert is to test the students' abilities to exercise the identified skills at a
particular level of difficulty. Failure to return a correct answer causes the questioning process to be resumed
at a lower level of difficulty, that is, with problems requiring the demonstration of fewer skills. Whereas
successful demonstration of all the identified skills causes the questioning process to be resumed with
problems at a greater level of difficulty. The expert started with problems of middling difficulty and adopted
a binary chop approach to selecting the next level. Within each level of difficulty, the selection of the next
problem depended on the skills already demonstrated. Each available problem was scored using a set of
weights, which favoured previously undemonstrated skills at that level. If the progression problem is
viewed as a variant of state-space search, the expert's strategy has more in common with a constrain-and-
generate paradigm [26], at a given level of difficulty, rather than a nal ve generate and test approach. A
schematic example of the use of this strategy is given below.

In a Prolog implementation of this strategy, a record of students' skills, demonstrated at each tested level of
difficulty is recorded, and used to prepare a revision plan.

6 An Example

The human tutor first prepared the adaptive testing strategy for a domain of five skills described above. This
is shown in Figure 1 for a domain of five skills.

Figure 1: Human tutor' s strategy in adaptive testing for a domain of 5 skills

In Figure 1, the adaptive test begins at node 3 which contains problems each of which can be solved by
exactly three skills. If the student gets any problems wrong within that category, he moves onto node 2
which contains problems each of which can be solved by exactly two skills. If he gets all the problems
correct within that category, he will exit the adaptive test. The rationalisation for this is described below.



If each of the skills were labelled as a,b,c,d,e, as in Section 5, then at node 3, there are 5C3, that is 10 possible
combinations of skills. For example, the combination [a,b,c] would involve a set of problems which each
require all the skills a, b and c to be used. Skills a, b and c correspond to add equivalent fractions, cancel
fraction, and, make proper respectively. However in practice, not all these combinations will be found in a
valid problem type.

We introduced weights to each combination to enable the choice of the next best combination. We also
imposed the following criteria for calculating the weight of each candidate set:

If a skill has been not been asked yet, it carries a weight of 2
If a skill has already been asked once, it carries a weight of 1
If a skill has been asked more than once, it carries no weight
Select the first set amongst the candidate set with the highest score

The following process shows how problems, each of which, require a combination of three skills are
presented to the student.

a. Select [a,b,c] and scores are assigned to the other combinations, based on the above rules:

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] [a,b,e] [a,c,d] [a,c,e] [a,d,e] [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

1 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

b. Based on these weights, combination [a,d,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen. The scores
for the remaining combinations are recalculated.

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] [a,b,e) [a,c,d] [a,c,e] [a,d,e] [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

1 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

2 - 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

c. Combination [b,c,d] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] [a,b,e] [a,c,d] [a,c,e] [a,d,e] [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

1 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

2 - 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

3 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 1

d. Combination [a,b,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] label [a,c,d] [a,c,e] [a,d,e) [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

2 - 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

3 - 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 1

3 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

e. As there are no more candidate sets, no more problems are presented.

The above example shows that out of the ten combinations, only problems of combinations [a,b,c], [a,d,e],
[b,c,d] and [a,b,e] were chosen. As described previously, the human tutor would consider the student' s
previous performance and if any answers to problems were found to be wrong, he would assign problems at
node 2 (see Figure 1). Conversely, if all the answers were found to be correct, he would assign problems at
node 4 which require problems to be solved with exactly four skills.

The human tutor took the view that if a student has already tackled problems of three skills, whether he got
them right or not, information gathered in packets of three skills need not necessarily apply to problems
involving two skills. He considered that students may become anxious about problems which require more
skills, and although some of the skills may well have been demonstrated in easier problems, the student may
find it difficult to apply them in harder problems.
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7 Conclusion

The paper describes the development of an adaptive test in the domain of elementary arithmetic, which
required two styles of knowledge acquisition. The first is concerned with describing problems and skills,
and it is computer-assisted; whereas the second is entirely manual and is concerned with the ordering, or
progression, of problems to be posed to the subject of a test. However, based on this experience, work is
currently underway to develop software to aid with eliciting details of progression. A valuable insight
gained is that some degree of formalisation of the problem, as well as being convenient for the knowledge
engineer, is also acceptable to the expert who helped with this work.

A possible significant difference between the research reported here and the work reviewed in Section 2 is
that the approach to progression is not restricted to a fixed collection of problems. In view of Lee' s findings
[25], it would be inappropriate to enforce the equating of difficulty with the number of skills. Evidence
encountered during the knowledge acquisition experience suggests that the sheer clerical complexity of
mapping out sequences of problems, lead to some draconian simplification on the part of the expert. The
task ahead, is to find an appropriate balance between convenience and efficiency.
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This paper is a study on the design and implementation of the cooperative
monitoring system using a mobile agent for an educational portal site. Generally
educational portal sites have many addresses of teacher's homepage related
education. Therefore, portal site has a very difficult task with maintaining a
consistent address of site as well as it is impossible that administration of portal
examines all dead sites in searching education site and DB. In order to solve this
problem, we designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system
to filter off dead site using a mobile agent. This monitoring system applies to the
Korean educational portal site (KEPS) for elementary students and teachers. For
efficiency this system, we made an experiment that compared a cooperative
monitoring agent system with a stationary monitoring agent system.

Keyword: Education Portal Site, Cooperative Monitoring System, And
Mobile Agent

1 Introduction

Today, the advent of the web that can easily be connected through the "Internet" is known to be an easy and
popular method for teaching and learning. Web-based educational homepages are used in many computer
assistance medias and also the numbers of educational sites are on the increase extremely.

An extremely increase in number of homepage raises a question whether a student can search appropriate
homepage for learning. In case of finding educational contents using a general searching engines, the
searched site can exist an irrelevant contents against a student's request. Moreover the result of searching
content fell into learning confusion, because the contents are difficult to apply at learning intact.

In order to overcome this problem, an educational portal site was constructed to gather only educational
homepages that had been made several times before. An advantage of educational portal site is that content
is used correctly and rapidly in learning because searching site is well constructed. In addition student can
easily get suitable contents. For gathering of an educational homepage, an educational portal system, called
KEPS, was constructed by the EDUNET and Inchon National University of Education.

While walking past a type of the gathered homepage in KEPS, it can be seen as to make not by an expert
institution or a special company but by a teacher and a private person. As a result, characteristic of the
homepages have to be petty and is frequently updated. Because the educational homepage can disappear
easily, portal site faces difficulty to maintain consistency of the site address. If a hyperlinked address of a
portal site is not connected or the retrieval site is disappeared to user, then this portal site may bring discredit
to student. In order to maintain consistency of portal, the administrator of portal site must validate all
addresses of site. But this examination is impossible work that man completely manages and finds.
Consequently, a monitoring of a site address for finding the dead site can be process by an intelligent agent
instead of human.

A single agent needs comprehensive amount of time required for the monitoring of a portal site. If a single
agent examines extremely a many site addresses, the monitoring work may be inefficient. Because a mobile
agent is possible with decentralization and a parallel processing, the monitoring works using a mobile agent
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can be process effectively [5].

Accordingly, this study designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system to filter off dead
site using a mobile agent. In the following section, the mobile agent and monitoring scheme will be surveyed
and the overview of the structure of monitoring agent will be designed. And the next section will be focused
on implementation and experimentation of monitoring agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works
will be described.

2 Mobile Agent and Cooperative Monitoring

The agent is a program with intelligent characteristics to help the users with the use of computers and take
the user's place. The intelligent agent perceives any dynamic stimulation or condition and interprets the
data collected for a solution to the problem and exercises reasoning for a final decision. It also acts to
change the conditions within its environment in order to perform assigned duties. It has autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and a cooperative relationship, learning, mobility, and so on [9].

Generally an agent divides a kind of two by the mobility, a stationary agent to be executed roles in single
system, while the mobile agent is executed at various systems after moving through the networks. An
execution example of the mobile agent is shown in figure 1 and the mobile agent based environment is
viewed figure 2. The mobile agent server must be installed to act a mobile agent as figure 2.
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Figure 1. Execution of mobile agent
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Figure 2. Mobile agent based environment

The mobile agent has a specific characters listed below compared with a stationary agent [5][6].

The mobile agent reduces the network load.
The mobile agent overcomes network latency.
The mobile agent encapsulates protocols.
The mobile agent executes asynchronously and autonomously.
The mobile agent adapts dynamically.
The mobile agent is naturally heterogeneous.
The mobile agent is robust and fault-tolerant.

In the information retrieval, a monitoring work ascertains a state of gathering sites for the maintenance of
data consistency. Generally, because the information of the web is changed frequently, a monitoring job by
human is an impossible or inefficient work. This monitoring job can be processed by intelligent a computer
program instead of a human. Such a program is called the web robot or an intelligent agent system [I 0][1 1].

In case of examining many sites in the monitoring work, if a single agent of the only server processes
monitoring work, then the monitoring work may be needed long time and overloading of a monitoring server.
The mobile agent has made possible .cooperative and speedy monitoring job from distribution and parallel
processing [8][11].

3 Cooperative Monitoring System

3.1 Overview of System



Overview of the KEPS system, including the temporary monitoring agent system is shown figure 3.
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Figure 3. Overview of system

The portal system is consisted of four parts. There are the portal web server (PWS) and the monitoring agent
server (MAS), the temporary monitoring server (TMS), a mediator. For using educational portal service,
user must be connected with the Portal web server. Gathered address of an educational homepage is
supported searching service of an education contents to user through the Portal web server. The Portal web
server has searching engine, site DB and a query processor. The monitoring agent server has a stationary
monitoring agent and a cooperative mobile agent, error DB, a mobile agent server. Also the monitoring
agent server performs works as a creation and an allocation, a control, a gathering of the monitoring mobile
agent. For the mobile agent perform it' s task fully, each server is installed the mobile agent server
necessarily.

The temporary monitoring servers are in existence out the KEPS system. In order to process a fast
monitoring work, the TMS have function of distributed and parallel processing. The number of TMS is not
fixed but dynamic by amount of monitoring job. Furthermore the TMS is used in temporary palace which
mobile agent examines each a state of the registered site. At ordinary times, the TMS is not used usually for
examining a state of the registered site. However the TMS can be only used when is requested by the
mediator agent server.

The mediator is situated between the monitoring agent server and TMS, and acts as the role of mediation
with the mobile agent and servers. All agents and agent servers must be registered in the mediator.

3.2 Design of KEPS System and Cooperative Work

The structure of the KEPS System is detail shown figure 4. The portal web server is consisted of searching
engine and query processor, is shared the gathering DB of portal site. The searching engine provides
searching service about education content and the query processor is shown the result searching at DB. The
monitoring agent server is consisted of inference engine and agent manager, error DB. The monitoring
system in monitoring agent server has a stationary agent and a mobile agent for distribution and parallel
working. A stationary agent examines the state of gathering site and the confirmation of HTML documents
through HTTP connection. After a failure sites are saved at temporary error DB, these will be deleted from
site DB of portal web server. A permanent deletion of fail sites is executed by inference engine of the
monitoring agent server.

When a monitoring agent server is overloaded or the stationary monitoring agent has difficulty processed by
examination with many site, the monitoring agent server requests to the mediator about information of the
registered TMS. If the number of the TMS is lacking, the monitoring agent server waits until the TMS
becomes sufficient. Having sufficient number of the TMS, the mobile agent is created to divide as a suitable
size of address by inference engine. And then the mobile agent has been created by a monitoring agent
server, will be cloned with suitable number. Each mobile agent is allocated a monitoring work and will be
dispatched to the TMS through ATP connection. The mediator agent can grasp each work states of an agent
by using the agent finder.



Each agent is moved to temporary monitoring server and examines the allocated addresses of sites through
HTTP. When a mobile agent is finished all checking of sites, it sends to the monitoring agent server with the
result of observation. If the job of the mobile agent is occurred some problem, monitoring agent server
creates a new mobile agent and re-dispatches to the TMS. All results gathers, result of examination saves at
site DB and error DB. Finally, dispatching the agents retracted by the monitoring agent.
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Figure 4. Structure of the !CEPS system

The processing algorithm of execution about monitoring working is shown figure 5. The job of monitoring
using the mobile agent has advantages that prevent an overloading of a single server and lessen monitoring
time by distribution and parallel processing. Because agents are not used stationary server but are
dynamically used in other servers, all servers performed share resources of monitoring system. Accordingly,
each agent can do cooperative parallel processing using autonomous and society properties of agent.

4 Implementation and Experiment

4.1 Implementation and Application of System

The monitoring agent system proposed in this study was implemented two types. The stationary monitoring
agent was implemented by using VC++ and CLIPS. Also the mobile monitoring agent system proposed in
this study was implemented using JAVA based Aglet API and JESS. Aglet is the java class library for that
can easily design and implement all the properties of the mobile agent. Moreover the Aglet provides with the
Tahiti server and Agent finder for helping research of users.

The stationary monitoring agent interacts with the mobile agent of Tahiti server based environment.
Inference engine of the stationary monitoring agent was used the CLIPS dynamic linked library and the
mobile monitoring agent system was used the JESS class library. The CLIPS and JESS are rule based
inference engine and was used to infer planning and allocation of the mobile agent. SQL was used for the
gathering DB of portal site. ODBC and JDBC were used to connect the monitoring agent system and the
gathering DB of site.
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Figure 5. Algorithm of monitoring procedure

Figure 6 below is image of the interface of the stationary monitoring agent by making VC++. Figure is
shown that the single monitoring agent is examining each site. The stationary monitoring agent was
consisted of three parts mainly. The left screen of figure is represented list that the agent will examine site of
DB. Also the center of screen is viewed results of a successful site and the right screen is represented results
of a failure site.
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Figure 6. Stationary monitoring agent

Figure 7 is shown screen that the mobile monitoring agent is examining each site with distribution and
parallel processing. If the numbers of sites are many in existence, the stationary monitoring agent executes
the mobile agents to interact with the Tahiti server as followed image. Above window of figure is
represented the stationary monitoring agent. Black screen below is viewed that mobile agent sever is
executed by the stationary monitoring agent. Small screen below is shown the Aglet vie wer. The Aglet
viewer perform an important role as a creation, dialog, dispose, cloning, dispatching, retracting of a mobile
agent.
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In order to use the implemented monitoring system in this study, we applied at the educational portal system
and the KEPS system in the EDUNET server. Figure 8 is shown the searching screen of the web browser
using KEPS system. This portal site in the EDUNET was constructed for the Korean elementary student and
teacher. Also this site contains all contents about the curriculum of the Korean elementary school.
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Figure 8. Searching of KEPS system

4.2 Experimental Results

For examining the efficiency of the cooperative monitoring system using the mobile agent, we compared and
evaluated a monitoring time of each agent system. A comparative and estimative items listed below are as
followed.

Comparative item
- The single stationary monitoring agent vs. the cooperative monitoring agents.
Estimative items
- The monitoring time of the single monitoring agent
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents(3)
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents(7)
- The number of sites: 10,30,50,70,90,110,130,150,170,190 ..etc.



The experiment measures examination time of sites using a comparative and estimative items above. The
estimative result is shown Table 1 and is represented figure 9 with form of graph. The horizontal axis of
graph is represented the number of site and the vertical axis of graph is represented monitoring time of each
agent.

In case of the number of an examine site is small, the result of experiment is viewed that the single
stationary agent is faster speed of examination than the mobile monitoring agent. Also, when mobile agent is
dispatched to three servers, speed of examination is faster than is dispatched to seven servers. The reason is
caused by overtime occurred because the many mobile agents are created, allocated, gathered.

However, the more the number of site increases, the faster the mobile monitoring agent gets speed of
checking than the single stationary agent. In particular, when the cooperative monitoring system using many
agents, experimental result is shown that a speed of examination is very fast. If a single stationary agent
processes very many sites, the result of execution can be useless though the result is very accurate.

Consequently, the cooperative monitoring agent can become higher execution speed by distributed and
parallel processing and an overload of network by using a mobile agent can be decreased. If a server has an
active environment of the mobile agent, the servers can be used with an active space of a searching agent
and a monitoring agent.

Table I. Result of monitoring time
"''Number of Agent

Agent Type
10 30

-
50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190

Stationary Monitoring Agent 42 137 201 261 374 412 518 592 645 743

Mobile Monitoring Agent(3 Servers) 120 132 143 165 221 253 262 282 316 335

Mobile Monitoring Agent(7 Servers) 130 121 124 122 148 143 147 183 186 182

Time(sec)

10 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190

Figure 9. Graph of monitoring result

5 Conclusion and Future works

This study is on the efficiency of cooperative monitoring agent using mobile agent for educational portal site.
The monitoring job has been getting difficulty processed by human. Thus, an intelligent agent can process
the monitoring of the portal site instead of human. A monitoring work by using a single stationary agent
needs long time for checking of many sites.

In order to overcome the problem in this study, the mobile agent is used in monitoring job. The monitoring
job of educational portal site can be processed by collaborative method of decentralization and parallel using
the mobile agent. The monitoring system was implemented by using the Aglet and Tahiti server. This system
could execute cooperative monitoring job through an intelligent interaction between the stationary agent and
a mobile agent. Also the REPS system is possible with the mediation and the registration of agents by using
the mediator agent between the monitoring server and the temporary agent sever.
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The temporary agent sever is not fixed with the number but can be dynamically changed. Therefore all
servers are by resources of monitoring job and each server can exe cute its role by inference.

More studies are required on research that constructs knowledge base for inference engine of the mobile
agent. For effective portal site constructed, future work needs researches about not only intelligent
monitoring but also htelligent searching and gathering of educational information. In order to interact
between the mobile agents, we require research about KQML, language for sharing and exchange of
knowledge between agent and agent.
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In this study, we built an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, which
models SCS (Space Collaboration System: system the remote conferences and
education via satellite communications) conferences. A student engages in the
conference, by operating a control panel and proceeds by making the necessary
selections according to the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intention and
purpose, which can change at any time. The purpose of this study is supporting
the student to form a correct mental model in this environment. Therefore, we
incorporate an abstract model of possible computations as a logical circuit
attached to the SCS system. Using this model, the system has two functions: to
diagnose the student' s conceptual understanding mistakes about the SCS system
and to explain to him/her the cause of these mistakes. With these functions, we
expect to be able to support the student in forming a correct mental model and in
understanding the SCS essentials.

Keywords: Mental Model, Space Collaboration System, Remote Conference

1 Introduction

Recently, with the increased awareness of the necessity of individual, subjective learning, a change occurred
in the building of computer based educational systems. The existing learning supporting systems are based
on automatically generating the learning method, according to the relation between the state defining
parameters and the subject' s (learner' s) behavior. However, in recent years, the trend to construct systems,
that positively encourage the student to work, and allow him/her to change the current state parameters by
him-/herself, offer system behavior simulation, moreover, verification and correction of the student inputs,
emerged. In this type of subjective/ individual learning environment, it is necessary to add a causality
explanation function of the target environment. This is important due to the fact that, by letting the student/
learner adjust and change the system parameters, and then showing him/her the system behavior simulation,
as derived from the current configuration and structure, fundamental system comprehension can be
supported and achieved [2..11]. We have, therefore, used the above mentioned specifications and
background information, to implement an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, for supporting
fundamental system comprehension and understanding. For this purpose, we have based our mental model
design on the object oriented approach. The mental model is a representation of the individual
comprehension about the structure and functions of the objects involved in the simulated system model.
Moreover, depending on the simulation of the object functions within the learner' s mental model, it becomes
possible to predict the problem solving act results. Therefore, important learning can occur and, at the same
time, causality explanation within the virtual learning environment can be offered. We based the mental
model used in our system on the qualitative modeling. The qualitative model is a fundamental model
representation based on the causality relations that generate the target system' s behavior. The causality
relations are reflected in the relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions. Here we
consider the following definitions. The structure reflects how the elements of the target organization are
combined. The behavior shows how the system characteristics, expressed by the object structure, change in
time. The function expresses how the goal, related to the object behavior, is achieved. By modeling the
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causality relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions, and designing a qualitative model,
the causality relation simulation becomes possible. In our system, we have constructed a qualitative
diagnosis simulator for conferences via SCS. SCS, standing for Space Collaboration System, is a remote
conferences and distance education system via satellite communications. The learner/ student follows the
progress of the conference, by operating a control panel, and making the necessary selections, according to
the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intentions and purpose, which can change in time. In this
environment, we integrate a computable model abstraction of the remote conference via communication
satellites, as a logic circuit. Moreover, based on this abstraction, we add a causality explanation function, and
a diagnosis system of the student' s/ learner' s operation mistakes, which generate the appropriate guidance
information for the student. In this way, we support the fundamental comprehension of the SCS system.

2 Qualitative reasoning

Qualitative reasoning is one of the most vigorous areas in artificial intelligence. Over the past years, a body
of methods have been developed for building and simulating qualitative models of physical systems
(bathtubs, tea kettles, automobiles, the physiology of the body, chemical processing plants, control systems,
electrical circuits, and the like) where knowledge of that system is incomplete. Qualitative models are more
able than traditional models to express states of incomplete knowledge about continuous mechanisms.
Qualitative simulation guarantees to find all possible behaviors consistent with the knowledge in the model.
This expressive power and coverage are important in problem-solving for diagnosis, design, monitoring, and
explanation. Qualititative simulation draws on a wide range of mathematical methods to keep a complete set
of predictions tractable, including the use of partial quantitative information. Compositional modeling and
component-connection methods for building qualitative models are also discussed in detail [1].

3 SCS

Figure 1 displays the SCS based remote conference concept. SCS was established as a satellite
communication network between universities, to enable real-time remote video conferences. Each
participant' s station (called VSAT station) is enabled with a satellite communication control panel, an image
and sound transceiver control panel, multiple video-cameras, monitors, and so on.

3.1 SCS constrains and limitations

The SCS conference can take place as an inter-station, bi-directional communication between two stations,
or as a multiple VSAT stations communication, where only one station has the role of the moderator, and has
authority upon transmission control. In the latter case, all the other station, with the exception of the
moderator station, are called client stations, and can participate as such in the conference. The moderator
station is decided in advance, before the actual conference, by the conference organizer, according to the
requested time-schedules and conference contents. The line control is usually under the sole authority of the
moderator station. However, a client station can send a request for line usage for transmission to the
moderator. This operation is enabled by the proposal request button existent on each VSAT station panel. By
pushing this button, a proposal request notification is sent to the control panel on the moderator station.
Moreover, during the conference, it is possible for two different stations to send image and sound, namely,
the carrier, at the same time, so there can be up to two distinct proposing stations. The respective client
stations are depicted in the lower part of figure 1.

The communication satellite has two reception parts, and a converting switch that allows the selection of the
received carrier. Depending on the existing constrains and conditions, a decision mechanism is involved,
before actually sending the carrier selection from the satellite. After verifying the current constrains and
conditions, the carrier is sent from the satellite. This carrier is sent without exception to all client stations. In
figure 1, the sending of the carrier to all the client stations is depicted. The station carriers depicted in figure
1 as a black solid arrows show the connection between the individual stations and the transmission part of
the satellite. The figure shows also that the satellite receives only two carriers at a time. However as all
stations are connected with the satellite, as depicted by the solid black arrows, all stations are prepared to
send a carrier.

The satellite reception part is built of a receptor, and a converting switch. In this way, by means of the
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restrictions set by the converting switch receptor, the satellite can receive, all in all, only two carriers.
Moreover, these have to be from two distinct stations only. Also, in the case of multiple carrier reception, the
moderator station operator can decide, according to his/ her free will, to commute to the receiving of one
carrier only, disregarding the choices and modes of the client stations. These constrains, limitations and
specifications, and the fact that the client stations can all in all send only two carriers, are depicted in the
figure as dotted thick arrows. The two carriers that can be sent are named [send I] and [send 2]. Their
contents is re-sent from the satellite. The restriction that the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2], should not
come from the same station is enforced before this re-transmission. Only when al the above restrictions are
fulfilled, can the received carriers be broadcasted from the satellite to all stations. At the reception of the
broadcast signals, each client station can separate the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2]. The station sending
the carrier is also receiving the broadcast, without exception. Therefore, the sound and image received by the
transmitting stations are:

Mod era ClientClientCilent
or atationstati,nstati5en

Fig. 1 Conference with SCS

(I). image+sound from the other transmitting station (if
existent);
(2)the image and sound sent to the satellite by the station
itself.
Moreover, as it is impossible to send the image and
sound carrier to a specific station directly, by sending
them to the satellite, they are broadcasted
automatically to all stations. Bi-directional
communication is also possible, but is actually a
quasi-bi-directional communication, as the broadcast
carrier of the two communicating stations is sent, at
the same time, as a broadcast signal to all client
stations.

3.2 SCS system frequent user errors

In table 1, the error types for different user skill levels
of SCS conference practice, as gathered by surveying
4 domain specialists with over 2 years of SCS system
operation experience, is shown. They were asked to
give us first a list of frequently appearing user errors
during the SCS usage and managing. This list is
displayed in table 1 in the column headed by the label
"Error/ misconception". Next, they were asked to
evaluate the frequency of apparition of these errors
for beginner, medium and advanced user. In table 1
their replies were represented as follows: [. 1 means
high, [ ] means medium, and [ .] means low
frequency of errors. The table presents therefore the

specialists' primary classification of errors according to the operation skills. To this classification, we have
added a new error classification, based on the previously explained SCS system constrains and limitations.
We have managed to group all errors enumerated by the specialists into four big classes of errors and
misconceptions: A, B, C and D. The definitions of these classes are given below.

Table 1 Error t es

Error/ I
misconception

beginn
er

I media I advanc_,`"
Error

classifi
-cation

Disregarding
the function of
the satellite.
believing
direct/
dedicated
transfer
between fellow
stations is
possible.

. . A, B C9 9 9

D

Believing that
the sending of
two carriers
from the same

' A

elation is
possible.
Believing that
receiving two
carriers from
the same
station is
possible.

. A

Not
understanding
that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different
station, the
current
proposing

B
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station carrier
will disappear.
Believing that
all stations can
send a carrier
at the same
time.

C

Not
understanding
the concept
and necessity
of the carrier
request
proposal.

C

Assigning
carriers to
three or more
stations.

C

Not
understanding
why the image
and sound
signal sent by
ones own
station is
received again.

D

Believing that
bi-directional
communication
is possible only
with a specific
station.

D

Assigning the
carrier to each

. . . . . D

station
consecutively.
believing that
only one
broadcast is
possible.

D

Not making the
distinction
between the
moderator
station and the
other client
stations.

static
state

Believing that
the client
station is in
charge of the
transmission
control.

. . . . . . static
state

Not making the
distinction
between the
two wave
forms (signals),
[send 1] and
(send2].

static
state

Believing that
the [send 11
wave form is
the signal
coming from
the moderator
station.

static
state

Class A: Misconception/ incomplete information about the sending of two different waves/ signals with the help of the
judgement/ decision mechanism.

Class B: Misconception about the sending of one carrier to one station with the help of the converting switch.
Class C: Misconception/ incomplete information about the receiving of two carriers.
Class D: Misconception/ incomplete information about broadcasting to all stations.

4 The SCS qualitative model

Figure 2 shows the qualitative model of the SCS conference abstraction, in the form of a logic circuit. This
qualitative model can express the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system. In this figure, ve
displayed four client stations and one communication satellite. As can be seen, the satellite has two receptors,
and one judgment/ decision mechanism, as a converting XOR switch between the two receptors. The two client
stations sending carriers at one time can therefore have a pseudo- bi-directional communication. The structure,
behavior and functions, so, the objects of the original SCS system are expressed, in this way, as a qualitative
model.

The characteristics of this model make it possible to simu late the dynamic changes occurring during a distance
conference, allowing to decide and evaluate the proper parameter settings for each station, moreover, to simulate
the system behavior in the case of mistaken parameter settings. By using the XOR function, it is ensured that
each reception part of the communication satellite can receive only one carrier from only one station. This
station has sent a prior transmission proposal to the moderator station, which was accepted.

Judgment/ I

decision
mechanism

;

. .

Fig 2 The qualitative model of the system
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Next, it is necessary to make sure that the two accepted carriers come from two distinct stations. This restriction
is enforced by the judgment/ decision mechanism. The judgment/ decision mechanism eliminates via an extra
XOR function the possibility that the two carriers were sent by the same station. If the two carriers, 1 and 2, are
validated by the judgment/ decision mechanism, the communication satellite broadcasts one or both to all VSAT
stations. Therefore, all VSAT stations will receive the two carriers 1 and 2 and will not be able to receive any
other carriers from other stations, or any wrong transmissions. Moreover, by using this model it is possible to
infer the error source, as shown previously, based on the SCS system structure. The previous A, B, C, D
classification can be thought of as: (A) sending of two distinct waves by using the judgment/ decision
mechanism, (B) sending of maximum one carrier per station by means of the converting switch, (C) using of two
carriers by means of the satellite reception mechanism, (D) existence of broadcast type of transmission only. In
this way, the virtual model enables the learner to derive the cause and source of the operation error, as related to
the SCS system structure. Furthermore, we have presented here a model based on only 4 client stations, that is
implemented via the XOR module, but as in the case of more than 4 client stations, we can increase the number
of the reception part XOR modules, adapting them to the number of stations, we can express, cope with and
model therefore the converting switch for any arbitrary, greater than 2 number of client stations.

5 Learning Environment

5.1 System outline and overview

tum ,trs '"a*

34,7*.rir

'"I.TS?ZtrrVV-C-rrr--'

.41

**** !C..* o'

Dynamic *

.

Figure. Learning environment

1

Figure 3 shows the overview of the system. The learner/ student is performing the conference steps by taking
over the role of the moderator station operator. The goal is to cope with the dynamically changing agenda of the
conference, proposed by the system. The agenda presents a description of a dynamic conference state, where bi-
directional communication is required. The student can take decisions about the SCS system state and change
parameter by operating the control panel. The previously described qualitative model evaluates these settings and
parameters.

Next, disregarding if the parameter setup and assignment is appropriate or not, the result of the new user choices
is reflected on the control panel of the interface, changing the current representation. The control panel displays
also the transmission requests coming from other stations. The student has to choose the appropriate response to
these requests. The student has to be able to judge the appropriateness of his/her own operations and actions, by
interpreting the information presented on the control panel. By repeating the above steps, the student can learn
the constrains and usage of the SCS system. Moreover, to prevent deadlock situations, where the student is
unable to judge his/her own errors, due to misunderstandings regarding the SCS system constrains, an
explanatory fiinction was added. This is implemented via an explanation button, which can be pressed by the
student in need. The student guidance follows as has been previously shown, conform with the SCS qualitative
model. In this way, the student can achieve not just a quick, superficial understanding, but also a deep, structure
related knowledge about the SCS system. For example, explanation are given such as: "There are only two
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satellite receptors.", "There is an exclusive OR switch on each receptor, so each receptor can receive from one
only station at a time.", "The judgment/ decision mechanism does not allow 2 carriers from the same station.",
and so on. By leading the student to understand the connection between the parameter setup and the way the SCS
system is actually built, as well as the real system components and the relations between them, via messages and
state representations on the control panel, the student can be expected to perform the parameter setting by
him/herself successfully in the future.

5.2 System flow

Figure 4 shows the system flow. The rapidly changing conference goal and intention of the agenda is described
in chronological order. The contents of this description are on one hand, the conference state change
requirements that have to be performed by the student, put into words that can be easily understood by him/her,
and on the other hand, the description of the current SCS system state. In figure 4, this is expressed as [word]
utterances, at the different moments in time (t0, .,.tn):

word : state(10) word : state(tn)

For example, [word] can be a prompting message about the conference state change, with the value of "Please
reply to the question from university A!", and so on. As shown in figure 4, the operation panel managing module
receives from the agenda, or from the other client stations the current parameter for each given conference state,
and then reflects the resulting state on the panel. For example, the button of the station, which is currently in
charge of a carrier, turns red. Also, in the case of requests from other stations, the button of the station sending
the carrier request signal turns also red.

The student infers the present conference state from the
state of the panel. Moreover, from here the student can
notice if it is necessary to change the state of the
conference, according to the agenda requirements. Next,
to change the conference state, the student has to operate
the control panel. By doing this, the parameters
determining the conference are changed, and a new
conference state emerges. This new state is evaluated with
the SCS qualitative model. When evaluating with the SCS

request(tn) model, the result is compared with the next agenda. It is,
stations

in principle, possible to perform such comparisons on the

state0n)
SCS system without the computable module, and to judge
if the operation is appropriate or not, but, in that case, the

request(t0) student cannot achieve a deep understanding of the SCS
request(t1) conference, that is, s/he cannot identify the SCS behavior
request(t1) as derived from structural constrains. In order 6r the

request(tn) learner to achieve a deep understanding, it is necessary to
operation perform the parameter evaluation with the help of the SCS

compare computable model. After the parameter evaluation, if the

new state settings are judged as appropriate, the system moves to the
next agenda. In figure 4, this is the case of "T" (True). In
this case, the setup parameters decided by the student are

SCS
handed over to the administrating module, which, in turn,

Model reflects these changes on the operation panel. On the other
hand, if, after the parameter evaluation, the settings are
judged as not being appropriate, the system does not move

to the next agenda. This case is shown in figure 4 as the "F" (False) case. In such a case, the wrongly set
parameters are displayed on the operation panel. In this way, the deficient, real SCS state can be represented.

For example, in the case when three or more stations ask for the carrier at the same time, and the carrier is passed
over to them, the moderator station's carrier disappears. The student notices that the tespective state is not
appropriate, and corrects the setup parameters. Moreover, in the case that s/he doesn' t notice the errors, s/he
cannot continue with the next agenda. When entering a deadlock situation, the SCS qualitative model can, at the
student' s request, explain to the student what kind of error s/he has done. In this way, by explaining not the
protocol and process steps, but the SCS system behavior, as a result of the structural constrains, our system
supports the formation of the SCS learner mental model. For instance, let us consider a case where the present
transmission rights belong to universities B and C, and a proposal request is received from university A. This

diagnostics

Figure 4 System flow



request is represented on the panel by the button representing university A turning red, together with a
simultaneous indication message appearing in the agenda window, stating "Please answer the question from
university A". If the student decides to assign a carrier to university A, without previously modifying the state of
one or both stations B and C, which have the current transmission rights, the result is that the system will have 3
or more simultaneous carriers at the same time. In this case, the system represents the buttons of universities A,
B, C on the panel with red color, and lets the student therefore know that the parameter setup is not appropriate.

At the same time, the agenda window will also display a message for the student. The content of this message is
something like: "There are only two receptors on the satellite.", so is an explanation of the behavior, as resulting
from the structural constrains.

6 Agenda

Table 2 Agenda example
agenda(10) The conference starts.
agenda(11) The moderator station is the University of Electro -Communications.
agenda(t2) Please allocate carrier to Yamagata University.
agenda(t3) Please start sending from the lecturer camera
request(14) Carrier request Tsukuba University.
agenda(14) Please reply to the question from Tsukuba University-
agenda(15) The conference has ended.

The SCS conference is based on a general agenda. Our system offers SCS based remote conference simulation
environment and, moreover, stores typical SCS agenda models, in order to dynamically produce conferences that
require conference state changes.

In this way, the student becomes the operator of the moderator station, and has to take decisions compatible to
the agenda, engaging therefore in the simulated steps of the SCS conference. In table 2 we show an example of a
model agenda for our system. In this table, agenda(tn) represents the agenda at moment (tn) in time, and
request(tn) represents the carrier request at moment (tn) in time. In the real SCS conference, the time moment
concept exists, but, in our system, we have the supplementary restriction that, only after accomplishing the
current agenda, it is possible to go on with the new one. As shown above, the agenda is organized as a time
series, and the student receives indications and instructions from the agenda window. The changes occurring in
the conference state in the respective agenda example above correspond to a respective intention and goal.
Disregarding if these intentions and goals come from the original operator's decisions, or if they were prepared
by the system from the beginning, the beginner student doesn't have to loose his/her way during the SCS
conference proceedings, and can give the panel operation his/her undivided attention. In other words, the
indications and instructions coming from the agenda window can be thought of as an experienced operator
teaching the beginner student during the SCS conference proceedings. After receiving the indications and
instructions from the agenda window, the student can decide on the next conference state that seems appropriate,
given the present conference state and the indications received, and operates the control panel to perform the
respective change. The new state that results as a consequence of the student's operations is checked by the
system, to decode if it is appropriate or not, conform with the indications and instructions of the agenda. One
agenda is recorded in the system as one word and 6 state descriptors. The words are the ones that appear in the
agenda window. The six possible state descriptors are shown below.

station name (list of all client stations)
carrier request (list of all client stations)
carrier 1 (list of all client stations)
carrier 2 (list of all client stations)
reception 1 (list of all client stations)
reception 2 (list of all client stations)

The state descriptor called "station name" contains a list of all client station names. Next, the carrier request,
carrier 1, carrier 2, reception 1 and reception 2 state descriptors contain respective lists of [on] and [off] states
corresponding to each station. In figure 3, we show the correspondence between [1] and [0] and [on] and [off].
The reason of describing all client stations carrier and reception states with [off /on] descriptors is to be able to
represent also the incomplete understanding of the learner/ student, as well as his/her mistaken parameter setups
and assignments.

7 Testing, experiments and evaluation
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Table 3 comparison of situation before and after learning takes
Error Pre Test Post Test Error

classifica
tion

send a carrier at
the same time.
Not
understanding
the concept and
necessity of the
carrier request

5 persons 1 person C
Disregarding the
function of the
satellite and
believing direct/
dedicated
transfer between
fellow stations is
possible.

N/A WA A,BCD,

Assigning
tamers to more
than three
stations.

5 persons 1 person C

Believing that
sending of 2
carriers from one
station is
possible.

3 persons 1 person A
Not
understanding
why the image
and sound signal
sent by ones
own station is
received again.

5 persons 3 persons D
Believing that
receiving two
carriers from the
same station is
possible.

.

3 persons 1 person A
Believing that bi-
directional
communication
is possible only
with a specific
station.

5 persons 1 person DNot
understanding
that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different station,
the current
proposing
station carrier
will disappear.

5 persons 1 person B Assigning the
carrier to each
station
consecutively.

5 persons 1 person D

Believing that
only one
broadcast is
possible.

5 persons 5 persons DBelieving that air-s personsstations can 3 persons C

We have performed an evaluation experiment of our system over a small sample. 5 beginner students with no
SCS system experience were selected as the object of our SCS conference experiment. We have first explaned
them the control panel representations, meanings and operation mode, as well as the agenda window
functionality, and the SCS system setup as a bi-directional communication system. They were able to consult the
SCS user manual. Next, we have done a pre-test with the system without the diagnosis mechanism, and followed
and checked the operations and mistakes of the beginner operator. Then, we have performed the same
experiment, this time, with the help of the diagnosis mechanism. In the last step, we have compared the
understanding level before and after learning. The result is displayed in table 3. A system screen display during
the experiment is shown in figure 3. This figure displays a student deadlock situation, where the student has
asked for an explanation about the deadlock, and the system has next checked the SCS system structure related
error cause, and finally displayed it on the screen for the student to see. In the case presented in figure 3, the
student hasn't realized the fact that there are only two receptors on the satellite, and has mistakenly allocated
carriers to 3 stations. The explanation of his/her error is displayed on the control panel. The state of 3 stations
having the carrier is represented on the panel as the respective stations' buttons turning all red (left corner of fig.
3, darkened buttons). However, if the student doesn't grasp the meaning of the representation and the cause and
source of his/her errors, and asks therefore the system for help, the system will display the folio wing message:
"There are only two receptors on the satellite". With this explanation, the student understands that, as there are
only 2 receptors on the satellite, s/he cannot allocate carriers to 3 stations, and will operate the panel correctly in
his/her next steps.

According to our system's result shown in table 3, the students can understand the SCS system constrains and
limitations, the fact that the signal has to be sent from different stations, the fact that there are only two carriers,
and the concept of the XOR receptors of the satellite. However, the broadcasting mechanism was not completely
understood. This is probably due to the fact that, in the current simulation system, there is no visual display of
the broadcasting mechanism, of the time and direction of the transmission.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator based on an object-oriented approach to
mental model formation. In our model, the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system are the objects,
and from the description of the causality relations between these objects, the student can determine the cause of
his/her error, based on system structure judgment.
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From educational strategy point of view, QUAD implements and supports a combination of learning methods,
like "Reinforcement learning", "Learning by exploring", "Learning by asking", "Learning by applying", "Self-
monitoring", and so on. From educational depth point of view, the QUAD system doesn't stop at the procedural
surface level, but traces the structural implications, to gain a deep knowledge level.

For further research, we believe that, by expanding the current system, and identifying more precisely the mental
model of the student, a more appropriate guidance system can be developed.
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The World Wide Web has presented researchers and learners all over the world
with unprecedented opportunities to find and distribute information. An
increasing number of valuable resources are made available online. This
provides an excellent knowledge base for learners. However it is often very
difficult to find these useful resources. This paper describes the framework of a
domain specific information clearinghouse and how these clearinghouses can
collaborate with one another to enable cross-domain learning. The resources in a
domain-specific clearinghouse are submitted by trusted domain experts to ensure
its quality. Learners with multiple domain interests can also effectively retrieve
the information they need using the cross-domain collaboration framework
presented. This is achieved with a union agent that manages the collaboration
and sharing of resources between different domains. We also present a toolkit
that facilitates the rapid deployment of such clearinghouses by domain experts.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Educational Agent, Knowledge
Construction and Navigation, Web-Based Learning, Domain Specific
Information Clearinghouse

1 Introduction

The tremendous success of the Internet and the World Wide Web has resulted in a global information
revolution. With more and more information easily available online, people are now increasingly reliant on
the Web for their information needs. They are constantly faced with the problem of finding relevant
information that will suit their learning needs. Most commonly used tools for finding information, in
particular search engines and Web directories, often return huge amounts of information which are neither
useful nor relevant to the learners' needs. A more effective way of assisting these learners in finding
information is lacking.

A possible solution would be the use of a domain-specific information clearinghouse managed by human
domain experts. In a nutshell, a Domain Specfic Information Clearinghouse, or DSIC, is a Web-based
clearinghouse and resource repository for information resources available on the Web. Learners would be
able to find relevant and higher quality information from these resources. However, most information and
research nowadays do not dwell on a single domain. Cross-domain learning requirements need to be met.
This can be achieved through collaboration between multiple DSICs. With this cross-domain collaboration,
we are able to discover and learn more about how each domain is related to one another.

In the following sections we will discuss the various approaches that are currently adopted by learners and
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the concept of the Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse. Section 4 describes the framework of a
Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse network to facilitate cross-domain learning. In Section 5, we
describe a toolkit currently under development for the quick deployment of a domain-specific information
clearinghouse. Finally, we would conclude with Section 6.

2 Current Approaches for Finding Information Online

The primary means by which learners find information on the Web are tools like search engines, Web
directories and metasearch engines [1] [5].

Search engines operate by plowing through the Internet and indexing web pages. Typically, only keywords
are indexed. Some examples of search engines are AltaVista I and Hotbot2. Using this method, a lot of
information can be retrieved. However, there is a trade off between quantity and quality. In this huge list of
results, though it may contain many relevant items, most of the search results are usually irrelevant. Learners
will lose a lot of time following useless links.

Web directories like Yahoo!3 and Excite4 are maintained manually by a dedicated group of catalogers. These
directories contain user-submitted resources that are indexed categorically. These indices are usually human-
created or computer-generated. They would usually include some description that helps the user in
determining the usefulness of the resource. As the resources contained by Web directories are user-submitted,
them is the problem of scalability: it is impossible to scale personnel to match the rate at which the Web is
growing. Web directories are outdated rapidly due to the ever changing and ever growing Internet. Important
resources for the different categories and topics are often missing.

Metasearch engines are web tools that poll multiple sources like search engines and Web directories. The
compiled resources are then processed and returned as results to the user. Metacrawler5 and SavvySearch6
are examples of netasearch engines. However, as pointed out in [4], although metasearch engines can
significantly increase coverage, they are still limited by the engines they use with respect to the number and
quality of results.

After looking at the above approaches, the problem of finding relevant and useful resources is not solved.
Although these approaches may be adequate for a casual Web user, they do not serve learners who require
specific information from certain domains well. We shall discuss our proposed solution in the next section.

3 Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse

Figure 1 below depicts the DSIC model.

I http://www.altavista.com
2 http://www.hotbot.com
3 http://www.yahoo.com
4 http://www.excite.com
5 http://www.metacrawler.com
6 http://www.savvysearch.com
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Figure 1: Domain-Specific Information Clearinghouse Model

As mentioned earlier, a Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse is a web-based clearinghouse and
resource repository for domain-specific resources available on the web. One or more domain experts
maintain the resources found in the clearinghouse. From now on, we will refer to experts as people who
supply information to the clearinghouse and learners as people who access the clearinghouse for information.

The clearinghouse contains a classification of topics found in the domain and an intelligent information
agent. With a good classification, the clearinghouse would be better organized and would increase learners'
ease in finding the information they want. An intelligent information agent should be made available to
facilitate the knowledge sharing and exchange both within and outside the clearinghouse.

An expert registers with the clearinghouse as a trusted information provider. He will then be able to submit
resources that are in turn classified and cataloged. Using information found in these submitted resources, the
intelligent information agent could scour the Web for more resources that can be added into the
clearinghouse. The quality of these resources is much higher as they are being submitted by domain experts.
What is useful and relevant to these experts are also usually useful to the learners as well. With all these
information clearly classified, learners can then search or browse through the resource collection effectively
in the domain specific clearinghouse.

4 Cross-Domain Learning

The DSIC caters to the needs of experts and learners in a single domain. However, learners often have not
just one but multiple domains of interest. It would be useful for a learner with multiple domains of interest to
be able to find the information he needs across all the different domains. Moreover, there are often no clear
boundaries between domains, as the figure below shows. Resources from different but related domains may
overlap.
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Figure 2: Overlapping Domain Resources

This potentially allows for different DSICs to collaborate and share resources with each other. To provide
such a resource sharing framework, two issues needs to be addressed: distributed service and metadata
exchange.

4.1 Distributed Service

The proposed framework for collaboration between multiple DSICs is essentially a distributed service.
Domain experts maintaining each individual clearinghouse would register it with the information union
agent, which is a central service that keeps track of all the existing clearinghouses that has been set up. This
is illustrated in Figure 3 as follows:

Union (information
union agent)

Domain Experts

Resource
Metadata

Domain

Resource
Metadata

Experts

Domain-specific Learner Domain-specific
Information Information

Clearinghouse Clearinghouse
A Catalogued Catalogued B

Records Records

Resource Resourci
Metadata Metada

ntelligent
Information

Agent

Intelligent
Information

Agent

Figure 3: Multiple Domain Resource Sharing

Upon registration with the information union agent, each clearinghouse would declare the metadata
attributes that are used to describe resources in that particular clearinghouse. Relationships with other
domain clearinghouses are also declared. This information is then broadcasted to all the clearinghouses in
the union to facilitate metadata exchange, which will be discussed in section 4.2

Besides maintaining the relationship links between the different domains, the information union agent would
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also apply data mining techniques to learn and discover relationships between resources in the different
domains. For example, when the number of similar resources that are found in two different categories of
different domains exceed a threshold value, the union agent would automatically update the union with this
relationship if it has not already done so. Through this process, the union agent can learn and discover new
information and relationships between different clearinghouses in the union and update the respective
clearinghouses with the new information. This allows the clearinghouses to provide learners with higher
quality information.

4.2 Metadata Exchange

A DSIC union needs to provide a mechanism to facilitate the exchange of machine-understandable
information among different DSICs. Being domain specific, each DSIC has its own set of metadata
attributes and values. A mechanism needs to be provided for a DSIC to automatically interpret metadata that
comes from another DSIC of a different domain and transform it to a human-readable form. This problem is
non-trivial because classification schemes and metadata formats can vary widely between different DSICs.

The Resource Description Framework [7], or RDF, is an evolving specification developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium. RDF' s nucleus is an archetype for depicting named properties and their values. The
properties are representations of resource attributes as well as the relationships between resources. This data
model provides a syntax-independent means of representing RDF expressions.

We have developed a mechanism adapted from the RDF standard that would suit the needs of the DSIC
union. We called this mechanism the Metadata Schema.

A metadata schema is simply a set of attribute names that is used to describe all the resources cataloged in a
particular DSIC uniformly. Each DSIC is associated with exactly one metadata schema at any one time.

A metadata schema is unambiguously represented by an ordered n-tuple of the form

< Ni, N2, N3r rro Nn

In the above notation, each N, i E 1, 2, 3, .,. n } can be any sequence of alphanumeric characters,
including spaces, that starts with a letter. Usually, these would correspond to attribute names such as
"Author", "Company", "Description" and "E-mail Address".

The Metadata Schema, together with the information union agent, are the main mechanisms for
interoperability between different DSICs. The following scenario illustrates how the Metadata Schema is
being used.

A learner using a particular DSIC X to search for information can indicate that he wants to cross-search
another DSIC Y. Through the union agent described in Section 4.1, DSIC X would already know the
Metadata Schema of DSIC Y and would request DSIC Y for metadata records that correspond to the user' s
search request. DSIC Y would then respond with a set of results of the form

R = R1, R2, R3, }

where each Rh i E { 1, 2, 3, . m } is an ordered n-tuple of the form

<VI, V2, V3, . ,.Vn >

Each element in the set R is then mapped to the known Metadata Schema of DSIC Y, after which the results
are formatted and displayed by DSIC X.

The above scenario can be extended to more than 2 DSICs by simply requesting metadata tuples from each
DSIC in turn. In this way, the DSIC union can be regarded as a single, distributed service with multiple
access points, providing high quality cross-domain information to learners seeking such information.

5 An Example
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An example of a domain specific information clearinghouse is the Simulation/Gaming eXchange [6]. This is
a clearinghouse for resources in the simulation and gaming domain. Most of the resources in the
clearinghouse are submitted by domain experts and are of high quality. Some entries are submitted by the
SGX Information Agent, a software agent which uses techniques found in [2] and [3] to scour the Web and
retrieve resource related to those submitted by the domain experts. A typical entry in [6] is show in Figure 4.

SGX : Browse - Netscape Finn
gat yi,.., fio LIXTalurticator lietp

.1'1,

Bock Frw ra Reoad H../oAve Searc h tiegtca pe Frill Serict y

.4' Booknukt h Locatrarcihttp://spcornp.nus,edusg/cgi-brn/browseSApPtoixcwtds+7C26+hurnarities imil alr What'sBelated
I

S 0 El it1 CI ninkinginJav S Dontmt 4 Not. ,.., Yekwi Paper owrioxt , Ford S es Channels
;0 1 11.1411 1 s I 512,6 ci I II,.4:t 1 zzlthric I iniTiliirierilkti I 741v I 101211i1.1 A.

- -
A entries fouAin Arts & humanities

Legend:

4 Link okay. chodod In last24 nous X Unroackablo A134464E, but link may now be tuoking * Sito contains a link to SGX

EduSim

gduSim: simulations for adulation and business; challenging role-playing and group tasking exercises which `develop leadership,

communication; team building, diversity, and critical thinking skills.

Site keywords: Sub): Arts & humanities 13Y pusiness On Communication (14); fgRerientiallearning (23); Social sciences
(16); Skill & transfer of skills (171; fl Format: Manual simulationfgame110); Role-play ay Simulation (351; Structured
.experience/exercise (1 ); li Prof: Consulting (12 Design (15); Resources (72);

Provider keywords: Sok': team building (2) diversity f21; leadership tit il Format: critical thinking (1); MOW tasking (11;

intercultural (1); i
,

Nature of Site.: Cam 4301 4angu4ga;Engficil txgigz aPp-, 2001 Pionid4t 'MIL...4E1M _I

Harold Guetzkow
.

Harold Guetzkow is considered by many to be one of the fathers, even the father, of modern simirlatiOnigaming, This page is
tv,Mike Warti arlyO)raara cnInrarn min .1j

SmantaineriIW,_ iDocurcent Done ____1=4 -1i, -1,9:-.), ,0 AV 4-1
Figure 4: The Simulation/Gaming eXchange

Assuming that there is another information clearinghouse in the domain of CAI. This information
clearinghouse also has its list of classifications and resources that have been submitted by experts. Upon
registration into the union, the CAI clearinghouse will identify its relationship and links with the other
clearinghouses that are already in the union. In this case, the CAI clearinghouse has to determine its
relationship with the simulation/gaming domain. Some of the overlapping regions between CAI and
simulation/gaming include edutainment, the use of simulations and virtual reality in learning. These
resources can be applied to both the simulation/gaming domain and CAI domain when simulation/gaming is
used as a tool in teaching using computers

Both CAI and simulation/gaming experts have submitted resources to their respective domain-specific
information clearinghouses. Some of these resources are similar and will overlap each other. Using the
overlapping regions as a starting point, the information agent in each clearinghouse will collaborate by
sharing the resources they have. When a learner searches for virtual reality related resources in the CAI
domain clearinghouse, he will be prompted that more resources are available in the simulation/gaming
domain. He will also be linked and directed to these resources found in the simulation/gaming information
domain. In this way, more resources can be retrieved without compromising on the quality of the results.
This is very useful for learners with multiple domain interests. Furthermore, learners are also able to see how
other domains relate to his domain interest. This sharing is done with the help of the union agent.

6 DSIC Toolkit
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Although different domain specific information clearinghouses catalog resources in different domains, they
have the same main functionality as follows:

Registration Users can register as information resource providers via online forms

Catalog Registered domain experts can login to the system and catalog resources. In addition, an
automated information agent is used to gather resources from the Web automatically. Authors are
identified by the agent and invited to refine the catalog of their own resources.

Browse Web users can browse through the resources cataloged in the clearinghouse using the
classification scheme employed

Feedback A feedback mechanism must be provided for users to give feedback to the DSIC
administrator

Administration An authorized administrator is allowed to make administrative changes to the
system as an administrator

These similarities in different clearinghouses provide the foundation for the development of a generic,
flexible toolkit for the rapid deployment of a domain-specific information clearinghouse. Domain experts
with little or no Web development expertise but wish to deploy and maintain an information clearinghouse
can make use of this toolkit to rapidly set up one.

The DSIC toolkit is designed as an integrated package with the following components:

Web server
Classification Scheme Editor
HTML Template Editor
Administration Module
User Module
Information Agent Module

A set of default templates are provided together with the toolkit so that a domain expert who wishes to set up
a clearinghouse can selectively use the components of the toolkit and set it up in a short time span instead of
having to start from scratch.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a framework that allows learners to collaborate and share resources. With the
use of domain specific information clearinghouses, learners are able to find useful, valuable and related
resources. The clearinghouse union is a mechanism that allows different domains to come together and share
their resources. This is especially useful for researchers and learners who have multiple domain interests.
They are able to find resources across the different domains without compromising on the quality of the
results.

Knowledge discovery and sharing is also made possible with the help of the union agent that overlooks all
the domain clearinghouses in the union. The union agent not only helps learners retrieve related resources in
other domains but also searches through the huge databank of resources to find hidden relationships about
the different domains, giving us information on how different domains are linked and related to one another.

Finally, we also presented a clearinghouse toolkit currently under development for the rapid deployment of
an information clearinghouse. Through the use of the toolkit, domain experts can quickly specify a
classification scheme and set up a clearinghouse. The newly deployed clearinghouse is automatically
registered with the union and start sharing resources with other clearinghouses already in the union.
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This paper presents the ENIG Agent to gather distributed information of
educational newspaper in the web as well as student to provide the sound
information for the NIE learning. The ENIG Agent gleans an appropriate
newspaper headline of educational news portal site for real-time provision of the
information. For gathering the optimized information, The ENIG agent performs
the pre-process of educational news site, information noise filtering, pattern
matching. The gathered educational newspaper information is removed a
harmful data by using the pattern matching in the inference engine. The student
can show the result of sound data through the web-browser as well as can use to
learning with another application. For efficiency of this system, we evaluate the
performance of the ENIG system by the experience of the NIE learning.

Keywords: ME, Newspaper Information gathering, Intelligent Agent,
Supervised learning

1 Introduction

These days, the web brings about a great change of education by a rapid growth of the Internet. It is not an
easy work that a student finds the education information in the web. For searching the suitable information, a
various search engines were developed and it provided a service for all. However, the general search engine
is not fit that a student use at learning directly, because the information of search engine can contain a many
data unconcerned learning. The learning requires the filtered information that can apply learning directly.
Therefore, for efficient education, new type of search engine needs for the information retrieval and
gathering [9].

Besides, the NIE means "Newspaper In Education", it is a method that student and teacher increases an
efficiency of learning by using newspaper. The late web is used a good place for the NIE learning and a
collaborative learning. However, when student and teacher study on the NIE learning through the web sites,
they spend much time and repetitive efforts to find the newspaper contents. The student can lose a basic
purpose of the NIE learning by the wasteful spending. The NIE learning needs an intelligent searching agent
that searches automatically an important content about newspaper on the web. Moreover, because the
gathered educational newspaper can contain harmful data, the data can remove by using the pattern
matching in the inference engine [8].

Consequently, this paper describes about the ENIG Agent for the NIE learning. For providing the student
just wants newspaper contents, we designed and implemented the intelligent agent system. In the following
section, the NIE and the agent for information retrieval will be surveyed and the basic structure of the ENIG
Agent will be designed. Furthermore, the next section will be discussed about implementation and
experiment of ENIG Agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works will be described.

2 NIE and intelligent gathering agent
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The NIE is the initials of 'Newspaper In Education'. It is the education method for individual who make
friend with newspaper and improves the achievement of learning using the contents of newspaper. The
newspaper, "a living text book", is applied with open education through the NIE learning.

Roles of newspaper for education are listed below [5].
- The newspaper is a bridge that can connect the disparity gap between school and society.
- The newspaper is the reflective of actual world.
- The newspaper reappears the scene of the history and is researching material of present society.
- The newspaper is the most suitable of clear text model and is used with subject matter of language

learning.
- The newspaper is the unique textbook that everybody can read in ones lifetime continuously.

For the reasons stated above, we can expect a advantages that the NIE learning is originality, thinking power,
ability to read and understanding and writing text, the establishment of sociality through ones sense of
values, ability to practical use of information and so on[8].

When teacher will teach using NIE content on the web, we must consider below list.
- The newspaper is not be made data for the NIE. Because it is made for adult, it has a very difficult

vocabulary. Therefore, teacher must supply to student a vocabulary database.
- The newspaper has an article about negative contents of society. Such contents must be edited or

deleted by using an intelligent agent.
- Because the web is opened to everyone, the newspaper may have contents that student never see. In

special, an article of obscene, crime, violence must be deleted.
- The contents of a newspaper are best the events of the day. But the NIE is used the contents of old

newspaper. Such contents are good saving at scraping DB.

The method of information retrieval is variety. For information retrieval of educational homepage, intelligent
agent used a very suitable tool [9]. The intelligent agents having the characteristics of autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and cooperative relationship can provide the searching results of a user
demanded through machine learning [11].

An agent gathers information instead of the user. Because the agent system does not deal with basic data,
instead it deals with knowledge information, can easily process the knowledge of education homepage.
Moreover, an agent system is capable of using effectively gathering of information on the dynamic web
environment. Therefore, the web based instruction using the NIE learning needs intelligent agent system [3].

3 ENIG System

Generally, the web document has many added tag information in contents. This added tag can represent
efficiently information and data of HTML document. However, the user does not use the tag information but
can use only the text or the multimedia information. The tag information treats only an unnecessary noise to
users. If an unnecessary noise tag in a content is removed, the filtered document is translated a regular
expression in the ENIG system. The pattern of information is extracted at transforming regular expression
by the string matching method.

The extracting information of content is interpreted the accuracy of information by inference engine.
Inference engine has the knowledge base augmented with a rule-based system, and it has function of
learning and inference by a supervised learning.

3.1 Structure of the ENIG agent system

The structure of the ENIC Agent system is shown figure 1. This system consists of four parts. The document
of homepage on web filters tags by the noise-filtering module in analyzer. The information of filtered
document is translated from HTML document into regular expression. The regular document is matched
with the string pattern provided by string matcher in an agent and it extracts the information of articles in
educational newspaper. The information of an articles is removed harmful data by the knowledge base in an
inference engine. The interface module consists of two screens. The rule and knowledge is edited and added,
deleted through the knowledge manager and gathering information is supplied to student by using the result
viewer. The learning environment is a learning space that studies the NIE learning through web browser and
a learning application programs.
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The example of educational newspaper site is shown figure 2. The tag information is not shown to user on
the web-browser. While, the source of newspaper homepage is shown figure 3. The source is represented
with a text and a complex tag information. Such tag information represents the arrangement of a document
data and a multimedia information, a hyperlinked information.

The noise filtering is used to remove duplication data or an unnecessary data. For processing data called by
HTTP, the noise filter processes work that removes a useless portion of the input data. The tags of HTML
document have an irrelevant information to user, because tags only represent the formation of homepage and
information of hypertext.

The noise filtering of the ENIG agent system removes an unnecessary tags in the document of an
educational newspaper homepage except <A>...</A>tag, anchor tag of hyperlink and text data. The HTML
sources are a difficult document to process noise filtering unconditionally, because the tag of document
includes important information for the contents of document. Therefore, the noise filtering work must
require a preprocessing module. Three steps of the noise filtering work is shown figure 4.
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The preprocessing work for the noise filtering converts from basic <A>...</A> tag into suitable information
and the works is listed below.

Convert relative path for absolute path
Change the URL of ASP form for the URL of HTML form
Convert the path of CGI for general HTML form
Change the path of script for absolute path
Convert the hyperlink of image for absolute path

At the next step, the preprocessed documents are removed unnecessary tags by the noise filtering method
except following items. <TABLE>,<TR>,<TD>,<LI>,<P>,<BR> tags are necessary the tags to keep the
information of documents. The HTML document is composed one line of text or a record of table by such
tags. Because most results of searching are represented with form of list or table, such tags is very an
important information and may be not removed.

The final step of noise filtering is a work that gets rid of the duplicate from the URL of a document. The
filtered document of educational newspaper homepage is show figure 5. We can know that the filtered
document is ease for content analysis upon deletion of an unnecessary HTML tags. The advantage of noise
filtering is that, it can process the same analysis about another newspaper homepages through removing tag.

Newspaper - Electronic Telegraph
URLohttp:/hvww.telegraph.co.uk:80/etTac=003278937115627&rtmos3mmougwMILatmoo3mmguqwM8pg--1/
titleoupdatednews
dates2000.8.14
<Table>
<tr>
<td>
< a>
href>"http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/etTaco003278937115627.5.rtmowfqqM3Mas&atrnooHXp8RRpLe.pg=/et/00/8/14/
nhonl4.htmr
Honda to double British factory output
</a>
<a>
href="http://wv.w.telegraph.co.uk:80/etTac=0032789371156278atmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXpliFiRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/
njakel4.htmr
Boy. 5, vanishes on hip to beach
</a>
<a>
hrefollttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:813/et7ac=0032789371156278.itmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXpeRRpL&pg=kt/00/8/14/
wiraq14.htmr
West's raids spark Iraq fury
</a>
<a>
lwef.littp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/etTac=0032789371156278etmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXORRpL&pg>/et/00/8/14/
npaed14.htmr
Labour welcomes Hague's paedophile plans
</a>
< a>
href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/etTac=003278937115627&rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo.HXORRpL8pgo/et/00/8/14/
wthail4.htmr
Murder hostel was notorious for drugs
</a>

Figure 5 Result of a noise filtering

3.3 Pattern matching

The filtered document is translated from each information and data into regular expression. The pattern of
regular documents is extracted with sequence of regular expression by the method of string matching. The
hyperlink information of image may infer by using the pattern matching through regular expression, because
the hyperlinked image do not contain the text information on hyperlink. The pattern matching is executed to
extract text data and information of hyperlink in HTML documents. Specially, if image has been including
hyperlink, the pattern matching is a very important work. The article information of the educational
newspaper site has information of hyperlink as followed.

< a href= > text </a>

Generally, the hyperlinked text information exists between <a> tag and </a> tag. If an image exists between
the anchor tags as "<a href= ...> <img src=...> </a>", then text information can exist at front or back of the
anchor tags. In this case, each tag and the text information is changed the defined tokens previously. In
addition, each data is created a string of a regular expression by the pattern matching.

The portion of tokens for creation of regular expression is shown table 1.
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Table 1 Token for regular expression

<table> <table> <p> </p> <tr> </tr> <td> <td> <a> <a> href text

T T P p R r D d A a H M

If the filtered document is represented with regular expression by tokens of tab e 1, the content of figure 5 is
converted a tag page into the sequence of the alphabet as "TRDAHMaAHMaAHMaAHMa...". And the
string pattern of regular expression has the process of pattern matching. This study used the three types of
pattern for pattern matching as followed.

- "AHMa" : "< a href= ......> ...... text ...... </a>
- "MAHa" : "... text ...<a href= ...> <img src=...> </a> "

"AHaM" :"<a href= ...> <img src=...> </a> ... text ..."

The extracted string by pattern matching restores to the original tag and text information in HTML
document. The extraction strings are reverted with source records. Figure 6 shows result that article is
extracted through pattern matching of regular expression.

The translation of regular expression and the pattern matching have a many advantages. The advantage of
pattern matching method is that the complex matching of string can extract only one time by matching of
substring, and that agent can easily learn the rule of pattern.

Therefore ENIG system eases the addition of new educational newspaper site and pattern by the addition of
URL and the type of pattern.

Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Honda to double British factory outputlhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278irtmo=fqqM3Mas&atrno=1-0(p8RRpL&pgget/00/8/14/nhon14.html
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Boy, 5, vanishes on trip to beachihttp://http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278,rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atrno=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/njake14.html
Electronic Telegraphlupdatednews12000.8.141West's raids spark Iraq furylhttpi /www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
er/ac=0032789371156278rtmo=fqqfnMasSiatrno=HXp8RRpL8ipg=/et/00/8/14/wiraq14.html
Electronic Telegraphlupdatednews12000.8.1411..abour welcomes Hague's paedophile planslhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=003278937115627&rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=1-1Xp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8114/npaed14.html
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Murder hostel was notorious for drugslhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278irtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/wthai 1 4.htrn1

Figure 6 Example of string exchanging for regular expression

3.4 Inference and learning method

The extracted newspaper information is not provided all good information to student. In case of an inserted
advertisement site, such site can become an obstacle of learning by the useless content. Moreover, a negative
content or a harmful page too must be not suitable site to student. Such sites can be provided about a lustful
content and a crime, an slang, a violence and so on. The harmful data can be removed in advance learning by
inference engine and knowledge base. Reasoning rule uses the rule-based production system. The
representation of knowledge is shown below

IF A THEN B

The production system has a merit that it is simple and easy the representation of rule as well as the addition
of knowledge. The learning method of the ENIG Agent system uses the supervised learning learned by
human teacher. If new rule is occurred, teacher input new rule and knowledge in knowledge base. For
example, if the extracted information contains harmful text as a sex and a narcotic, a knife, then teacher
input new rule and knowledge as "IF sex AND narcotic AND knife THEN delete".

The harmful site at gathering site reason a rule by the analysis of content and the rule are stored in
knowledge base by teacher. The bad information of extracted document is removed by the vocabulary DB
and the rule of knowledge base. For forbidding the access of the student, the addition and deletion of rule
and fact in the knowledge base can be control only by a teacher.



4 Implementation and Experiment

The implemented ENIG Agent can extract only the important information of newspaper site. In addition, it
can be had with only a text and URL information at various homepage. For implementation of the ENIG
Agent, we used Visual C++ and the CLIPS DLL. The CLIPS is rule-based a production system shell and it is
used as an inference engine.

The execution screen of the ENIG agent system is shown figure 7. The ENIG system is composed of three
parts. The left side of the screen is a part that the directory manager manages and edits educational
newspaper sites, and the mid-screen is a part to view the result of the gathering information, and the button
of right above is part to add a rule for inference and machine learning. If 'gathering' button is clicked, the
ENIG agent gathers and extracts an article from an educational newspaper site. If 'learning' button is clicked,
a rule and knowledge is added and edited by teacher in the ENIG agent.

This ENIG agent system can be applied directly at the homepage of different domain without change of
system. If site is constructed standard HTML document, an agent can search and gather even the document
of a foreign site.

The applying example of NIE learning using the ENIG system is shown figure 9. This example is used the
ENIG system and the Web Browser and word processor. The screen is the NIE learning about music using
the ENIG agent system and the Window application. The information of newspaper on the web can be
applied directly at a web-based instruction (WBI).

One of the advantages of this system is that the extracted information uses a mobile environment directly.
Because the extracted information is very small data and hyperlinked information, such data can be inserted
the mobile communication as a cellular phone, a PDA, a notebook computer, a portal computer, and so on.
Furthermore, the information of this system can transmit the WML by WAP.
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Figure 9 Example of NIB learning using ENIG agent

5 Conclusion and Future works

As mentioned above, we described about the ENIG agent system for the gathering information of
educational newspaper homepage. In addition, we designed the method of noise filtering and pattern
matching for suitable information. The method of noise filtering was used to remove unnecessary tags at
source of HTML document and the method of pattern matching was used to extract necessary URL and text
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information. The learning of agent was used to provide with good information to student by supervised
learning. Most a web-based instruction was mainly learning about information retrieval. As student spent a
lot of time to find learning information and data, so these lead deficiency of time for the essential learning.

Consequently, the ENIG agent system can provide not only to student for the learning of information
retrieval but also can help them capturing the genuine NIE learning. And this system can execute the role of
information treasury for the whole education through scraps of information.

The future works are that we improve the faculty of agent for information gathering of all sites; moreover,
we need research about unsupervised learning of agent and not supervised learning. In addition, we need
research to remove gathering information of header and footer through addition of heuristics and pattern
type that requires the study about the method of keyword searching it. Finally, for providing a location of
information to the agent, we will research the extension method of URL.
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The flexible nature of hypermedia allows it to be tailored to an individual' s
needs. Despite the many degrees of navigational freedom, however, users of
hypermedia often find difficulty locating information, feel disoriented, or even
become "lost in hyperspace" within such large seas of data. Research findings
suggest that the disorientation problem could be solved if users are able to hold a
conceptual overview of the hypermedia structure. How a learner can acquire
correct structural knowledge of the information becomes an important issue to
affect their learning performance in a hypermedia environment. Variables such
as the different ways of structuring or conveying information and cognitive
styles may affect learners' cognitive abilities in knowledge structuring and
should be taken into account together. The results of this study will show
whether the interactions between information conveying approaches and
learners' cognitive styles have significant effects on learners' performances in
terms of structural knowledge and feeling of disorientation.

Keywords: Structural knowledge, Cognitive style, Concept map,
Disorientation, Hypermedia

1 Introduction

One of the recent developments in computer technology now applied in many educational institutions is the
technology of hypermedia (Liu & Reed, 1994; Paolucci, 1998), in which users can access specific
information by various paths. The flexible nature of hypermedia allows it to be tailored to an individual' s
needs. Reading in hypermedia allows more tandom access and offers overt ways of accessing (Tierney,
1994). However, users of hypermedia often experience difficulty locating information, feel disoriented, or
even become "lost in hyperspace" (Elm & Woods, 1985) within such large seas of data. Scholars (Beasley &
Waugh, 1995) have suggested that the disorientation problem could be solved if users are able to hold a
conceptual overview of the hypermedia structure. In other words, if users can substantially construct a
structural knowledge (Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci, 1993) of the information provided in the hypermedia
system, their learning performance could be improved.

Ways to structure or convey information in the physical sense should not be the only concern when the
instructortry to facilitate the formation of the learner' s structural knowledge. Factors such as learners'
characteristics that could affect their cognitive abilities in knowledge structuring should also be taken into
account. Few studies have been conducted in this domain. The purpose of this study is to investigate
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learners' cognitive characteristics in the dimension of cognitive styles and their effects on the acquisition of
structural knowledge through the application of different information conveying approaches: the Less
Explicit approach and the More Explicit approach.

2 Background of The Study

Learning is a process of reorganization of knowledge structure. Based on the concept of meaningful learning
(Ausubel, 1963), in one way, learners structure knowledge to serve as a framework that helps them to
associate new information with previous knowledge. As this framework becomes more complex, learners
may in turn rely on this conceptual structure to filter the important from the irrelevant points (Anderson,
Reynold, Schallert, & Goetz, 1977). The acquisition of correct structural knowledge has become a critical
issue in learning. Among other computer technologies, hypermedia is a potential tool to mediate the
structural knowledge of the target domain to learners. One of the current theories about mind structure, the
"mind as rhizome" (MAR) metaphor (Eco, U., 1984), hypothesizes that the human mind is organized like an
underground rhizome. Hypermedia tangibly simulates the learning assumptions of this mind metaphor in
that learners can filter, link and search for new or existing information. These features have made
hypermedia an ideal environment where experts' knowledge structures are made visible and navigable for
learners in a graphical or a textual form (Wilson & Jonassen, 1989). Cbmpared with novice users of a
subject domain, expert users in this domain are believed to possess a better knowledge structure that enables
them to effectively solve problems. The learning strategy of externalizing experts' knowledge structures to
provide "idiosyncratic" intellectual thinking (Schwen, Goodrum, & Dorsey, 1993) has been deemed a
pragmatic way to empower learners.

In comparing hypermedia with linear text in book-bound printed material, Conklin (1987) noted that any
piece of text that the user wishes to locate in a book can only be further forward or further back from where
the user is currently located. Hypermedia, on the other hand, is often designed to store or to locate
information in a non-linear manner. Instead of a long run of narrative text on sequentially numbered pages,
hypermedia is typically organized into small segments of text and learners control the reading flow of the
materials (Berk & Devlin, 1991). Regardless of claims about the benefits of using hypermedia, however,
Charney (1987) and Dias & Sousa (1997) pointed out that the ordering of topics and points as well as
various traditional orientating devices, such as overviews and summaries which are usually taken for granted
in books and papers, are non-existent in hypermedia. Without such orientating devices or narrative cues, and
lacking the knowledge of hypermedia structure, users can barely determine where they are, what they want,
and how to get there (Beasley, 1994; Tripp & Roby, 1990). These issues raise a number of questions. Is
knowledge of the material' s structure as important as scholars suggest? Can one attempt to represent the
structure of a document cognitively, and if so, what form might it take?

3 Theoretical Framework

Learning in Hypermedia

Hypermedia is a developing concept that perhaps first originated with Bush (1945), who envisioned a text
that was organized like the human mind. Unlike a traditional learning environment, hypermedia mainly
relies on self-directed learning. With this system, the responsibility for identifying what is useful information
and the selection of search strategies for locating that information are largely left to the user (Small &
Grabowski, 1992). Instead of having an instructional-base, like conventional Computer-Based Instruction
(CAI), the format of hypermedia is information-based. CAI materials normally include objectives,
presentation of information, and drill-and-test activities (Gange, 1976). These materials lead users to engage
in intentional learning, in which all learning activities are arranged to accomplish the pre-determined
learning goal.

Conversely, the learning that occurs in hypermedia is a type of incidental learning: the instructional content
is provided without a specific learning goal (Spiro & Jehng, 1990). Learners in a hypermedia environment
are encouraged to interact with and explore the information by developing their own paths or knowledge
structures.

Although hypermedia has had remarkable impacts (Jonassen & Grabinger, 1990; Mcaleese, 1991) on human
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learning modes, accessing immense amounts of information within a hypermedia system is often not an easy
task, especially for novices. As Hammond and Allinson (1989) indicated, people may encounter a number of
common problems when they use hypermedia. They may have difficulty using interface tools in order to
gain an overview and to locate specific information; they are also likely to wander without a strategy or goal
and finally get lost. It is necessary that we investigate what types of cognitive characteristics might affect
learners' performances involved in hypermedia learning and how hypermedia can thus be customized to
fulfill learners' cognitive needs.

Hypermedia and Cognitive Styles

Hypermedia appears to be an ill-structured and non-linear type of conceptual networking environment. It
seems to avoid prescribing a particular path for navigating information. Such a structure could be
questionable for a learner who is in need of guiding pathways. A learner's performance in hypermedia may
be affected by his / her individual cognitive style. Many variables, such as age, motivation, cognitive style,
and prior knowledge / experience with the system (Heller, 1990; Lai, 1994; McAleese, 1989; Paolucci, 1998;
Rhee, 1993) have been proven to be influential factors in the user' s performance. Some of these studies were
conducted in a conventional computer-based instruction environment. In those that were conducted in a
hypermedia environment, cognitive style was found to be an essential factor in learning (Chang, 1995).
Research findings support this notion that individual cognitive differences affect learning results among
adults (Davidson, Savenye, & On, 1992; James & Blank, 1991). Understanding these differences can help
instructors cope with the variations in performance exhibited by their students (Moore, 1994).

Cognitive style refers to a learner' s information processing habits, this being manifestly reflected in his / her
perceptual ability and in personality as well (Greco & McClung, 1979; Witkin, et al., 1977). It is "a
superordinate construct involved in many cognitive operations that accounts for individual differences in a
variety of cognitive, perceptual, and personality variables" (Vernon, 1973, p.141). There are no good or bad
cognitive styles. They could only to be described as effective or ineffective in terms of their influence on a
specific task (Strother, 1982). Studies on cognitive styles initially stemmed from the field of individual
differences. These issues were extensively studied during the 1960s and remained popular in the early 1970s,
but have since tended to fade out. As Riding and Cheema (1991) stated, this decline left the whole field of
exploration fragmented and incomplete. In spite of their attracting little interest in the last two decades,
cognitive styles are now once again being considered more seriously by scholars due to the coming of
hypermedia technology.

In this research proposal, cognitive style will be examined in the two dimension of Wholist / Analytic and
Verbal / Imagery. After reviewing work on the cognitive style study, Riding and Banner (1986) found that
there was an interaction effect between Field-dependence / independence style and verbal / imagery style on
the learner' s performance. Riding and David (1991) concluded that the Group Embedded Figures Test
(GEFT)(Witkin, 1962) that has frequently been used to identify Field-dependence / independence style has
limitations. In order to overcome some weaknesses of the traditional method for assessing Field dependence
/ independence like GEFT (e.g. Witkin, 1962), the Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) was developed.
This approach classifies learners' cognitive behaviors into four different categories: Wholist-Verbaliser,
Wholist-Imager, Analytic-Verbaliser, and Analytic-Imager. In this classification, Riding felt that for
educational and training purposes it is more meaningful to term Field -dependent as Wholist and Field-
independent as Analytic. The Wholist trainee tends to view the information in whole and the Analytic
trainee tends to separate out the individual parts of information. Riding method differs from GEFT in four
significant ways. First, it positively measures the wholist tendency and does not simply assume that if a
person does poorly on a disembedding task that they are Field-dependents. This overcomes a major
objection to the notion of Field-independence being a learning style raised by those who have argued that
since generally Field-independents are superior to Field-dependents, it is simply a correlate of intelligence or
general ability. Secondly, it compares a person' s relative performance on the to halves of the continuum.
Thirdly, by using computer presentation, it allows more sensitive timing of the task. And finally, Riding' s
Cognitive Styles Analysis refines the GEFT method and incorporates the assessment of the second
fundamental dimension: Verbal-Imagery cognitive style. The Wholist-Analytic (Field-dependence-
independence) / Verbal-Imagery classification is considered to be particularly valuable when it is used to
examine different learners' behaviors in a non-linear environment such as hypermedia (Roberston, 1982;
Riding, 1997). These two dimensions of cognitive styles that reflect on learning involve the various
cognitive restructuring skills and analyzing ability for incoming information that are especially demanded in
an ill-structured environment such as hypermedia. It is likely that the best performance on learning task
comes from combinations of these two style dimension that offer the greatest strengths, namely Wholist-



Verbalist learners and Analytic -Imager learners, whereas Wholist-Imager learners and Analytic-Verbalist
learners are less complementary and might result inferior performances.

Hypermedia and Structure Knowledge

According to Conklin (1987), disorientation is one of major problems for hypermedia systems. Elm and
Woods view this "disorientation" in terms of degradation rather than as a subjective feeling of being "lost".
One of the assumptions in their 1985 study about users' performance is that users might attempt to create a
comprehensive cognitive map of the knowledge domain. The problematic issue of getting lost in a display
network is caused by the user lacking a clear conception of the relationships within the system, or as
Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci (1993) call it, Structural knowledge. Structural knowledge is a memory /
cognitive structure, a collection of bits of information and relationships among concepts. It could also be
termed the internal structure (Korthauer, R. D & Koubek, R. J., 1994), which refers to the knowledge
structure of users who are experienced in the domain, and to a type of mental model that users must create
and bring to bear as they work in an electronic information space (diSessa, 1986; Gentner & Stevens, 1983;
Russell, 1986). The acquisition of structural knowledge, according to Ausubel (1963), involves the linking
of new information to existing information, which results in a dynamic framework of knowledge. That is,
through the information processing procedure, learners experience new information and refine or reconstruct
their knowledge frameworks as needed.

In hypermedia, there are two approaches to help learners construct their structural knowledge (Korthauer, R.
D. & Koubek, R. J., 1994). The first is the use of hyperlink approach. Hyperlink approach is designed
according to the intrinsic attributes of the information; the designer finds the best way to organize it so that
the information structure is salient to the user (Gordon & Gill, 1993). This approach could commonly be
seen as the underlying organization embedded in the hypermedia database, such as the hierarchical,
associative, and networking structures. The second is the use of navigational aid approach, which is usually
based on the hyperlink approach but graphically represents hyperlinks (such as the concept map) to make the
information hierarchy more explicit for learners (Nelson, 1990). It is thought that instead of relying on
hyperlink approach, as experienced users do, novice users may rely more upon the navigational aid approach,
as they have no knowledge structure of their own (Korthauer, R. D. & Koubek, R. J., 1994). In addition to
the external factor, like the hyperlink and navigational aid approaches, learners' cognitive styles are the
internal factor suspected to particularly affect novice users, by affecting the degree to which they can draw
out the embedded structure of the hypermedia document.

As Mandler (1983) indicated, "Meaning does not exist until some structure, or organization, is achieved"
(p4). For designers and instructors, it would seem wise, then, to balance structural knowledge acquisition
and the knowledge that users expect to learn in their consideration of learning results. Mental constructs
could not be formed without structure. Learners might be able to remember each single object without
structural knowledge, but they could not relate these isolated ideas to each other to form abstract knowledge,
or even translate them into procedure knowledge (Jonassen, Be issner, & Yacci, 1993). It is important that the
learner first develop an accurate structural knowledge of the knowledge domain being studied. Once the
learner has a grasp of the bigger picture, he / she will be released from the burden of trying to organize the
structure of the information while he / she is also required to study the content at the same time.

4 Methodology

Independent Variables

There are two independent variables in this study. First are the two types of information conveying
approaches which mediate the hypermedia-based instruction. The second independent variable is the
learner's cognitive style which is identified by a standard test. Figure 1 outlines a conceptual model for the
variables of this study.



Figure 1. The conceptual model of variables for this study
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Learning Performance
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Dependent Variable

Information Conveying Approach

In this study, there are two types of information conveying approaches:
I. The Less Explicit (LE) approach: the instructional material with the hierarchical-associative hyperlink
The More Explicit (ME) approach: the instructional material with an interactive concept map

Cognitive Style

The second independent variable is the learner' s cognitive style in the combination of the dimension of
Wholist-Analytic and the dimension of Verbal-imagery.
1. Wholist-Verbaliser
2. Wholist-Imager
3. Analytic-Verbaliser
4. Analytic-Imager

A subject's particular style is determined by the subject's score on the Riding' s Cogntive Style Analysis
(Riding, 1991).

Dependent variables

There are two types of dependent variables in this study: learners' structural knowledge and learners'
feelings of disorientation.

Structural knowledge

Structural knowledge is defined here as the compilation stage of a knowledge development theory
(Anderson, 1982, 1987, & 1990). It is a transition knowledge that helps learners to associate their declarative
knowledge with their procedural knowledge (Jonassen, Beissner, Yacci, 1993). It represents the
interrelationships between concepts that the learner forms in his or her memory.

Feeling of Disorientation

The second dependent variable in this study is a learner's feeling of disorientation which results from his /
her use of different types of information conveying approaches.

Subjects

The researcher plans to collect a total of one hundred twenty subjects participating in this study. All of the
subjects will be current students enrolled in Indiana University at Bloomington (IUB). Subjects' ages range
from 19 to 45, and they have various majors in the School of Education in IUB. Before this experiment, a
Human Subject Form shell be completed by each subject and has been approved by the University
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.

A two-stage filtering procedure will be administered to identify the most appropriate subjects for this study.
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In the first stage of the filtering procedure, subjects will be recruited by means of an Email flyer.
Experienced subjects will be excluded according to their replies on the computer background questions sent
together with the E-mail flyer. The remaining respondents will receive a confirmation message from the
researcher to thank them for their participation and to set up a possible time with them to come for this study.
The subject filtering procedure moves to the second stage.

In the second stage of the subject filtering procedure, Riding' s Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) will
be administered to all remaining students to determine their cognitive styles: Wholist- Imager, Analytic-
Imager, Wholist-Verbaliser, or Analytic -Verbaliser. This computer-based test will give measure of a subject' s
position on both the Wholist / Analytic and Verbal / Imagery cognitive style dimensions.

Instructional Materials

Content

The topic of this web-based instruction "Building a Homepage", was about building a personal homepage
in the IUB domain. The categories of "Building a Homepage" were adopted from the "IU Webmaster" web
site ( http : / /www.indiana.edu/wmhome/), which is maintained by the University Information Technology
Service (UITS). This web site provides information for those who wish to build or maintain a web page by
themselves.

Interface layout

Two different versions of hypermedia-based instructions were developed in this study: the instruction lesson
using the Less Explicit approach (hierarchical-associative hyperlink) and the lesson using the More Explicit
approach (concept map). Both versions contain the same instructional content but convey it through different
interface layouts. The interfaces were functionally equivalent in terms of the amount of content available in
each node, and both allowed access to top-level pages at all times. Therefore, one design was not viewed by
the researcher as less functional than another These two types of hypermedia-based instructions could be
accessed through using Web browsers like Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. Additionally, in order to
control the learning environment and also to remove unpredictable factors that might affect learning, the
browser' s (Internet Explorer) toolbar and address bar were removed and did not appear in either approach.
This was viewed as necessary in order to attempt to isolate any learning effects that may have resulted from
use of the "Back" function (Boling et al., 1996).

Experiment Procedure

Upon the completion of the two-stage filtering procedure, the selected subjects will be informed of the time
and the place for this experiment by E -mail. Before the study, subjects are randomly assigned into two
groups the group using the Less Explicit approach and the group using More Explicit approach. Only one
group is measured at each time. In this experiment, subjects will be required to study a hypermedia-based
instruction lesson. The content of this lesson is designed to help subjects acquire the knowledge to build
homepages in the IUB domain. In the beginning of this experiment, subjects will be given five minutes to
practice and master the tutorial web page that had been loaded on their screens. After this five minute
tutorial session, subjects are required to spend at least fifty minutes (or even longer time, depending on their
wishes) to read through the "Building a Homepage" web site.

When subjects complete the self-directed study, they will be required to complete a three-part post-test and a
disorientation questionnaire in order to measure their structural knowledge and perceived disorientation.
Subjects have a total of twenty-five minutes to finish the post-test and the questionnaire and return them
together with the signed consent form to the researcher.

5 Conclusions

This study attempts to make a contribution to our understanding of how learners' cognitive attributes affect
their learning performances while using hypermedia. The study results should provide some useful design
concepts for hypermedia development, especially when a hypermedia material is designed for novice
learners.
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Learning functions play a central role in theories regarding the regulation of learning processes (Vermunt,
1989). However, the question of how students carry out these functions in a hypermedia context, or the way
in which this execution is regulated by internal and external factors has largely gone unproved (Burton,
Moore, & Holmes, 1995). It is worthwhile to explore whether the hyperlink or the concept map is better for
different cognitive-styled learners in the acquisition of structural knowledge. As structural knowledge has
been proven to be a crucial predictor of problem solving skills (Chi & Glaser, 1985; Gordon & Gill, 1989;
Robertson, 1990), the information regarding whether supplied models are useful and for what kinds of users
is also important for hypermedia developers.

In addition, it is hypothesized that users could overcome the disorientation problem if they could acquire a
more correct structural knowledge of the knowledge domain. The findings of this study may result in insight
and shed light on the importance of acquiring structural knowledge as a learning goal. Hypermedia
developers may accordingly develop guidelines for designing interfaces that help users to access information
and which will accommodate their needs while preserving the quality of independent learning. This should
improve the effectiveness of their designs.
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One of the creative capabilities of scientists is the ability to turn data
(observations) into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery.
In this paper, we propose a collaborative data mining approach to designing
learning tools in educational environments for creative science education.
Specifically, students can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data mining activities that enable students to cooperate both with
the computer and the other students. Data mining process is typically made up
of a set of activities such as selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning,
transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules, evaluation and revising
knowledge rules. The learning process is modeled as a set of learning protocols
that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.
Based on these protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in a
web-based learning environment for global climate exploration.
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1 Introduction

Among the creative capabilities of scientists, the most important one is the ability to turn data (observations)
into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery. In this paper, we propose a collaborative
data-mining approach to creative science education in learning environments: In this data-mining supported
environment, students could observe real world data in different perspectives, derive their own classification
rules and test the rules collaboratively, such that they can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data-mining activities.

In this paper, we adopt learning protocols [9] to describe the learning processes. Learning protocols are a set
of constraints, rules, or processes for structuring learning processes, and are externalized as executable
methods, with roles, events, and actions made explicit. Learning protocols can be used to coordinate
goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. In this paper, we will devise a set of learning
protocols that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.

Based on the collaborative data-mining protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in the
CILSE-GCE learning environment [7, 8]. CILSE-GCE is a web-based collaborative learning environment
for global climate exploration. The task domain, global climate exploration, is inherently a scientific
classification problem. Students are expected to induce classification rules by making observations under a
couple of climatic features. These tools are designed with the intention not only to teach students the target
knowledge, but also the scientific ways of study skills. We believe the students will achieve higher learning
goals through the collaborative process of creating knowledge by themselves.



2 The CILSE-GCE Learning Environment

The target domain draws sources from the instructional material in the geographic climate course of senior
high schools in Taiwan. One of the domain knowledge is the classification of each climate pattern, which is
recognized as a specific set of the climatic attributes. In this paper, we focus on the construction of the
climatic classification knowledge. Three components of the CILSE-GCE learning environment were built.
They are the Virtual Classroom, Visualized Data Viewer, and Intelligent Tutor, respectively, which are
outlined below.

The Virtual Classroom serves as the origin where teachers and students coordinate and collaborate. Through
the Virtual Classroom, students could access the multimedia coursebase, the climatic GIS database (via the
Visualized Data Viewer) and the historical literature database. These rich data sources allow students to
observe, search and collect related information in different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. The
CILSE-GCE environment also provides an intelligent tutor to help students induce the classification rules.
During the rule induction process, a student has to identify what the settings of the relevant attributes are by
exploring resources of all kinds. When he/she determines a specific set of attribute values, the intelligent
tutor would evaluate the student's answer, and give suggestions to guide the student's further exploration.

A set of rich data sources are needed to allow students to observe, search and collect related information in
different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. In the Visualized Data Viewer, rich climate information
could be displayed in different layers of maps covering the globe. Students could select, resize and combine
different information layers for display to investigate the climate attributes in different perspectives.
Hotlinks to climatic data and statistical graphs associated with the typical cities are also provided to allow
students to do some measurements and inferences. Up to now, we have collected more than 1700 city
records of various kind of climatic information, such as latitude, temperature, precipitation, height above sea
level, etc. This database is the main data source that students can collect related data and perform
data-mining process to discover the classification knowledge. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the Visualized
Data Viewer.

Figurel A snapshot of the Visualized Data Viewer system.

3 Collaborative Data Mining as Knowledge Discovery

For creative science education, students are asked to acquire the learning skills of knowledge discovery, such
as making observations and data collections, performing data analysis, generating hypotheses, testing
hypotheses, and making conclusions. Standing from the viewpoint of knowledge discovery [2], we model
the learning process as a data-mining process. Figure2 shows the set of data-mining activities, such as
selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning, transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules,
evaluation and revising knowledge rules. Some steps of the data-mining process can be handled well with
computer supports, especially those involving tedious computations and comparisons. Other steps are more
suitable to be learning tasks for human students. In this section, we propose the framework of collaborative
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data mining within which each student member first applies the data-mining process to generate his/her
private knowledge base, and then all students collaboratively integrate their private knowledge bases to a
more general knowledge base, a result of social consensus process.

The first step in the data-mining process is to select a target data of interest from database, and to possibly
sample the target data. The learning skills required of the students are the capability of observation and data
collection. Based on the aspects they observe data, students can select all relevant attributes they think might
be important to the classification problems at hand. Besides, there are so many samples in the database that
students have to learn the sampling skill by selecting as typical samples as they can.

Secondly, the preprocessing and data cleaning step handles noises and unknown values, as well as
accounting missing data fields. This step can be dealt with quite well with computer software. Thirdly, the
data reduction and transformation step involves checking relevant features depending on the goal of the
learning task and certain transformations on the data such as converting one type of data to another (e.g.,
discretizing continuous values), and/or defining new attributes. It is this step that testifies the hypothesis of
attributes that students generated at the previous data observation step.

In the knowledge formulation step, students may apply one or more knowledge discovery techniques and
tools on the transformed data set to extract valuable patterns. In this step, students can learn
domain-dependent skills as well as the ability to work with computers, as is practiced by most scientists
nowadays. Finally, the knowledge evaluation step involves interpreting the result with respect to the
goal/task at hand. And as is often the case, students may get back to previous steps based on the evaluation
results. Well-designed OLAP (On Line Analysis Processing) tools are required for students to practice such
kind of data analysis tasks. Note that the data-mining process is not a linear one. It might involve a variety of
feedback loops, because any one step can result in changes in preceding or succeeding steps.

Knowledge Evaluation

4

Knowledge Formulation

4.

Transformation and Reduction

4

Preprocessing and Cleaning

Selection and Sampling

Figure2 The data-mining process.

4 Learning Protocols for Collaborative Data Mining

Learning protocols can be used to coordinate goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. A
learning protocol consists of a set of components. First, a protocol has a name signifying the situation type to
which the protocol can be applied. Secondly, a protocol consists a set of states and transitions. In each state
the users can perform actions such as communicate or manipulate artifacts. A transition to another state is
triggered by an action or a specific condition. Actually, a learning protocol can be represented as an
event-driven state-transition graph. Thirdly, a protocol includes different roles pertaining to the persons
involved in the enactment of the protocol. Finally, a protocol may contain various types of artifacts, such as
text documents, graphical objects, test forms, etc. In the following, we design a set of learning protocols for
the collaborative data mining process.
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4.1 The protocol to construct member knowledge

The protocol shown in Figure 3 outlines the actions of personal data-mining process and coordinates the
interactions between a student and the computer. There are totally ten states in the protocol. Each state and
transition is described as follows. In the Observing Data state, the student observes the data in all aspects
he/she consider important to classify the climatic patterns. The main data source is the Visualized Data
Viewer. The student then defines a set of attributes (in the Defining Attribute state) that will be used to
classify the climatic patterns. In the Sampling state, the student starts to collect data (cities) and fill in all the
details of the climatic attributes that he/she had defined. Since some of the attributes are numeric values, the
student has to transform them into symbolic ones (like temperature is high or low) in the Discretizing
Attributes state for more data understandability.

In the Mining Rule state, students have to extract and write down the classification rules hidden in the
collected data. For this purpose, we design a set of data analysis tool that depicts the distribution graph or
dependency graph of the climatic data based on the attributes specified by the students, such as the ones
shown in Figure 4.

Student:
Make observations

Defining
Attributes

Student:
Define attributes

Observing
Data

Student: Sampling I Student: _po.
Collect data Transform data

Discretizing
Attributes

4

Student:

Student:
Satisfied

Student:

Transform knowledge FAsk CDT analysisV

Transforming Mining Mining
knowledge Rule CD Trees

Computer: I it Computer:
Show knowledge Student: Show CD Tree

Satisfied

Student:
Testing Ask re-discretizing

Knowledge
Student:

Ask modify attributes

Student:
Satisfied

Figure3 The personal data-mining learning protocol.
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(a) (b)
Figure4 (a) A data-mining support tool for comparing frequency distributions. (b) A data-mining support

tool for depicting data dependency graphs.

Nevertheless, it would be still difficult for some students to discover the hidden knowledge (rules) without
further computer supports. Hence, we design and implement another tool to facilitate the data-mining
process in the Mining Decision Tree state. This tool uses a variation version of ID3 algorithm [4] to devise a
Composite Decision Tree (CD Tree) out of the collected data. A As shown in Figure 5, students can use the
CD tree to select and compose classification rules that are of more accuracy, stability and understandability.
While rules provide a good local view of each knowledge unit, CD Trees provide another view that
facilitates the comparison of different rule structures. . In the Transforming Knowledge state, the student can
exchange the knowledge format from CD Trees to Rules, and vice versa. At last, the student can test his/her
classification knowledge against the city cases in the Testing Knowledge state, and decide whether to further
revise the knowledge.

Figure5 A data-mining support tool to help students extract hidden
knowledge (classification rules) from data.

4.2 The protocol to integrate group knowledge

After each student member establishes his/her own knowledge, the student group starts to perform the
knowledge integration task collaboratively. The students achieve the knowledge integration goal by solving
the classification problem collaboratively, trying to reach a consensus, which is the group knowledge. The
corresponding learning protocol is shown in Figure 6. In the Presenting Cases state, a Coordinator (a
software agent) selects a city case from the database for the student group to identify its climatic pattern. In
the Classifying Case state, each student member applies his/her knowledge to solve the problem, and shows
the applied rule and related information (such as the symbolic terms for each numeric attribute) in a shared



working space. With the information shown in the shared working space, each student member starts
revising his/her own knowledge by references to the correct answers and the colleagues' knowledge. Detail
of the Revising Knowledge state is described in next protocol. Each time the member knowledge is revised,
a new applied rule is sent once again to the shared working space. This process will loop until a temporary
consensus is reached. At last, the Coordinator store the final rule set into the integrated knowledge base (i.e.,
the group knowledge). We adopt the Blackboard Architecture [3] to implement this learning protocol.

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

Presenting
Cases

Classifying
Cases

Revising
Knowledge

Students:
All Satisfied

Storing
Integrated
Knowledge

Students:
Satisfied

Computer:
Problem Presented

Students:
Give answers

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

Figure6 The collaborative knowledge integration learning protocol.

4.3 The protocol to revise member knowledge

When students ask to revise his/her private knowledge, the knowledge revising learning protocol, as shown
in Figure 7, is entered. In this protocol, two kinds of knowledge operations, the knowledge generalization
and knowledge specialization operations, are supported. Each student member can revise his/her private
knowledge by applying the two knowledge operations and/or exchange knowledge through the Group
Chatting state that involves chatting-support tools. Each kind of knowledge operation can be applied to the
various artifacts such as rule structures, numeric attribute intervals, and attributes. Specifically, in
Knowledge Generalization state, students can delete conditions from rules, reduce numeric attribute
intervals or delete some attributes from the attribute set, while in Knowledge Specialization state, the
students can add conditions into rules, extend some numeric attribute intervals or add new attributes into the
attribute set. To facilitate both kinds of knowledge revision, an automated rule testing and warning
subsystem is implemented to list the rules that are potential for further generalization or specialization based
on the test result against any data set.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed and implemented a collaborative data-mining support tools for knowledge
discovery in creative science education. These functional extensions are being integrated to our previous
Web-based learning environment, CILSE-GCE. This collaborative process fosters all the constructive design
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principles mentioned in [1, 5], such as observation, interpretation construction, contextualization, cognitive
apprenticeship, collaboration, multiple interpretations, ownership of knowledge, self-awareness of
construction process. In this collaborative learning model, students would experience the process of looking
for patterns collaboratively. Besides, we find that learning protocols are very effective ways to the
description and implementation of learning processes. Finally, it is indicated that during free exploration of a
problem space, greater learning occurred if students adopted more systematic strategies for rule induction [6].
Further evaluation tests will be conducted to provide beneficial evidences of such kinds of discovery
learning.
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Ask Knowledge
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Student:
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Student:
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Figure? The knowledge revising protocol.
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In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. We propose a
language to navigate students through the educational material on WWW.
Navigation script makers can describe a tour with sequential, parallel and
selective controls. It supports multiple Threads where video and audio
accompany a browsing window. The language is described with XML and
implemented in Java. So, the system can be used as an applet and as an
application.
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1 Introduction

In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. For example, many university teachers give the
contents of their lectures as their homepages. This paper describes a system which utilizes internet resources
as educational material and makes them into an organized tour. The tour is described in a script language and
an interpreter program navigates students through the material on WWW. Students are navigated
automatically and interactively while they browse html -files and listen to and watch continuous multimedia.

We need to collect necessary pages from web resources containing a lot of garbage in order to make lists of
URLs for our educational purpose. It is important to have students understand the relation between the
collected pages and grasp the whole view of the field. When they do not understand the relation, or when
they forget how they arrived the page, they feel that they got "lost in webspace". There is a proposal of
using web graphs as imaginary map of WWW[3]. A web graph is a directed graph whose nodes are URLs
and whose edges are links between URLs. The web graph is more intuitive than just a list of URLs. But a
web graph is nothing but a static representation of WWW. There is no mechanism how to lead students with
material on the graph. There is no dynamic process to navigate them. We propose a script language that
describes the navigation of WWW.

Maps are useful for navigation of real world and for navigation of WWW. For example, the page of Mapion
http://mapion.co.jp/ shows geographic maps of towns. Besides, 'car navigation systems" based on GPS are
becoming popular. RWML[5] and NVML[6] are proposal to combine the geographic map and the
information on WWW. NVML describes the driving course, distance, time and supplies messages and
images for specified points. When the car passes the point, a message and a image will appear according to a
signal from GPS. The min concern of these researches is in geographic maps and navigation in real world.
The maps we consider are imaginary maps of internet resources. Our goal is to design a language to
describe a tour of WWW and to implement an interpreter of the language.

Ariadne[4] is a system of WWW navigation. It has a browser window and a separate window of tour. A user
views the map of the tour and can proceed forward, backward and can choose if there are branches on the
tour. But user needs to control every step of navigation. Our system supports both interactive and automated
navigation. Another feature of our system which lacks in Ariadne is the parallel navigation. In our system,
while a user is watching a browser window, another navigation thread can play audio data.



Web0FDAV[1] is a visualization system of web graph. When a user is traversing a series of URLs, the
system draws the local graph of visited pages. The graph changes dynamically following the user.
WebOFDAV is useful to tell where we are on WWW and powerful to get rid of the problem of lost in
webspace. But the graph is used only for an aid for browsing and no navigation route is provided.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The section 2 analyses the basic feature of navigation of WWW.
The section 3 describes the navigation script using XML and explains the visualization of the scripts. The
section 4 introduces a virtual machine with two stacks, which enables forward and backward navigation. The
section 5 summarizes the paper.

2 Navigation Script

The most important feature of the navigation system is to guide the user around web pages in specified order.
Therefore, we adapt sequentiality into navigation language. And to make the contents of html-files easier to
understand, we need to combine aidio, video, and images together with the usual browsing window. We
introduce parallelism. To increase the variation of the navigation depending on each visitor, we add selection
mechanism in the language. We design the language as a structured programming language with sequential,
parallel and selective controls. The basic navigation units are multimedia data specified as URLs.

We chose XML as the description language of the navigation for simplicity and extendability. As
implementation language we chose Java. We use "XML Parser for Java"[2] for XML parser,and "JMF"[7]
for multimedia data. We describe the language as the following DTD (Document Type Definition).

<!ELEMENT statement (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ELEMENT simple (message)>
<!ATTLIST simple kind CDATA #REQUIRED

target name CDATA #REQUIRED
play time CDATA #REQUIRED
delay_time CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sequential (iimplelsequentiallparallellselect) *>
<!ELEMENT parallel (simplelsequentiallparallellselect) *>
<!ELEMENT select (selector)+>
<!ELEMENT selector (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ATTLIST selector selectname CDATA #REQUIRED>

Each tag and parameters have the following meaning.

<statement>: This tag represents the root of navigation tour. It may contain subtours as children. There
are four kinds of tours,<simple>,<sequential>,<parallel> and <select>.
<simple>: This is the basic unit of the navigation. It contains a few lines of messages to describe the
contents of the web page. It has the attributes of kind, target name, play time and delay time. Target
name specifies the URL of the data. The kind describes the kind of multimedia data. Play time is the
duration time and delay time is the time to wait before play.
<sequential>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential >, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are followed consecutively.
<parallel>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are activated in parallel.
<select>: This tag causes a pause of the system. User can choose the navigation selectively from the
given subtours. Those subtours are provided as children with the tag <selector>.
<selector>: It may contain a subtour of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>. It has
the selectname as an attribute, which is used in the select menu.

3 Navigation Window, Control Panel and Browsing Window

Fig 1 is a screenshot of the system, which has a browser window, a quicktime movie screen, the controller
screen and the window of navigation script.
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We chose the representation with nested boxes for the visualization of navigation script instead conventional
DOM-tree of XML nodes for several reasons. The most important feature of the navigation is the flow of
time. To visualize this, we draw the subtours of a sequential tour from left to right. In Fig 1, time goes
horizontally from left to right. Parallel tours and visualization of selection are placed vertically. The
difference is that each subtour of the selection has its name, specified with its selectname, and the order in
the choice. For example, if a selection has three choices, the second subtour is displayed as "2/3
selectname".

Visualization of navigation script is not only for static view. It has a control panel and user can go forward
and backward along the navigation. When a node is displayed on the browser window, the node in the
navigation window is highlighted. So, the user has always global view of the navigation.
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Figure 1: Screenshot

4 Interpreter of Navigation Script

Navigation is performed according to the kind of statement. Parallel statement opens a new browser window
and a different thread performs the navigation in parallel.

The interpreter has two modes, the fully automatic mode and the interactive mode. Basically, the interpreter
displays the specified html-files on the browser window. It displays the html-file on the screen for "play
time" and changes to the next screen. When the user wants to see in detail, he can make a pause. He can go
backward as well. The controller interacts with the user. The functions of the controller are "pause', "play",
"forward ", "backward", "rewind" and "stop". The "play" and "pause' toggles the mode. The "forward" and
"backward" are for interactive mode. The browser screen moves one step in the sequential statement. This
control is different to the controllers of multimedia players for the continuous media.

To realize forward/backward control in the navigation, we use two stacks of statements in the interpreter.
The first stack " do" contains the list of statements to follow. The second stack "done" contains the list of
statements already performed. The interpreter is realized by a transition of states depending on the top of the
two stacks.

4.1 Forward Transition

Due to the limit of space, we only explain the forward transition concerning to parallel statement. If a
parallel statement contains substatements, the interpreter creates n-1 threads which begin execution with
"done" stack empty and whose "do" stack contains the substatements. For example, a parallel statement
"<parallel>a b c<parallel>" creates two new threads(Fig 2).
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Figure 2: Forward Transition for Parallel Statement

4.2 Backward Transition

In the backward transition, the interpreter pops the statement at the top of "done" stack and pushes it on
"do" stack. If it is a sequential statement, then all the substatements are poped out of the "do" stack. A
situation, where the "done" stack is empty, occurs only after a forward transition of a parallel statement. To
go backward from such a situation, we need to delete such threads activated by the parallel statement.

5 Conclusions

We proposed a language for the navigation of WWW and described its implementation. The material of a
navigation tour is web pages and multimedia data on WWW. The navigation script is defined as DTD of
XML. Anyone can create a dynamic navigation from a static list of URLs. The language supports
multimedia data and provides sequential, parallel and selective constructs of the tour.
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The proposed system is primarily focused on research activities which create
various kinds of knowledge through trial and error. The knowledge is classified
into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized
knowledge, such as suggestions or advices. The former is easily utilized for
research activities, because they are accumulated as visible data. However, the
latter is not utilized in many cases even f they are informative and useful.
Therefore, a web-based management system giving attention to un -formalized
knowledge as well as formalized information would be a possible solution.
This paper describes the features of the system based on the XML, and shows an
example of usage through a trial system. Functions of the system include: (1)
collecting un-formalized information related to formalized knowledge, (2)
connecting un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, and (3)
creating feedback information while using the system. The system creates a
repository in a lab, a collaborative space for research activities, and a set of new
document and knowledge.

Keywords: Research Activities, Knowledge Sharing and Management
System, Formalized/Un-formalized Knowledge, XML

1 Introduction

Researches on system environments that share knowledge on the Web have increased because of the needs
for accumulating and utilizing knowledge [3][8]. Specially aiming learning activities, the Covis [1], for
example, visualizes processes of collaboration between users, and memorizes the processes through the
Covis Collaboratory Notebook. Another example is the CSILE [4] [9] with networked computer
environment particularly designed to support progressive discourse. In CSILE, students write text or
graphic notes to convey their explanations. Similarly, the KIE [6] have collaborative environments that
make network discussion possible by using the interface called Netbook. Users of the Shrlok [2] also have
shared knowledge environments. They can discuss their opinions in an opened condition and make hypertext
links between relevant knowledge. Thus, users of these four systems can exchange their own opinions and
argue their individual ways of thinking, based on ideas and questions stored in the Database (DB) system [7].
Therefore, in these four systems, students can be subjective while having clear objectives. Teachers can
also help students solve problems, and students can collectively work on problems.

The process of advanced researches, on the other hand, is not the same as that of education because
researches might not always have definite objectives. In many cases, new things can be discovered from
one trivial thought, and researchers enlighten and encourage each other. Individual studies can be more
important in a condition where there is no instructive person who clearly knows and ultimate goals.
Although research activities have a different characteristic from education activities that have clear goals,
few studies aiming research activities have been discussed.

This paper proposes an XML-based knowledge sharing and management system. It focuses on an
accumulative style of knowledge management for supporting research activities, rather than for learning.
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The activities in a laboratory produce various kinds of knowledge by repeating trial and error. That
knowledge is classified into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized knowledge,
such as suggestions or advices. The former is accumulated as visible data in the form of paper material or
digital data. On the other hand, the latter is only spoken and is not represented in the real material. Therefore
most of that information is not recorded. However, it is important to accumulate and share the un-formalized
knowledge because live suggestions or advices are often very useful to promoting research activity. Their
accumulation is useful for participants to remember knowledge and also for peer that cannot att6nd the
discussion process.

Thus, we focus on this un-formalized knowledge. By making the un-formalized knowledge active as
memorandums and by connecting them with meta-data of formalized knowledge, the proposing system
creates a new set of knowledge documents, Knowledge DB. Proposing system allows users to produce
feedback information while using it. The system by using the XML could effectively help research
activities. Finally we provide some considerations on the prototype system.

2 The outline and features of knowledge sharing and management
system

Chapter 2 summarizes the features of the proposal.
The system consists of the following three steps.
(1). It attaches un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, for example paper and reports, as

memorandums.
(2). It connects the above information with meta-data of formalized knowledge.
(3). It utilizes connected knowledge and feedback the information.

If more than two documents share the same information, they are connected through a memorandums.
That is to say, the memorandum connects clearly the original documents existing independently in DB.
Such connections are useful for the documents retrieval and research analysis. Further, continuous cycles
of connection, searches and analyses can be occurred, which assemble a lot of knowledge and information.

At this time, the trial of this system is focuses on Research DB. However, it is reasonable that fundamental
policy is not changed even if the DB is changed, because XML is used for exchanging between applications
and our system process only the meta-data.

Three advantages of the system are:
It provides auxiliary information for user's document retrieval by attaching a memorandum to original
documents.
The original documents are related with each other by the connection with the memorandums, and it
creates a new document set.
It supports continuous research activities for users to analyze sets of information and knowledge.

3 Adoption of XML technology

Chapter 3 discusses advantages of the XML, which is one important characteristic in the system.

We adopted the XML, a standard language for information exchange, for two reasons. The first was the
need to do knowledge management on the Web because the sharing space accumulated knowledge can be
accessed anytime and anywhere. The second was the need to consider the connection with another
advanced DB, such as CG and 3D data. Thus, the system would be more flexible because of the XML.

Effectively, the XML is used in two aspects. One is as a way for exchange between DB and systems. The
other is for the preservation of information, including the XLink function [10]. Considering that
memo randum and data items can change in near future, XML has several advantages: It can set flexible
data lists, and express arbitrary number of elements in a tree structure [5].

4 The system configuration
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Chapter 4 shows the configuration of the system.

The system consists of three main parts: (1) Sets of Knowledge-Memos, (2) Knowledge processing system,
and (3) Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web. (Fig.1). The role of the part (1) is collection and
accumulation of knowledge. lhrt (2) connects two kinds of knowledge. fart (3) relates to the interface
for users. The followings sections present their details, respectively.

4.1 Set of Knowledge-Memos: Collection, accumulation of the memorandums

The system needs to collect un-formalized knowledge, such as advices or suggestions from teachers and
researchers, even though they are not in any form. Thus, the style of memo randums to formalized
knowledge, like papers, are adapted. This chapter presents the concept of "Knowledge-Memo".

4.1.1 The proposition of the Knowledge-Memo concept

The system adopts concept of memorandum called "Knowledge-Memo", in order to collect un-formalized
information. We classify Knowledge-Memos into two types to be attached to the original documents in
accordance with their natures. In this way, layers of un-formalized knowledge can be created.
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Fig. 1. System overview

Simple Knowledge-Memo: specific information which users want to attach. For example, "This paper is
an updated version of named B paper." This type of memo randum can be registered at the same time
original paper is entered in the DB.

Analysis Knowledge-Memo: constructed and connected information that is based on researchers' analyses.
This type of memo randum can be a Simple Knowledge-Memo because it can be re- analyzed. Users would
register Analysis Knowledge-Memo as research results of documents and memorandums.

According to making of the Knowledge-Memo, new sets of documents are created. One objective of
proposed system is to change from fragmentary and separated information to collected new knowledge, due
to the analyses of researchers in a common created space.

4.1.2 Collection and accumulation of Knowledge-Memo



The following templates make inputting memo randums simple.
Information inputted in prepared templates is stored on the Web as Knowledge-Memos through XML
structure. Types of the Simple Knowledge-Memo are updating, adding, questioning, answering and
referring. Analysis Knowledge-Memo includes relating memo randums.

Usage of these templates is as follows.
Updating templates: describing information and explaining reasons for renewal, which create relationships
between before and after renewal.
Adding templates: adding information, such as advices and references to original documents.
Questioning templates: asking questions to documents. When inputting Questioning templates, e-mails
would be simultaneously sent to a person who created the original documents.
Answering templates: answering to questions. Automatically sent to the person who wrote questions.
Referring templates: referring to external documents and create new relationships with sites on the Web.
Relating template : describing relationships between documents which are based on analysis of documents
and Knowledge-Memos. More than two documents and memos can have relationships.

Several tags of the XML are also used: <key> for keywords, <hi> for highlights, <br /> for
starting new lines. In an experimental usage of the system, users were free to use these tags without any
restriction and enforcement. If tags were used, words would be shown in only emphasized style on the
screen. (Fig.2). However, the system would better more reflect users' intentions if the use of new tags were
available and inventive Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) was developed.
As previous discussion shows, the system has an advantage of creating sets of documents, which reflects
users' intentions.
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The "Relating memo" including enhanced expressions created through XSL (Right)

4.2 Knowledge processing system: Connecting the original document and
Knowledge-Memo

After collecting un-formalized information, the system connects it with formalized information. Such
connection creates a Knowledge repository.

The process of connection is as follows. First of all, this system picks up necessary meta-data from
Research DB and stores it in a XML structure. Such information is connected to the Knowledge-Memo
which is also in a XML structure. Thus, a Knowledge repository is created. The system employs XLink
function to connect un-formalized information with documents. Because of XLink potential, it is possible to
make multidirectional links among original documents from a remote resource, that is, from a
Knowledge-Memo related to original documents. Moreover, the system also creates lists of linkage



information about existing Knowledge-Memos related to one original document. That is, from one
individual document all its existing connections are easily obtained (Fig.3). Unfortunately, the
experimental utilization of the system in this paper uses Internet Explorer5 which still does not support all
these XLink functions. That is why the system utilizes link functions of HTML, reflecting the structure of
the XLink. If the )(Link was supported, it would be easily possible to make relationships between
documents through the above simple structure. The fact that these connections are automatically created
by users' simple operation constitutes an advantage of the system.

The Knowledge DB pulls out necessary information, and displays on a Web interface. The system uses
XSL templates to arrange and display requested information.
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XLink. The memorandum associates remote documents through extended link (above).

The external linkset centralizes the link information (below).

4.3 Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web

Peers use a trial system on the Web as a part of research activities. In order to make a user-friendly
interface, we studied the flow of research activities. As the result, three processes, such as retrieving,
surveying and analyzing information, are prepared for their research activities.

First, two retrievals are available, which include searching documents and Knowledge-Memos. Document
search is a method which is often used, and it searches a document from a title or keyword. If an Updating
memo is shown as a result, and there are some corrections on the documents including updated document.
In another word, Updating memo provides help of the retrieval. Moreover, a renewal reason has the
possibility to become a reference when a peer writes a paper. Retrieving from Knowledge-Memos may be
useful for getting information toward vague ideas. I can be more efficient than previous ways, because
researched results are sets of documents and memorandums. Further, due to the XSL, it is possible to sort
by dates and to filter by types of memorandums .

In a Surveying process, connection between documents and memo randuns is visualized, when traversing
search results. For example, even if users think that there is no relationship between documents, there
might have some kind of relationship after following links. Such new researches can help proceeding
researches.
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With respect to analyzing information, a new finding, resulted from surveying information, can be used for
making analyzing memo in a combination with related and added memo randums. These processes can be
continued by adding new information and findings that stimulate utilization. On the Web, a common space,
such utilization can increases effective research activities. .
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5 Prototype evaluation

Usage of the system and evaluation of the prototype are discussed and reviewed in this section.

5.1 Usage of the system

In order to study further, followings show a way of system utilization, based on discussions and reports in a
research group which studies agent technologies in a laboratory. Suppose that there are three members,
named A, B and C, in the group.
(1) "A" makes and reads a report, "About Agent" in a seminar. After the seminar he registers the report

in Research DB. Al the same time, conclusion of discussion, advice, etc. are also registered as
Knowledge-Memos.

(2) "B" who was absent for discussion reads the report. Then "B" asks, "What does autonomy mean?" in
a Questioning memo. Such question is registered in memorandums of questions related to reports, and
at the same time, "A" will get the e-mail.

(3) "A" answers the question from "B" in Answering memos, which is registered in Answering memos,
and e-mail is sent to "B".

(4) "C" tries to do a programming of an agent by using Java. He finds a report of "About Agent" written
by "A" through a keyword search, "agent". "C" completes his report, referring A' s report. . He makes
a Relating memo, for example, describing which part of the agent report is quoted and how it is useful
for him.

After repeating these memorandums registrations, it is possible to analyze information as shown Fig.4.
Members of agent seminar could gain the following effects at this time.

5.2 Test results



Seven students in a lab used a practical sample test of the system, and answered questionnaires. Table.l
shows the results.

Yes No
(1). Helpfulness of the Knowledge-Memo. 93% 7%
(2). Easiness of inputting the Knowledge-Memo. 58% 42%
(3). Acceptance of sharing ideas written in the memo with other users. 93% 7%
(4). Satisfaction of inserting XML tags for emphasizing and changing colors. 67% 33%

(5). Usefulness of the system. (.e. connecting the Knowledge-Memo with documents,
resulting in a set of new documents.)

71% 29%

Tablel. Results of questionnaires.

The overall evaluation of the system was positive. In terms of the question (1), students used the
Knowledge-Memo for connecting to related documents and getting information of their documents. There
were several responses in question (2), which demanded for the improvement of the interface when inputting
the memorandums. Some students suggested a possibility of creating more successful system if
incorporating with other laboratory members. In the question (3), most students were positive for
informing and sharing ideas through memorandum with other users, since they can identify their ideas and
get some comments. As for question (4), some students complained the new tag system that requires
additional input. However, other students recognize the advantages of the system that can emphasize the
keyword and change colors as far as the tags were not so complicated. Finally, most students recognize the
structure of relationships centered on the document is useful for research activities.

5.3 Discussion

Test results lead to three fundamental findings.
(1). The system is useful for using and searching documents because it is possible to use information of

Knowledge-Memo as well as abstracts.
(2). The system is convenient, since it enables users to make relationships with other preserved documents,

to create new sets of documents, and to traverse from memorandums.
(3). The system is effective for informing and sharing opinions with peers because it enables to identify their

ideas, to get some comments, and to record the process of studies.

From these results, it is possible to conclude that this management system effectively supports research
activities, which collects and accumulates pees knowledge and promotes collaborative and shared
utilization.

Furthermore, we need to evaluate more effects for future research, such as;
Is there any possibility in this system to give linkage of documents that seem to have no relation with
each other?
Is there any possibility that the results of using this system, such as creation of new document sets and
analysis of memorandums, can give deeper understanding and new definition to users?

Additionally, this system should be improved in terms of the following three points.
(1). Revision of interfaces, including the interface for inputting the memo and the interface for classifying

documents by theme.
(2). Addition of the level of importance to Knowledge-Memos for arrangement and classification, in order to

promote re-use of knowledge.
(3). Exploration and employment of XLink potential. (Current browsers, such as IE or Netscape

communicator, do not support XLink functions.)

6 Conclusions

The proposed web-based management system is primarily designed for research activities. Previously,
databased and written information, such as papers and reports, were only available for research activities,
even though other information, such as ideas and opinions, are also important knowledge. The new
management system enables to utilize un-formalized knowledge as well as formalized information.



Positive responses from lab members who used a trial system show that because separated and fragmentary
information are collected through Knowledge-Memos, effective and efficient research activities would be
feasible. A lot of information and ideas toward papers are collected by members as databases, which
creates sets of documents. Researchers can collaborate with other researchers through the system.

From the technical standpoint, the system utilizes the XML in two parts of exchange and preservation.
Users' intentions on the WWW can be more reflected by the XML.

For the future usage, since only meta-data is managed in a XML, the utilization of documents as well as
digital data is feasible. Further, the system can connect knowledge more easily, since XLink functions will
be realized soon. Important advantages of the system include creation of relationships, and searches of
information and knowledge. Improvement of the interface and the classification memorandums will be
necessary for the long term.
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A microgenetic process study of dyad learning was conducted with the objective
of further understanding conceptual change as students learn. This paper
describes the knowledge negotiation, co-construction, and problem-solving
efforts between two student volunteers, both aged 15, in a computer-mediated-
communication (CMC) environment. We illustrate protocols of the students'
problem-solving processes, showing how the students manifested, expressed,
defended, abandoned, conjectured, and eventually transformed their
(mis)conceptions on various aspects of velocities and distances. In doing so, we
address important questions raised about students, their concepts and (lack of)
theories, and the types of conceptual change that take place as students learn.
This paper provides empirical evidence to show that as long as students do not
think in theoretical terms, conceptual change in students will be very different
from scientific revolutions. It not only agrees with the theoretical shift to
viewing learning as conceptual change; it also lends empirical evidence in
support of this view.

Keywords: Cognition and Conceptual Change, Collaborative Learning, and
Knowledge Construction and Navigation

1 Introduction

The study and understanding of conceptual change is a field that is significant to the research community
[10]. An example of macro-level conceptual change is the paradigm shift [8] from the phlogiston theory to
the oxygen theory (commonly dubbed the chemical revolution). There have been numerous attempts to
compare and contrast between such scientific revolutions and conceptual change in children and students.
For example, Carey [2] contends that the development of the concept living thing in a child is analogous to
scientific revolution because her study shows that between the ages of 4 to 10, children undergo a cognitive
restructuring of their living thing concept; this restructuring is tantamount to theory change (from an animist
theory to a set of biological theories). On the other hand, Harris [5] argues that "children do not think in
theoretical terms, but on the basis of working models or concrete paradigms that serve as a basis for
predictions and explanation" (p.303). Given these two opposing viewpoints, it is natural for Thagard [21] to
state:

The questions remain: do children have theories, does conceptual change occur by replacement,
and is theory replacement the result of considerations of explanatory coherence? An affirmative
answer to each question is a precondition of an affirmative answer to the succeeding one. (p.256)

Before discussing whether conceptual change in students is as revolutionary as scientific revolution, we
should be reminded that scientific revolution involves a paradigm shift from one theory (or theories) to
another competing theory (or theories). At the risk of oversimplification, we define a theory to be a set of
explicit and well-coordinated principles that yield predictions based on their explanatory mechanisms. Since
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all "conceptual structures provide some fodder for explanation", "the distinction between theory-like
structures and other types of cognitive structures is one of degree" [2, p.201]; theories embody deep
explanatory notions.

Given the above, if students do not possess theories, not only is conceptual change in students fundamentally
different from scientific revolution, but we must also offer negative answers to Thagard's questions.

2 Context of Study

This study describes how two student volunteers, Tim and Ming (both aged 15), engaged in meaningful
knowledge negotiation and co-construction in a manner that allowed their conceptions and thought processes
to be made overt for our analysis. Tim and Ming are schoolmates (but not classmates) in an academically
average neighborhood secondary school. Both students have learnt physics in school for one year prior to
this study and hence, are familiar with the terms velocity, acceleration, time, and distance. Prior to this, both
students have not worked academically with each other.

Tim and Ming were placed in a large room that was partitioned in the middle. Each student occupied
onepartition, and conversed with the other exclusively via a computer-mediated-communication (CMC)
environment. The CMC environment consisted of a chatbox and whiteboard facility. The chatbox facility
allowed the two students to converse via typed text, while the shared whiteboard allowed pictorial drawings
and ideas to be depicted and discussed. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of this CMC environment, implemented
via Microsoft NetMeetingTM. Besides the standard furniture such as tables, chairs, and a computer, each
partition housed two unmanned video cameras. The main data collection method comprised the video
recordings of the students' interactions through the CMC environment. In each partition, a video camera was
directed at the screen, capturing every interaction sequence performed on the computer, while the other
video camera was directed at the student, capturing the student's physical gestures and reactions. To further
aid the transcription process, both the shared chatbox and whiteboard were regularly "saved."

The questions that we posed to the students to solve were adaptations of the "Context Rich Problems"
formulated by the Department of Physics, University of Minnesota (for more information, see
http://www.physics.umn.edu/groups/physed/Research/CRP/crintro.html).
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Figure 1: The CMC environment

3 Research Methodology

If we simply engage in endpoints analysis, we would not be able to understand conceptual change [10]. As
such, we need to take into account the actual developmental process of conceptual change. A research
methodology that focuses on microgenetic (developmental) processes is that of Ethnomethodology [4]. In
short, ethnomethodology is interested in interaction sequences and requires that we focus on "participant
categories" rather than "third person observer" perspectives [7]. It forces us to ask, "what questions can the
data answer" rather than "what data do I need to answer these questions."
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Since conversation analysis is the most productive and prolific form of analysis that has been developed with
ethnomethodological concerns in mind [1], the protocol data obtained were transcribed into a log format,
and then analyzed and annotated in accordance with the practices of conversation analysis (see also [6, 9, 12,
13, 17]). This was a time-consuming process as each tape had to be viewed and reviewed until the gaps in
the data were resolved to the fullest extent possible.

4 Study Findings

In the following section, we illustrate portions of Tim and Ming's problem-solving processes through
protocols collected in our study. Because this paper only presents portions of the protocols collected, see
Soong [19] for full details. The question below details one of the problems attempted by Tim and Ming.

The cycling problem:
You and your physics teacher are cheering your cyclist friends Alex and Bon who are taking part in
a straight but uphill bicycle-racing contest. You and your teacher are watching the race from the
side-lane just beside the racetrack, 132 meters away from the finish line. It so happened that both
cyclists passed by in front of you at exactly the same point in time. Your teacher estimated Alex's
velocity to be 12m/s and Bon's velocity to be 1 1 m/s. Given your training sessions with Alex and
Bon, you know that from this position, Alex will accelerate at the rate of 0.25m/s2, while Bon will
accelerate at the rate of 0.4m/s2, for the next 10 seconds.

What is the final velocity of both cyclists at the end of that 10 seconds?
Who will reach the finish line first?

Comments in square brackets "[ ]" are remarks made by the author regarding the protocol statements. These
comments aid understanding of the protocols by relaying contextual information not available to the reader.
No attempts were made to correct the students' grammatical and spelling errors. Tim, Ming, and the author
are represented by "T", "M", and "A" respectively.

4. M: part a looks tha same as what we did in the last session
[The first part of this question looks the same as what they previously attempted]

5. T: yes....
6. M: can we use that method?

T: lets try

Both students drew structural similarity between Part A of this question and a question that they previously
attempted. In that previous problem-solving session, T and M had agreed that "(acc. x acc. time) + initial
velocity = final velocity". However, the reason they agreed on this formula was because "it's the only
method where we could get the ans. so far". It is clear that the students lacked a conceptual understanding of
the solution, but nonetheless that did not hinder them from solving the problem.

It is noteworthy that M referred to the problem-solving process as "that method", rather than "that theory" or
even "that logic". It is clear that in this instance, the students did not think in theoretical terms. In fact, it
was a mechanical application of the "method" that the students "did in the last session".

With this, the students worked collaboratively, using the formula final velocity = (acceleration x
acceleration time) + initial velocity. They then obtained the (correct) solution that Alex's final velocity was
14.5 m/s while Bon's final velocity was 15 m/s.

11. M: 12+2.5=14.5
12. T: yes
13. T: and bon = 11 + 4 = 15
17. M: agree?
18. T: yup

It was clear to both students that Bon was faster than Alex after the acceleration. However, both the students
had the conception that an object with a higher final velocity travels further than one with a lower final
velocity. This conception is true in some, but not all cases. This is a well-known misconception, and it has
been documented extensively by Piaget [11], among others. In the context of our study, we will refer to this



as the "higher final velocity = winner" concept.

38. T: bon is faster after the acc.
39. M: yes
40. T: therefore if the speed be constant after the acc., bon would

complete the race first
41. T: agreed?
44. M: agree.

Confident that their answer was correct, T checked their answer with the author, only to be informed that
their answer was incorrect, since Alex will actually complete the race first. When T related this to M, he
was surprised.

47. T: nope
48. T: wrong ans....
49. M: huh?

[M is surprised that their answer was incorrect]

When the author informed the students that their answer was wrong, the students tried again. T stuck to the
concept that an object with a higher final velocity will travel further than one with a lower final velocity.
Since T was basing his problem-solving attempts on this concept, he thought the only possible reason why
Bon did not win the race was that his final velocity was lower than that of Alex's. To allow for this, he
hypothesized that both bicycles returned to their initial velocities after the acceleration.

53. T: they will only acc. for that 10 s
54. T: after that their speeds will return to the same as b4

At this point in time, the author informed the students that the bicycles did not decelerate after that 10
seconds. Upon hearing this, both students felt that Bon should win. Their expression was totally consistent
with their conception.

62. A to T: They did not decelerate after the 10 seconds.
65. T: the 2 didn't decelerate
66. M: then b should win
67. T: yah

In the episode above, T was trying to reconcile their findings via qualitative analysis of the situation.
However, because their source of reasons came from their "higher final velocity = winner" (mis)conception,
this yielded no alternative results.

The episode below shows M's attempt to obtain an alternative answer via mathematical formulations. In so
doing, M unwittingly put aside the "higher final velocity = winner" concept.

84. [M writes on the whiteboard]

(101-L.

i1 t

86. M: a travelled 118.25 to the checkpt
[M was referring to his workings on the whiteboard. See L88, L89 and L92 for an explanation of
M's workings]

87. T: y is that so?
[T looks at M's drawing on the whiteboard]

88. : 0.25+(2x0.25) +(2.5)=13.75
89. M: the distance travelled during acceleration

[13.75m is the (additional) distance covered due to the acceleration]
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The protocol above manifests another of M's misconception. M's workings imply that the bicycles gain
speed instantaneously rather than incrementally. In short, M's workings imply that Alex's bicycle covered
an additional 13.75 meters due to its acceleration of 0.25m/s2 for 10 seconds. We observe that this exact
same working was also exhibited by M in one of his earlier problem-solving sessions.

90. T: ok
91. T: but i still dun get it....

[T does not understand M's workings]
92. M: 132(distance from check pt)-13.75=118.25

[132m - 13.75m = 118.25m]
[M is saying that the initial portion of Alex's velocity covered 118.25m]

93. M: there/s no decceleration,then bon should reach first!

It is likely that, to M, the distance traveled by Bon due to Bon's higher acceleration was greater than Alex.
Based on this method, Bon would have traveled 22 meters due to his higher acceleration. Hence, M drew the
conclusion that Bon should reach the finish line first, since Bon was "faster". Clearly M's reasoning was
flawed.

94. T: how u get 13.75?
95. M: 0.25+(0.25x2)+(0.25x3)+(0.25x4) +(0.25x10)=13.75
Upon further probing by T, M provided a fuller explanation of his conceptualization. M's formulation is as
follows:
The velocity of Alex due to acceleration during the l' second is = 0.25m/s2 x Is

= 0.25m/s
Hence Alex, moving at 0.25m/s, travels 0.25m/s x Is = 0.25 meters during the 1 s' second.
Likewise, Alex's velocity due to acceleration during the rd second is = 0.25m/s2 x 2s

= 0.5m/s.
Hence Alex, moving at 0.5m/s, travels 0.5m/s x Is = 0.5 meters during the 2" second. The same process
was extended until the 10th second. As such, M conceptualizes that the summation of the distances from the
l' to the 10th second indicates the total distance traveled during the 10 seconds. Figure 2 and 3 pictorially
illustrate M's conception and the actual acceleration process respectively.

Figure 2: M's Conception Figure 3: Actual acceleration process
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T thought long and hard about M's formulation. After doing the math, he understood and agreed with M's
conceptualization. This provides us with evidence that T had this misconception as well.

96. T: [long pause (thinking)]
97. T does the maths
98. T: oic

[This is a short form for "Oh, I see "]

Discussing the problem-solving process by qualitative analysis failed to provide new insights. As such, M
started using mathematics as an alternative source of potential explanation. M's workings reveal that he had
a misconception that the bicycles gain speed instantaneously rather than incrementally. We also see evidence
that T suffered from the same misconception. Despite the use of both approaches, both students were unable
to find any reason why Alex should win. Hence, they concluded that Bon would win. With this conclusion,
they checked again with the author, only to be told that they were incorrect.
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110. M: no
111. T: huh?

[T is surprised that the answer was incorrect]
113. M: that's no the ans . .

114. T: i don' t get it....
115. M: smae here

Faced with this bleak situation, both students, perhaps unwittingly, put aside their "higher final velocity =
winner" conception. Evidence of this is shown when, without first thinking it through, M suggested that
perhaps both bicycles arrived at the same time.

117. M: maybe they arrive at the same time?
118. M: assume
119. T: it may be possible but wat is the reasoning...?
120. M: thinking

Perhaps unknown even to M, he was putting aside the "higher final velocity = winner" concept by
suggesting that "maybe they arrive at the same time". This suggestion was made without even an initial
reason, and hence this suggests that the students did not think in theoretical terms.

Because the students had put aside the "higher final velocity = winner" conception, they were able to make
progress in solving the question.

124. T: acc. = total dist travelled / total time taken
[T makes overt his thought process to M]

125. M: that's speed
[M corrects T]

126. T: aye . . . . yah hor
[Local expression for "Oh yes, you are right "]

127. M: acc=what formULA?
128. T: the gradient of the distance time graph....

[This is actually incorrect; acceleration is the gradient of the velocity-time graph]
129. M: huh?

[M was not expecting this]
130. T: the acc. is the gradient of the distance-time graph
134. M: could u find the time ?
135. A to M: Do you agree that "acc. is the gradient of the distance-

time graph"?
136. M: acc.=changes in velocity/time taken

[After pondering over the author's question, M gives an accurate definition for acceleration]

As T searched broadly for answers, he drew upon the formula of acceleration. However, his definition was
incorrect. This set M thinking about the actual formula of acceleration and "the time" (L134). M then
started to use the formula time = distance traveled / (velocity+acceletion) in order to find the time taken for
each bicycle to complete the final 132 meters. While M's actual workings were incorrect (there is no such
formula), it nonetheless provided the students with an alternative answer suggesting the conclusion that Alex
won the race. More importantly, it allowed the students to derive the relation between the time of race
completion and the winner of the race.

151. M: a move faster than b reach first
[M draws the relation between time of completion of race and winner of race]

156. M: 132/(12+0.25)=132/12.25=10.76
[132 is the distance traveled, 12 is the initial velocity, 0.25 is the acceleration]

157. M: A
158. M: 132/11.4=11.58

[132 is the distance traveled, 11 is the initial velocity, 0.4 is the acceleration]
159. M: B
160. M: i getting a little bit confused

[Perhaps M noticed that the formula he used made no sense]
161. T: oic/ these ans are the time taken for the cylist,....



162. T: therefore, A takes less time and b takes longer..
164. T: so A will reach first

M's workings were incorrect. He had used a formula that had no basis, but nonetheless, T was able to make
sense of it and concluded from M's answer that since Alex took less time than Bon, Alex will reach the
finish line first. This provided the students with an alternative answer, and they were excited. M
immediately asked the author if they were correct.

165. M to A: Correct?
166. A to M: The answer is correct, but the working is wrong
167. M: working XXXXXXXXX

Upon hearing that the answer was correct, M deduced correctly that because Alex traveled faster initially,
Alex was at a point ahead of Bon such that Bon could not overtake him despite Bon's higher acceleration.
This provided the students with a reason why, despite his higher acceleration and final velocity, Bon lost to
Alex.

172. M: a travelled faster aT FIRST SO HE'S AT A POINT FURTHER THAN
WHERE B COULD OVER TAKE EVEN THOUGH B ACCELERATE FASTR.

The above problem-solving endeavor took about 50 minutes. From here onwards, the students continued
their problem-solving efforts. After considerable struggle, they eventually "corrected" their second
manifested misconception (the "stepwise velocity increment" conception). They were also able to obtain a
correct mathematical process to show Alex completing the race before Bon. The total time taken to solve
this question was 130 minutes.

5 Results

The results of our study show that our student volunteers did not think in theoretical terms when attempting
to solve the physics (kinematics) problems. Instead, they used a variety of methods such as simulations,
conceptions, and even baseless conjectures. While these students certainly have concepts and based their
reasons on these concepts, they were loose, unsystematic and highly fragmented. We may be tempted to call
these students "naive learners", but further research by the authors reveal that the vast majority of
elementary physics students who were studied worked in this fashion.

The students' "higher final velocity = winner" conception stemmed from their prior knowledge, and because
their source of reasons came from this conception, they were unable to understand how it could be that Bon,
who had the higher final velocity, did not reach the finish line first. Only upon putting aside this concept
were they able to appreciate how it could be possible for an object with a higher final velocity to reach the
finish line later than an object with a lower final velocity; it was because the slower object was at a point
further than where the faster object could overtake. The protocols strongly support constructivist learning
theory, which posits, among other things, that new knowledge is built (or constructed) from prior knowledge
[15, 16]. Our study not only agrees with the theoretical shift to viewing learning as conceptual change [21];
it also lends empirical evidence in support of this. It also shows the conceptual change process (and hence
learning process) to be continuous, but non-cumulative. This particular feature is strikingly similar in
structure to scientific revolutions.

With respect to Thagard's request to "pin down the kinds of conceptual change that occur as children learn"
[21, p.260], the kind of conceptual change that occurred here is that of "adding a new strong rule that plays a
frequent role in problem solving and explanation" [21, p.35]. Initially, the students had the conception that
an object with a higher final velocity (B) implied that it would travel further than one with a lower final
velocity (A). Their problem-solving efforts added a new rule to this concept: B would travel further than A
only if A is not at a point ahead of B such that B could not overtake A despite B's higher acceleration and
higher final velocity.

6 Conclusions

Here in Asia (and in many parts of the world), the current method of teaching and assessing primary,
secondary, and pre-tertiary students (aged 7-18), is still very much based on the over a century-old Western



pedagogy of teaching boys and girls nothing but facts [3]. Such a methodology is efficient for dissemination
of information, but this decontextualised-content focus causes students to suffer from a lack of deep
conceptual understanding of the domain being taught, and immensely decreases their exposure to expert
problem-solving processes and strategies. As such, they do not look at problem solving through a
"theoretical lens." Since "advancement in science is a continual dance between the partners of theory and
experiment, first one leading, then the other" [14, p. 796], as long as students do not think in theoretical
terms, negative answers should be offered to Thagard's opening quote.

Learning environments, computer-based or otherwise, should be designed to play a more strategic role with
the objectives of the educational system as their core focus. Since the objectives of educational systems are
rarely to produce unadaptable and inflexible graduates concerned only with egotistical benefits, then the
learning environment, as well as the evaluation methodology, should be designed to reflect their intended
objectives (also see [18]).
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In this paper, the role of the post-secondary institution in promoting half-life,
and short half-life knowledge skills is examined. We provide an overview of the
role that the university traditionally played in transmitting knowledge and lead
into a discussion regarding the need for change in order to adapt to the
knowledge society of the present and future. Four different models of online
technologies in North American virtual universities is presented, followed by a
comparison of the approaches that academia and private sector have taken
towards educational technology. In conclusion, we argue that there are not
competing ideologies for online learning. Rather, we are all addressing different
parts of the same problem.
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1 Introduction

As we move away from the industrial society to a knowledge-based society, how we view teaching and
learning in he 215t century is changing as well. Duderstadt [3] argued that information technology
contributed to this shift by "dramatically changing the way we collect, manipulate, and transmit knowledge".
He suggested that four themes were converging in the last decade: (a) the role knowledge would play in
determining security, prosperity, and quality of life for the individual, (b) movement towards globalization,
(c) the ease and speed that information technology allows us to obtain information, (d) formal social
structures were being replaced through informal networks and collaborations among individuals and
institutions.

Currently our university system is geared toward an undergraduate student who attends the university after
their high school completion. Many institutions also offer graduate courses and courses for the distance
learner. Beyond that, most institutions do not have course offerings geared towards the mid-career learner.
Denning [1] suggested that these professional programs would play a role in the business design of a
successful university in the next century. This corresponds to a rising number of requests from industry
requesting professional development for their employees to be provided by post secondary institutions [1].
This has resulted in a significant trend that the traditional divisions between post-secondary institutions, the
workplace and government are becoming less visible [5].

2 Theory of the "half-life" of Knowledge

Knight [4] discussed the concept of the "half-life" of knowledge. He discussed two broad categories: (a) core
knowledge or skills, and (b) economically relevant knowledge. These core skills have a longer half-life, and
include things like critical thinking and reasoning skills, communication skills, and social skills. These types
of skills are the on-going skills that are part of lifelong learning. The economically relevant knowledge has
an even shorter half-life. These skills or knowledge relates to what makes you marketable (e.g., job skills,
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knowledge of an industry or profession or trade). The concept of the half-life suggests that over a period of
time this knowledge is worth less economically, therefore, in orderto retain your economic value and
marketability you have to learn more.

This half-life knowledge is making us feel more pressure as we attempt to keep up with the pace of learning
new skills. Twenty-five years ago, you would be able to use the knowledge you learned for approximately
twenty-five years. A person could learn a skill at age twenty and build their entire career around it. Ten years
ago, the average half-life for economically relevant skills was only seven years. Three years ago, it was four
years. Today it is eighteen months in the knowledge society. This half-life is even less in technology related
fields. Individuals in the workforce will need to constantly upgrade their skills, as their current knowledge
base needs to continually evolve to keep up with how rapidly technology is changing [6].

The "early adopters", the ones in high tech and engineering, re-invent themselves by jumping from job to job
to stay on the newest wave of invention. This has created the "skills shortage crisis" found in larger
organizations. These people constantly migrate to newer companies and even other countries in order to stay
on the cutting edge and to market themselves while their skills are still relevant. That accounts for in Canada
what is coined the "brain drain" that the government assures us does not exist.

3 Need for A Change

In a 1995 study, Dolence and Norris [2] suggested that this upgrade of skills might need to take place on
average every five to seven years. They predict that by the year 2010, the full-time equivalent of one-seventh
of the American workforce will be enrolled in higher education or retraining. This would mean that
everybody in the workforce in Canada alone needs to do some new learning every three years that would put
approximately five million new learners into the system every year. This would be over and above the entry
level people that are currently in the workforce. You can imagine the size of the market in The United States,
or India, or Asia. (see Dolence & Norris chart).
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To accommodate this demand would require a re -invention of our education and training systems to cope
with these new demands. For now, competition is not the issue. We have not yet refined a product or an
approach that promises to satisfy the enormous demand that is already emerging, and that will reach a
crescendo over the next decade. To add to this increasing demand, the first wave of the so-called "echo-
boomers" is set to hit our post-secondary system this year. This increase will pressure an already
overburdened system, if we keep it the way it is today.

4 Application of Online Technology in Academia

The following are four different models of online technology usage in four North American virtual
Universities.
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Athabasca:

Pioneers in electronic distance education, they focused on the time and place needs of their students. They
offer self- paced learning with mentors and instructors available online, instead of by snail mail. Their
program is built on Lotus notes. They are now moving into some more collaborative models, particularly
with their MBA program, this is cohort based. They are reporting phenomenal demand, but still report a high
rate of in-completion.

Western Governors University:

This university can be viewed as more of an accreditation collective. They offer a widely diverse collection
of program offerings using diverse delivery technologies from diverse university departments. It has been
slow to get off the ground, but the cross-accreditation concept is good, but still needs to evolve.

Royal Roads University:

A hybrid model. Students attend the campus at the beginning, middle, and end of their degree program for a
very intensive "boot-camp" like experience designed to bond them as a community. In between, they work
online in-group oriented and collaborative exercises. They go through the program in "Cohorts" all at the
same time, with the same start and finish dates, but with flexibility built into each course to allow for
"learner-centred" approaches. In this way, the University can put 1800 students through a former military
college with only 300 classroom seats. Most students are fully employed while taking the programs, and are
able to apply immediately what they learn.

Tech-BC:

Here's an interesting model. Perhaps the one with the most implications for Universities as we know them.
Imagine if you were to divide the learning objectives into the ones that must be learned on campus and the
ones that can be accomplished online. Have the students attend University a couple of days per week and do
the rest of the work online. Leverage the facility, and potentially offer partnered learning with industry while
the student remains employed. We think this model offers a blueprint for how we can leverage overtaxed
facilities. This model is dependent of course on having a market within commuting distance.

If we revisit the concept of long half-life learning, and short half-life learning, we envision a future where
we use Universities to teach that "long half-life" stuff that is best learned on campus, or face to face with
other students. In this model, academics drive the "long-half life" stuff, but we use the technology to cover
the "short half-life" material that is constantly changing, and is driven by economics and industry. There will
be some crossover of course, but it is interesting to note that there are already some noticeable leanings in
the two camps of academia and industry.

Academia and the Private Sector
The following is a comparison in general trends between the Academic and Private sectors:

Academic online programs tend to favour:
Asynchronous
Community based
One to many
Semester based
Everyone covers everything

These things lend themselves to those "long half - life " skills.

Private sector training has tended to favour:
Synchronous
Learner-Centred
Many to one
Just in time
Just enough
Performance support
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These, you could argue, are better suited to the "short half-life" skills.

So should we be marrying all these techniques together? Or on the other hand, should each sector start to
focus on the niche to which they are best suited? Of course for the last 40 years, the lines between academic
training aid job-skill training have become increasingly blurred. Employers tell us they value critical
thinking, reasoning skills, pattern recognition, organizational skills, and communication abilities. Many tell
us they find these skills are well developed in individuals who have studied for example, anthropology,
music, and history. They like these people to have a University education; however, they don't want to spend
a year or six months grooming them after University, because today' s graduates don't stay that long. They
need to have the necessary job skills from day one.

These are those "short half-life" skills. Obviously, we cannot take two, three, or even four years to teach
skills with a half-life of eighteen months. Would the answer be a model like the one at Tech-BC or at Royal
Roads? On the other hand, will the new educational institution be a combination of new kinds of university
offerings, perhaps with a robust new private industry creating big budget online units that can be used as
adjuncts to University courses?

5 Concluding Thoughts

The point we are trying to lead to is that there are not really competing ideologies for online learning. We all
are actually all addressing different parts of the same problem. We are like the six blind men in the parable
of the elephant.

The Blind Men and the Elephant
by John Godfrey Saxe

It was six men of Indostan
To learning much inclined,
Who went to see the Elephant
Though all of them were blind,
That each by observation
Might satisfy his mind.

In the next six verses, each of the blind scholars grasps a different part of the elephant. One thinks that the
elephant is like a snake, and another thinks they are like a tree, another like a fan, and in the last verse, it
says,

And so these men of Indostan
Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong.
Though each was partly in the right,
They all were in the wrong!

We think this describes quite well our present confusion about technology and where it will fit into our need
to learn. We are all working on different bits of the elephant. The question we need to address as a
community at this and other academic conferences, are where do we go from here?
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1 Introduction

At present a dichotomy of computer art instruction exists, where the computer as an art medium, presents the
learner with almost limitless possibilities of image manipulation; yet instructional methodology and current
art curriculum provide no coherent framework through which the learner can effectively access this
information.

2 Research

Throughout the last five years the researcher has taught numerous art concepts and involved students in art
tasks using the computer. The reality of the researcher's teaching situation is that the use of the computer
within an art context is not debated, but accepted as a part of the everyday teaching process. After several
years and testing different ways of approaching the teaching of computer programs several issues emerged
which warranted further consideration:
1. Frustration exists due to the limited time that students had available to use the computer and the amount
of information students were expected to utilize.
2. Many computer graphic programs are structured in similar ways (display a similar interface) and use
similar symbols (icons) to represent functions within the program
3. Students seem unaware of these similarities and unable to transfer an understanding of one programs GUI
(Graphic User Interface) to another computer graphic program.
4. Students appeared to have no mental map or problem solving strategies with regard to searching for
answers to problems within a computer art environment.
These thoughts led to the intention within this research study which is to document the qualitatively different
ways that students interact with the graphic user interface of computer graphic software in an art education
context in order to create art.

It is hypothesized that students need to build some form of mental model regarding the software program
they are interacting with in order to understand its application domain. That by examining the influence of
different types of interface cues regarding navigation within a computer art context a greater understanding
of students' conceptions regarding utilizing the computer as an artistic medium could be facilitated. Interface
cues in this regard pertaining to the icons, layout and menus presented to the user. This is defined by the
researcher as the Artistic Interface. This Artistic Interface is the interaction that occurs between the student's
artistic intent and the graphic user interface of the computer.

The underlying art educational assumption here is that the clearer the mental model the student has, the more
capable the student will be at understanding the program, at locating a specific function and achieving the
desired artistic result. Within the context of this study it is postulated that students with a clearer mental
model of the graphic user interface (GUI) will have a more effective art educational experience (a more
effective Artistic Interface) when utilizing the computer as an artistic medium.

In order to develop this 'mental model' a phenomenographical mode of inquiry will be used. Roth and
Anderson (1988) stated that they consider learning to be a change in one's view of some phenomenon. Also
Marton (1992) suggested that: "In order to develop teaching methods that help students arrive at new
understandings of a given phenomenon, we must first discover the finite ways individuals may understand
that phenomenon. Then, through experimentation, we may discover the most effective ways to bring



students from a given conception to another, more advanced one, that is, from 'misunderstanding' to
understanding." (p.253) Thus if students' conceptions of how they interact with the computer in an art
educational context can be documented, then a learning framework could be developed which could enhance
their understanding of the GUI of a particular program, and maybe other computer graphic programs.

3 Educational Considerations

Within a consideration of the influences of the GUI this study situates itself into the line of those devoted to
the analysis of a possible correlation between the user's cognitive skills and his / her navigation abilities in
an interactive, iconic, multimedia environment. This has been supported and further documented by Castelli,
Colazzo, and Molinari, 1994; Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990; Thuring, Hannemann, and Haake, 1995.

An effective analysis of students utilizing the computer in art education must begin with 'what is the student
trying to do? Previous studies (Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990) have demonstrated that getting lost is
a consequence of the lack of a clear conception of the relationships within the system. In relation to this
study this statement seems to imply that an effective use of the computer as an artistic medium depends upon
the ability of the user to abstract from the system display discrete understandings relevant to the desired
artistic result and that this may involve building a conceptual representation of a particular software
programs GUI. It is further postulated within this study that if a learner can construct an effective mental
map, or conceptual representation of a particular software programs GUI then this mental map maybe
facilitate an easier and more effective understanding of another program due to the similarities in their GUI.

4 Conclusions

There is ongoing educational debate about the nature of the information society and the range of 'literacy's'
needed to handle, understand, and communicate information in a variety of forms (Baker, Clay and Fox,
1996). The researcher has suggested that literacy in the information age requires not only the skills to
operate the technology, but also the ability to identify and structure a line of inquiry in order to solve a
particular problem. In this instance what is being analyzed is the range of 'literacy's' needed to form a line of
inquiry into a computer art domain.

This research into the Artis tic Interface is an attempt to document students' understanding of differing
computer graphic arbitrary symbols (a software programs vocabulary) placed according to a systematic
formula (a software programs grammar) to produce an understanding of various icons (pictograms used to
represent a function of the computer). The researcher will seek to examine the qualitatively different ways
that students understand the GUI in a particular computer graphic program and within a particular art
educational context. This will involve a phenomenographical study that will lead to further understandings
regarding students' perceptions of the Artistic Interface.
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After we discussed with teachers to understand their instructional politics, we
integrate the teachers' instructional politics, the process of knowledge
generation, memorizing to construct the concept graph. Furthermore, we used
the dynamic web pages to track the learner's learning and used the tracking data
to reconstruct the, learner how to construct his knowledge to understand the
learner's thinking logic. In this paper we proposed the dynamic knowledge
generation model and learning ability potential model. These were according to
link the concepts to generate the knowledge. As following above idea we
integrated the constructing materials and the dynamic knowledge generation to
consist the expert system. The system would analyze his learning data to rebuild
he how to build his knowledge, to understand his learning ability and he already
built the whole knowledge or not. Rely on these results the system could supply
the suitable materials to him for study. And the learning cycle would continue
until the learner completely constructs the new knowledge into his ground
knowledge. Finally, we could from proto type system to collect the experimental
data and rebuilt the learner's learning steps, then followed the expert system to
understand his learning ability potential. The system could supply a suitable
material to him and help him to cross over the learning obstacle. These results
also proofed that our model could really understand the learner's thinking logic
and learning potential.

Keywords: dynamic knowledge generation, learning potential ability,
concept graph, expert system

1 dynamic knowledge construct process of learners

A meaningful learning must accord with three main conditions: Accepting the learning material, having the
knowledge of dealing with learning material, and firing this knowledge at the learning time, (Mayer,
1975,1984). Accordingly, learning behavior has originality, creation and activity. It's easy to make learners
to find the meaning of learning. If we want learners to have meaningful learning, we must do: "if you want
to teach active knowledge for learners, you have to understand how to get the knowledge first. It's the same
as you want to teach learners to think, you have to understand how learners think first." Therefore, if want to
know the learner how to learn the knowledge, it can use the information process theory to discuss the human
how to process his information like Fig.l. we design a structural material like a story, attaching pictures, and
animations that attract learners. At the last section we give an additional problem among the units, which
give learners integrating the prior knowledge. Then, the blind spot in every learner is obtained by using the
model of a learning barrier analysis. The reason of inspiring learning barrier is obtained by using learners'
browse web pages order and frequency. (Note: 3D learning barrier analysis) Meanwhile, learners will
dynamically update their constructional knowledge network by learning number, browsing process, and test
frequency. (Note: all of attributions of cognition nodes are dynamical.) Because learners are not static
learning, we developed a dynamical model as Fig.1..
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Fig.1 dynamic knowledge construct process of learners

2 the dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis

In our model (the model of dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis), using the
teachers teaching experience, the system partition a judge learners' ability to achieve learning and the label
of understanding course. And the Tab lel is appropriate inference rule, what are the schools' teachers to
classify the learners' learning ability.

Very understand Maybe understand EXCCUCIICC Above middle
Understand Not understand Under middle Under Table 1. Inferring rule

Fig.2 The relation of achieve a learning and the
label of understanding course

TIMES
RESULT

UNDER UNDER
MIDDLE

ABOVE
MIDDLE

EXCELLENCE

Cannot Understand -2 -1 -1 0

Maybe Understand -1 -1 0 +1

Understand -1 0 +1 +2

Very Understand 0 +1 +I +2

After the student had to go to the chapter's test. The testing results would according the learning obstacle
analysis model to find his incompletely building knowledge and compared with the expert system to
understand his learning ability. Finally, the system searched the suitable materials for him to study. The
graph of learning cycle is shown in Fig. 3.

First Online Neuronetwork Linear
login -*evaluation

system
Po classification cognition

structure

Record
learners test

order

Fig. 3 System model chart

3 Conclusion
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Although teacher can control his class ambiance and teaching trends, but he has many different individual
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learners in the classroom. If teacher cannot understand the learners how to learn and how to integrate their
knowledge on his teaching, the teaching does not only let learner have a stuff learning, but also increase his
teaching load. Therefore, in our paper we proposed "dynamical knowledge-generation model and learning
ability analysis", to integrate the conceptual knowledge generation into structuring material and connect
with the dynamical estimating expert's system. This system can collect what material learner had learned
and the result of online testing was transmitted to the system. These real data used our analyzing model to
decide his learning ability and supplied a suitable material to him for study. Thus, we believe our system do
not only can help the teacher to understand learner how to build his new knowledge, but also can reduce the
learner's learning barrier.
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With the rapid development of information technology, computer and
information communication literacy has become the main new ability required
from teachers everywhere. For enhancing teaching skills and Internet and
multimedia information literacy, a new teachers' education framework is
required. Here we propose a Distance Educational Model, as a School-Based
Curriculum Development and Training-System (SCOUTS), where a teacher can
learn subject contents, teaching knowledge, and evaluation methods of the
students' learning activities (subject: "Information") via an Internet based self-
training system. We describe the structure, function and mechanism of the model,
and then show the educational meaning of this model in consideration of the
new learning ecology, which is based on multi-modality and new learning
situations and forms.

Keywords: Distance Education, Teacher Training System, Learning Ecology,
School Based Curriculum Development

1 Introduction

Recently, with the development of information and communication technologies, various teaching methods
using Internet, multimedia appeared. Most of them emphasize, in particular, the aspect of collaborative
communication between students and teacher during interactive teaching/learning activities. Therefore, now-
a-days it is extremely important for a teacher to acquire computer communication literacy [I]. So far, there
were many studies concerning system development, which aim at fostering and expanding teachers'
practical abilities and comprehensive teaching skills, by using new technologies, such as computers, Internet,
multimedia. In Japan, systems using communication satellites such as SCS (Space Collaboration System) are
developed and used as distance education systems between Japanese national universities. In the near future,
a teacher' s role will change from text based teaching, to facilitating, advising, consulting, and his/her role
will be more that of a designer of the learning environment. Therefore, a teacher has to constantly
acquire/learn new knowledge and methodologies. We have to build a free and flexible self-teaching
environment for them under the concept of "continuous education". At the same time, we build a
collaborative communication environment to support mutual deep and effective understanding among
teachers. In this paper, we propose a Distance Educational Model, which is based on the concept of School
Based Curriculum Development and Training System, advocated by UNESCO and OECD/CERI (Center for
Educational Research and Innovation), and describe the structure, function, mechanism and finally the
educational meaning of this model. Based on such a background, it is necessary to construct an individual,
as well as a collaborative learning environment, that supports teachers' self-learning/training, by using
Internet distributed environments and multimedia technologies. A teacher can choose the most convenient
learning media (learning form) to learn the contents (subject units) that s/he desires.

2 Distance Educational Model based on SCOUTS

Until now, when a teacher wanted to take a class on "IT-education", s/he had to leave the office or school.
Now it is possible to learn various kinds of subject contents by building a virtual school on the Internet
environment.
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2.1 Distance Educational Model

Our Distance Educational Model is built on 3 dimensions. The first one is the subject-contents, which
represents what the teachers want to learn. The second one represents the teaching knowledge and skills as
well as the evaluation methods of the students' learning activities. From the third axis, the favorite learning
media (form) can be chosen, e.g., VOD, CBR, etc. By selecting a position on each of the 3 axes, a certain
cell is determined. A cell stands for a "script", which describes the instruction guidelines of the learning
contents, the self-learning procedure, and so on ( Fig. 1 ). In the following, I will explain the meaning of
each axis in more details.

Learning media(form)

Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working/leaning
(TeleConference

Information- exploring/retrieving en onment

Distance individual lea environment

Distanc
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.1iiii0/if
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2.1.1 Subjectcontents unit

Subject- ontents unit (About nformation B)

Fig.1 Structure of the Distance Educational Model

In this study, we focus on the subject called "Information", which is due to be established as a new
obligatory subject in the regular courses of the academic high school system in Japan. The subject
"Information" is composed of three sub-subjects, "Information A", "Information B" and "Information C".
The contents of each sub-subject are as follows.

Information A: raising the fundamental skills and abilities to collect, process and transmit "information" using
computers, the Internet and multimedia.
Information B: understanding the fundamental scientific aspects and the practical usage methods of Information':
Information C: fostering desirable and sound behavior of participation, involvement and contribution in an
information society; understanding peoples roles, and the influence and impact of technology, in the new information
society.

2.1.2 Teaching knowledge/skills

On this dimension, we have represented sub-subject contents, teaching methods and evaluating methods for
"information" classroom teaching. a teaching methods' stands for how to use and apply IT, to enhance a
student's problem solving ability, involving comprehensive learning activities, like problem recognition,
investigation and analysis, planning and design, implementation and executing, evaluation, report and
presentation. We aim at teachers acquiring the proper students' achievements evaluating skills, according to
each of the above activities.

2.1.3 Learning media (form)

This dimension represents five different learning environments, as follows: 1) "Distance teaching
environment (Tele-Teaching)" based on the one-to-multi-sites telecommunications 2) 'Distance individual
learning environment (Web-CAD" based on CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) using WWW facilities 3)
"Information-exploring and retrieving environment" using VOD, CBR (Case Based Reasoning) 4)
"Supporting environment for problem solving", by providing various effective learning tools 5) " Supporting
environment for distributed collaborative working/learning" based on the multi-multi-sites
telecommunications. Brief explanations for each environment are given in the following.

(1) Distance teaching environment (Tele- Teaching): This environment delivers the instructor's lecture image and voice inform at ion
through the Internet, by using the real-time information dispatching function via VOD (Video On Demand).
(2) Distance individual learning environment (Web-CAD: This environment provides CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)
courseware with WWWfacilities on the Internet.
(3) Information-exploring and retrieving environment This environment delivers, according to the teacher's demand the
instructor's lecture image and voice information, which was previously stored on the VOD server. For delivery, the function of
dispatching information accumulated on the VOD server is used In addition to it, this environment provides a CBR system with
short movies about classroom teaching practices.
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(4) Supporting environment for problem solving: This environment provides a tool library for performance support, based on CAD,
Modeling tools, Spreadsheets, Authoring tools, and so on.
(5) Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working and learning: This environment provides a groupware with a
shared memory window, using text, voice and image information for the trainees.

2.2 Cell" definition

The concept of a "cell" in the Distance Educational Model is quite important because it generaies the
training scenario, including the information to satisfy the teacher's needs, the subject materials learning-flow
and the guidelines for self-learning navigation. The frame representation of the "cell" is shown in Table 1.
These slots are used when the system guides the process of the teacher's self-learning.

Table 1 The frame representation of the "cell"
Frame name Slot-value

r,
ET

g
0

Learning objectives for a student Subjects which should be understood
Subjects which should be mastered

Subject-contents The unit topic
Teaching method The students' supervision method and instructional strategies
Evaluating method The students' evaluation method
Useful tools The software used for the training activity
Operational manual of tools The software operation method used for the training activity
Prepared media The learning media which can be selected
Guide script The file which specifies the dialog between the trainee and the system

3 Outline of the teacher training system

The system configuration of the teacher's training environment is composed of two subsystems based on the
Distance Educational Model. One of the subsystems is the training system, where a trainee can select and
learn the subject adequate for him/her guided by the script in the "cell". The other subsystem is an authoring
system with creating and editing functions for "cell" description. The users of the second environment are,
e.g., IT-coordinators or IT-consultants, who can design lecture-plans in this environment.

3.1 Training system

The training system aims to support teachers' self-training. The configuration of this system is shown in
Fig.2. The role of this system is first to identify a "cell" in the model, according to the teachers' needs. Then,
the system tries to set up an effective learning environment, by retrieving the proper materials for the teacher,
along with the "guide script" defined in the corresponding "cell". Therefore, the system offers programs for
both Retrieving and Interpreting. The training system works as shown in the following.

STEP I: Record the teacher's needs.
STEP 2: Select a "cell" in the Distance Education Model according to the teacher's needs.
STEP 3: Interpret the "cell" in the guide WM (Working Memory).
STEP 4: Develop the interactive training with the teacher according to the "guide script" in the guide WM.
STEP 5: Store the log-data of the dialog (collect information on the learning histories and teachers' needs and behaviors).
STEP 6: Provide the needed applications for the user's learning activities and set up an effective training environment.
STEP 7: Give guidance-information, according to " cell script guidelines, decide on the proper next learning step "cell':

The interpreter controls and develops the dialog process between user and machine according to the
information defined in our "guide script" description language. This "guide script" description language
(GSDL) consists of some tags and a simple grammar for interpreting a document, similar to the HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language) on the WWW. The interpreter understands the meanings of the tags, and
interprets the contents. An example of GSDL is shown below.

(I)<free> Definition: description of the text (instruction)
(2)<slot (num.)> Definition: a link to a slot value in the "cell'
(3)<question> Definition: questions to a trainee
(4,1<choice> Definition: branching control according to a trainee's response
(5)<exe> Call: to relevant "cells"
(6)<app> Definition: applications used for training activities (e.g., Tele-Teaching etc.)
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3.2 Authoring system for creating and editing a "cell" description

The system provides an authoring module to create and edit the information in the "cell". This module also
offers the function of adding new "cells", in order to allow supervisors (experienced teachers) to design the
teachers' training program. The configuration of this system is shown in Fig.3. The tasks that can be
performed by this system are: adding new "cells ", editing the existing "cells", receiving calls for Tele-
Teaching lectures, and managing the lectures schedule. This system is composed of the "cell" frame creating
module, and the "guide script" creating module. A cell design can be performed as shown in the following.

STEP 1: Get the slot-values of "student's learning objectives", "subject-contents/teaching method/evaluating method", and "useful
tools" from the "cell".

STEP 2: Substitute the return value of the slot of the prepared media with the training-contents corresponding to the user'snstrk
STEP 3: Substitute the slot-value in the "cell "for the corresponding tag in the "guide script" template.
STEP 4: If "Tele-Teaching" as learning media is selected, then get some information about the lecture, by referring the lecture-DB

and the VOD short movie-DB.
STEP 5: Add the new "cell" to the Distance Educational Model.

The lecture-database consists of "lesson managing files" containing user-profile data, lecture schedules,
trainees learning records, lecture abstracts, and so on. The "guide script" template file contains tag-
information, written in the "guide script' description language (GSDL), for all subject-contents items in the
Distance Educational Model.

Get each slot-value Cell frame
generator

Substitute
for th

the return value
slot of the prepared media

Dist nee Guide script'
Educe tonal generator Substitute the slot-value

Mo el
Cet some information
about a lecture
after referring each D B

In the corresponding 'cell'
for a certain lag
In 'guide script' template

Register a lecture
Lecture-DB Sort movie-DB

of VOD

Cattle script'
template

Lecturer

Fig.3 The procedure of "cell" description for creating/edi ing of the authoring system

4 Conclusions

This paper proposed the Distance Educational Model called the School Based Curriculum Development and
Training System (SCOUTS). This model stands for the networked virtual leaning environment based on a
three dimensional representation, which has on the axes 1) subject-contents, e.g., "information" for the
training, 2) teaching knowledge, skills and evaluation methods and 3) learning and teaching media (forms).
This represents a new framework for teachers' education in the coming networked age. We have mentioned
the rationale of our system and explained the architecture of the training system via a 3D-representation
model. Furthermore, we have described a "guide script" language. This system is superior to a simple rule-
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based instructional plan, as it allows a better and more natural overview of the global structure, as well as a
quick identification of missing parts. The aim of our system is to support teachers' self-learning, provided as
in-service training. At the same time, we need to build rich databases by accumulating various kinds of
teaching expertise. In such a way, the concept of " knowledge-sharing" and "knowledge-reusing" will be
implemented. As a result, we trust that a new learning ecology scheme will emerge from our
environment.With this system, we can construct various kinds of learning forms and design interactive and
collaborative activities among learners. Such an interactive learning environment can provide a modality of
externalized knowledge-acquisition and knowledge-sharing, via the communication process, and support
learning methods such as "Learning by asking", "Learning by showing","Learning by Observing, "Learning
by Exploring" and "Learning by Teaching/Explaining"'. Among the learning effects expected from this
system, we also aim at meta-cognition and distributed cognition, such as reflective thinking, self-monitoring,
and so on. Therefore, we expect to build a new learning ecology, as mentioned above, through this system.
Finally, we will apply this system to the real world and try to evaluate its effectiveness and usability from
experimental and practical point of view.
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The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of
smaller networks. Recently, through United States federal, state, and regional
education networks and commercial providers, the vast resources of the Internet
are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and
classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with
Internet access. One of the most popular uses of this new medium, among
teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding the right
information on a particular topic for their students takes time. Current initiatives,
such as FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet, meet this goal of
improving online learning resources. This paper aims to introduce some of the
United States' successful programs.

1 Introduction

One of the main priorities of the Clinton administration is to make sure that all Americans have the best
education in the world. One of the goals of this "Call to Action for American Education" is to bring the
power of the Information Age into all schools in the United States. This initiative requires connecting every
classroom and library to the Internet, making sure that every child has access to multimedia computers,
giving teachers the training they need to be as comfortable with the computer as they are with the
chalkboard, and increasing the availability of high-quality educational content. When America meets the
challenge of making every child technologically literate, children in rural towns, suburbs, and inner city
schools will have equal access to the same knowledge base.

United States Federal agencies have made significant contributions to expanding this knowledge base. For
example, "White House for Kids," is a home page with information on the history of the White House.
NASA has a K-12 initiative, allowing students to interact with astronauts and to share in the excitement of
scientific pursuits such as the exploration of Mars and Jupiter, and the experiments conducted on the Space
Shuttle. Students participating in the GLOBE project (Global Learning and Observation for a Better
Environment) collect actual atmospheric, aquatic, and biological data and use the Internet to share, analyze,
and discuss the data with scientists and students all over the world. With support from the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Energy, and the Department of Defense's CAETI program (Computer-Aided
Education and Training Initiative), the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has developed a program that allows
high school students to request and down-load their own observations of the universe from professional
telescopes.

Of these government programs, four of these are as follows:

2 FREE (Federal Resources for Educational Excellence)

On April 18, 1997, President Clinton asked Federal agencies to determine what "resources you can make
available that would enrich the Internet as a tool for teaching and learning." In response, more than 40



Federal agencies formed a working group to make hundreds of federally supported education resources
available on the FREE website.

Some of the subjects of the FREE include arts, educational technology, foreign languages, health and safety,
and mathematics. Agencies involved include Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Gallery
of Art, National Science Foundation, Peace Corps, Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the
Smithsonian Institution.

3 GEM (Gateway to Educational Materials)

GEM began in 1996 after the National Library of Education (NLE) Advisory Task Force sought to find ways
to apply library and information science skills to help educators find lesson plans and teacher guides on the
Internet. GEM provides links to free Internet materials, partially free materials, and to resources that require
a fee or registration to be used. There are two ways to access the education resources on GEM Browsing
and Searching. Browsing GEM is sampling from lists of predetermined categories (e.g. mathematics,
language, education by grade level). Searching GEM is looking for any information containing the
keywords of the query (e.g. algebra lesson plan). This website provides access to educational materials
found on various federal, state, university, non-profit, and commercial Internet sites.

4 ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center)

The Ask ERIC service (Education Resources Information Center), supported by the Department of
Education, has a virtual library of more than 900 lesson plans for K-12 teachers, and provides answers to
questions from educators within 48 hours -- using a nationwide network of experts and databases of the
latest research. Abstracts of some 1,300 (Educational Research Information Center) ERIC Digests are
available online and text - searchable. A menu of services offered on the Internet not only introduces the user
to ERIC documents, but also leads to other databases in education. It began in 1992 as a project of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Information and Technology and is now, with the ERIC Clearinghouse, a component of
the Information Institute of Syracuse at Syracuse University. Today, Ask ERIC encompasses the resources of
the entire ERIC system and beyond. Got an education question? Ask ERIC! The main components of Ask
ERIC are:

1. Ask ERIC Question & Answer (Q&A) Service
Need to know the latest information on special education, curriculum development or other education
topics? Just Ask ERIC! When you submit your education question to Ask ERIC Q&A, you' 11 receive a
personal e-mail response from one of our network information specialists within two business days! We
will send you a list of ERIC database citations that deal with your topic and will also refer you to other
Internet resources for additional information. It' s that easy!

2. Ask ERIC Virtual Library
The Ask ERIC Virtual Library contains selected educational resources, including 1000+ Ask ERIC
Lesson Plans, 250+ Ask ERIC Info Guides, searchable archives of education-related listservs, links to
Television Series Companion Guides, and much more!

3. Search the ERIC Database
The ERIC database, the world' s largest source of education information, contains more than one million
abstracts of documents and journal articles on education research and practice. By searching Ask
ERIC' s web-based version of the ERIC Database, you can access the ERIC abstracts, which are also
found in the printed medium, Resources in Education and Current Index to Journals in Education. The
database is updated monthly, ensuring that the information you receive is timely and accurate.

5 Parents Guide to the Internet (16 page informational booklet)

This new, 16-page booklet, produced by the U.S. Department of Education, gives parents an introduction to
the Internet and is "intended to help parents --regardless of their level of technological know-howmake use
of the on-line world as an important educational tool. The guide cuts through the overwhelming amount of



consumer information to give parents an introduction to the Internet and how to navigate it. Most
importantly the guide suggests how parents can allow their children to tap into the wonders of the Internet
while safeguarding them from its potential hazards.

This guide was produced with the sort of collaborative effort that American schools need in order to succeed.
U.S. Department of Education staff worked with leaders from parent and education organizations, the private
sector, nonprofit groups and others in order to give parents a clear and comprehensive overview of the
Internet and its vast educational potential. In the same way, schools need support from every corner of the
community in order to provide students with a high-quality education.

6 Conclusion

More than ever before, a high-quality education offers Americans the best path to a rewarding career and a
fulfilling quality of life. As citizens of the Information Age, Americans must include access to technology
among the elements of an education that is based on high standards of achievement and discipline. But
incorporating technology into the Nation's schools is too big a job for the schools to tackle on their own.
Teachers need support and involvement from parents, grandparents, businesses, cultural institutions and
others in order to make effective in-class use of the wonders of technology.

The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of smaller networks. Recently,
through United States federal, state, and regional education networks and commercial providers, the vast
resources of the Internet are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and
classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with Internet access. One of the most
popular uses of this new medium, among teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding
the right resource on a particular topic for their students takes time. And time is in short supply for our
teachers. Current initiatives, such as those outlined, FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet,
meet this goal of improving online learning.
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The network learning supported by
constructivism
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1 Introduce

Network learning gives a chance to educators to rethink and investigate the learning modules and styles.
Therefore the educators can rearrange learning strategies and develop new learning environment to validate
the learning strategies and ideas. Although network learning cannot affect the learning completely and fully,
at least network learning offer the environment to fulfill the ideas of constructivism.

2 Setting up the network learning environment

2.1.To provide multiple and abundant materials:

The network learning resources provide the objective and existed knowledge, the multi-angle and
multi-level experiences to give learners various stimulations. In other words give the learners a chance to
create multiple constructions, the same learner create different level construction at distinct time.

2.2.Give learners the authentic problems:

The important mission when teachers proceed with the instruction of constructivism is to arrange and
provide the abundant and fitted learning environment, to offer and assist learners to construct knowledge
actively and successfully.

2.3.Encourage learners raise various solving methods for the problems:

Promote learners to think of the problems by multi-angle ways. In order to encourage learners to discuss,
think, argue and learn cooperatly, thus the learning have to be proceeded with dialog and communication.

2.4.Clear learning goals and concepts:

In internet world no place is too far away to be reached. If let learners grope or learn alone, it's usually
happen that learners disorientate in the internet world. Thus if there is no clear goal, learning activity will be
one pattern of browse and the emphasis will be neglect. Let learning activities concentrate at the learning
goals or concepts, learners will get more complete knowledge, understand the key points, thus increase
learning effects.

2.5.Learners can present viewpoints fully:

The intemet world is a multi-person and pluralistic environment . In addition to self-learnitig, learners can
see the learning portfolios of others. The learners review the cognition of others by self-viewpoint,
furthermore to imitate and learn the others, and self-viewpoint can also be referred by others. Learners
develop one kind of self-thinking in the environment of arguing with others again and again. Thus learners
are no more silencers, but the learners are encouraged to present their viewpoints or opinions.

2.6.Adaptive courses:

There are individual differences between learners, learning processes or learning strategies of learners are
different from others. Thus the design of courses should be considered about the individual
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difference,adapted to learning situation of learners. Arrange different course to match the learning situation
and abilities of learners, thus learners got the individual learning.

3 Conclusion

It's convenient to search information and data in World Wide Web. The convenience is important factor to
encourage learners to construct the self-knowledge. In the process of learners participating and learning
actively, learners will feel that they have got self-learning goal.

In constructivism it's important factor that learners participate actively in learning process. Thus learners
must participate self-learning activity positively. Learners should search and find knowledge what they want
actively.In network learning environment the learning activities are emphasized the" internal control"
directed by learners, and requesting learners to learn by their strategies in the process of learning activities.
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